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Foreword 

We  have  the  pleasure  to  organize  the  9th Workshop  on Multimedia Metadata which  comes  to 
support  the  work  done  by  the  Multimedia  Metadata  Community  (http://www.multimedia‐
metadata.info). The 2009 workshop has a special focus on context‐aware mobile multimedia services 
and  is  held  in  conjunction  with  the  13th  French  Multimedia  Conference  on  Compression  and 
Representation of Audiovisual Signals  (CORESA 2009). Both events  share  joint panels and  sessions 
bringing researchers and industry experts to fruitful discussions. 

This year's program features invited renowned researchers. Timo Ojala, from the University of Oulu, 
will  give  an  invited  talk  on  the  opportunities  that  mobile  devices  equipped  with  wireless  data 
transmission  provide  for  context‐aware  and  ubiquitous  computing.  Christian  Timmerer  (ITEC 
Klagenfurt)  and  Stéphane  Pateux  (Orange  Labs),  researchers  working  actively  within multimedia 
standardisation bodies, are animating a discussion on the current state of MPEG standards and the 
acceptance  status  in  industry.  They  will  also  provide  insights  into  future  evolutions  of  these 
standards. 

We have a quality programme composed of 9 regular papers and a doctoral symposium featuring 3 
papers.  Our  first  thanks  go  to  the  reviewers,  who  provided  timely  and  thorough  reviews.  Their 
suggestions allowed authors to better their contributions. 

Naturally, our thanks also go to the joint sponsors of CORESA'09 and WMM'09: CNES, Orange Labs, 
Noveltis, Fitting Box,  IRIT,  INP Toulouse, Grand Toulouse and Région Midi‐Pyrénées. Their  financial 
and logistic support has been essential to the organisation of our workshop. 

We wish you a productive and enriching workshop and an excellent stay in Toulouse. 

Your workshop co‐chairs, 

Romulus Grigoras, IRIT ‐ University of Toulouse 
Vincent Charvillat, IRIT ‐ University of Toulouse 
Ralf Klamma, RTWH Aachen University 
Harald Kosch, University of Passau 
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Abstract: This paper explores the design, implementation and evaluation of 
context-aware mobile multimedia services by presenting six case studies on 
different application domains. The case studies highlight the opportunities that 
mobile devices equipped with wireless data transmission provide for context-aware 
and ubiquitous computing. Special emphasis is placed on empirical evaluation of 
the services in the field in form of a user evaluation with genuine end users in real 
environment of use. 

1 Introduction 

The research community has introduced a large volume of context-aware systems 
[BDR07], which have adopted different definitions of the slippery notion of “context“ 
[Do04]. The systems typically involves mechanisms for context acquisition, 
preprocessing, representation, management and utilization in an application. The raw 
context data is acquired from different types of sources or “sensors“, where the term 
“sensor“ has to be understood very broadly. The raw context data may be subjected to 
different forms of preprocessing, for example to deal with missing data or to elicit higher 
level abstractions such as logical relationships or activities. Different models have been 
developed for representing context data in formats understood by computers and users, 
ranging from simple key-value pairs to extensive ontologies [Bo07]. Different types of 
centralized and distributed context management architectures have been proposed for 
storing and distributing context data to applications. They then utilize context for various 
purposes such as to adapting the user interface or to retrieving contextually relevant 
information. 

When evaluating context-aware mobile systems, we have to make a distinction whether 
we evaluate the system architecture [OSW07] or the user interface [KS03]. Evaluating 
the user interface or usability of mobile systems is difficult due to extra interaction and 
evaluation challenges in the mobile domain. The interaction challenges include the 
mobile context of use, rich device functionality, small device size, lack of direct 
manipulation, and lack of standardization in handset and software design. 



The evaluation challenges relate to data collection (technical, social and legal 
constraints) and uncontrollable variables (e.g. weather, ambient noise and attention 
destructors). Important decisions to be made regarding evaluation include what is 
evaluated (interface metaphors, mental models or UI elements), how (empirical vs 
analytical) and where (lab vs field). While a lab experiment does not provide a proper 
simulation of the true mobile context and the real-word factors affecting behavior and 
performance are missing, a field experiment in turn is time consuming, expensive, and 
suspect to data collection difficulties and uncontrollable external variables. 

The six case studies presented in this paper demonstrate the utilization of context data in 
different types of context-aware mobile multimedia services. Each service employs a 
simple key-value context model and centralized context management architecture for 
storing or retrieving contextually relevant information. First five case studies originate 
from the Rotuaari – Context-Aware Mobile Multimedia Services research project 
[Ro03]. Each of them involved empirical evaluation in the field in form of a user 
evaluation with real users in true environment of use. It is a fundamental usability 
assessment method providing direct information about how the system is used and what 
are the exact problems [Ni94]. The sixth case study, panOULU Luotsi, is a joint effort of 
the Wireless Cities project [Wi05] and the panOULU network [pa09]. Some of the 
services are now in “production“ use, either as a public service or as a commercial 
product. 

2 SmartRotuaari 

SmartRotuaari was an early demonstration of the new mobile multimedia services that 
emerging wireless broadband Internet would eventually facilitate. SmartRotuaari 
comprised of a wireless multi-access network, SmartWare architcture for deploying 
context-aware mobile multimedia services, a web-based CPI (Content Provider 
Interface) for content management and a collection of functional prototype services 
[Oj03]. The design and implementation of the system started in 2002, leading to 
empirical evaluation in form of a large-scale field trial executed at downtown Oulu in 
fall 2003. SmartRotuaari was motivated by the needs of both companies (i.e. mobile 
service providers, technology providers, retailers etc.) and consumers as end users of 
mobile services. While companies have the most comprehensive knowledge about their 
business (“market pull”), some of them, especially smaller retailers, are not necessarily 
aware of the possibilities offered by the new technology (“technology push”). These 
aspects were studied in form of surveys, joint workshops and one-to-one discussions 
with local businesses. 

The multi-access network comprised of a GPRS network and a WLAN (IEEE 802.11b). 
The WLAN emulated the emerging wireless broadband Internet access with much higher 
data transfer rate and lower latencies than GPRS. We built the WLAN ourselves, 
managing to install 11 WLAN access points around downtown Oulu by the start of the 
first field trial in late August 2003. Later the WLAN network was expanded, 
contributing to the founding of the panOULU network in October 2003 [pa09], which 
eventually proved to be the most valuable outcome of the project. 



The SmartWare architecture included server components for service access, user 
positioning, instant messaging, real-time presence management and database access. The 
architecture facilitated using different context attributes represented as key-value pairs in 
service provisioning: time (e.g. time range when a service was active), location (absolute 
and relative locations of the user and/or a service provider, for example a service could 
be triggered if the user was within a specific distance of a service provider, location of 
the user could be provided by GPS, WLAN positioning or manual entry), weather (real-
time weather observation, temperature and wind speed divided to non-overlapping 
ranges), user profile (e.g. age, marital status, education, occupation, income, personal 
interests entered upon registration) and user presence (availability and mood set to any 
of the seven predefined values). 

 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. Example UI screenshots of the SmartRotuaari services: (a) “desktop”; (b) map-based 
guidance; (c) personal communication. 
 
The prototype services were implemented with a monolithic Java client for PDA’s. They 
included a service directory, map-based guidance, personal communications, Time 
Machine Oulu (see Section 3), mobile ads (see Section 5), personalized news and mobile 
payment. The “desktop” shown in Fig. 1(a) provided access to individual services. Map-
based guidance (Fig. 1(b)) provided visualization of the location of a place relative to the 
user’s current location shown as red dot. A place could refer to any entry in the service 
directory, a ‘buddy’, or a location of personal interest specified earlier by the user. 
Personal communications was supported in form of peer-to-peer and group chat, which 
were implemented as simple text-based chat (Fig. 1(c)). 



The user could maintain a list of ‘buddies’ and invite them to a chat. Further, the user 
could set his presence status (‘mood’) to any of the predefined alternatives. The user 
could choose whether his location and/or presence status were shown to his ‘buddies’ 
and other users. Personalized news feed was provided so that the user could designate 
whether (s)he found a particular article interesting or not. A personalization engine then 
updated the user’s profile accordingly and provided first those of the incoming news that 
matched the user’s interest profile. Mobile payment was implemented with an external 
micropayment server, which facilitated payments for on-line content with real money.  

A subset of the prototype services, service directory, map-based guidance, mobile ads 
and TimeMachine Oulu, were included in the field trial running from late August 2003 
till the end of September 2003. The field trial was coordinated from an office established 
in a small hut placed at the very heart of downtown Oulu (Fig. 2). The office was staffed 
with researchers, who persuaded passers-by to sign up as test users, helped test users in 
creating a user profile and in using the iPAQ and services, and collected feedback via a 
questionnaire and occasional interviews. Each test user was awarded with a voucher to a 
nearby café after the test session. 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 2. (a) Field trial office at the Rotuaari pedestrian street; (b) a test user is signing up. 

Recruiting voluntary test users from the general public proved rather difficult. 
Eventually we had few hundred test users, of which 193 respondents filled in an 
extensive questionnaire. The rather small spatial coverage of the WLAN network was 
the most serious technical limitation. The test users had difficulties in understanding that 
they could lose connectivity indoors or when leaving the downtown, which led to 
various usability problems. Nevertheless, the field trial provided a very valuable lesson 
in organizing a large field experiment in a public laboratory. 



3 TimeMachine Oulu 

TimeMachine Oulu provided a dynamic, interactive and context-aware 3D virtual model 
nhof historical Oulu, to be used with the web browser of a WLAN-equipped PDA 
[POO03]. The development of the model was motivated and facilitated by the 
availability of high quality historical data of the buildings in Oulu between two 
devastating fires in 1822 and in 1882. The 3D virtual model was generated dynamically 
from the building database using VRML. The model was simplified (Fig. 3), not 
photorealistic, adapted to the limited rendering power, network bandwidth and storage of 
the mobile device, and the simple lighting model of the VRML. The user could “time 
travel” in the model by increasing/decreasing the “current year”. The model was context-
aware, placed at the current location of the user determined by WLAN positioning of the 
mobile device. The model was interactive in the sense that you could move around in the 
model and access the objects, for example to ask who lived in a particular building in the 
“current” year. 

 

Figure 3. Two views of a particular location at downtown Oulu in 1827 (left) and 2003 (right). The 
old church from 1826 is still standing in the background. The building in front of it is only 
“recently” constructed. 

TimeMachine was tested with a small task-based user-based evaluation at downtown 
Oulu. Ten test users were asked to complete four tasks using TimeMachine: T1: Go to 
year 1826; T2: Move around the church; T3: Find any red, yellow or green building and 
name its owner and insurance number; and T4: Find out the width and length of mayor 
Appelgren’s house. After completing the tasks the test users completed a questionnaire 
addressing various aspects of the perceived usability and user experience. All ten users 
were able to complete tasks T1, T2 and T3 successfully, while seven were able to 
complete task T4. Seven users thought that TimeMachine was slow and six users found 
the visual quality of TimeMachine sufficient. To conclude, TimeMachine was a prime 
example of an interesting application made possible by high quality historical content. 



4 SmartLibrary 

SmartLibrary was a location-aware mobile library service, assisting library patrons in 
finding books and other objects. Back in 2003, SmartLibrary was the first OPAC (Online 
Public Access Catalogues) search interface tailored for mobile devices atop of Voyager, 
a widespread library management system. The traditional solution in libraries is to 
classify the books into holdings and shelf classes. This solution works well if the user is 
familiar with the shelf classification. For larger libraries, however, there can be tens of 
holdings, hundreds of classes and thousands of shelves. This results in especially novice 
library users consulting the library personnel for personal guidance, which consumes the 
library’s resources. 

SmartLibrary version 1 [ARO03] provided map-based guidance to the target bookshelf 
on a PDA equipped with WLAN (IEEE 802.11b) connectivity. The user‘s location could 
be estimated with WLAN positioning, which enabled dynamic guidance of the user 
towards the desired book. The service was a completely software-based solution, which 
could be provisioned atop a WLAN installed for wireless Internet access, without any 
additional hardware. SmartLibrary version 1 was deployed in the main library of 
University of Oulu on top of OULA, an online catalog based on Voyager. PDA’s web 
browser was used to browse the OULA-pda, a web interface tailored for small devices 
such as PDA’s. The query results provided by the OULA-pda were augmented with a 
link, which started a separate Java-based guidance application. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the 
definition of a query for a book authored by Tolkien. Fig. 4(b) shows the presentation of 
the entries matching the query. By clicking the “Locate”- link of the book of interest the 
user got access to the map-based guidance visualized in Fig. 4(c). In the map view the 
red dot denotes the location of the user, while the rectangular icon shows the shelf where 
the requested book resides. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. (a) The query definition UI of OULA-pda. (b) The results of the query. (c) Visualization 
of the map-based guidance to the shelf containing the book searched for. 

 



We conducted a task-based user evaluation of the SmartLibrary service with 32 
randomly selected library patrons. Each user was given two tasks: first, to find a certain 
book by Tolkien, and second, any issue of a particular economic science periodical. Half 
of the users completed the first task using public desktop library terminals providing 
shelf classification, and the other half using SmartLibrary providing map-based 
guidance. The terminal was changed between the tasks. After the tasks were completed, 
the users were asked to fill in a questionnaire containing multiple-choice questions and 
space for feedback. The users were asked which of the two methods they would prefer 
for finding books in the library and why. All males and 64 % of females chose map-
based guidance, which they also found less laborious to use than shelf classification. As 
expected, the assessment of the laboriousness of shelf classification correlated heavily 
with the users’ experience in using it. The main usability problems were related to the 
guidance application, which was slow and worked only in particular PDA models. 
Switching between the web-based OULA-pda and the separate guidance application was 
considered awkward. The users also had difficulties in orienting themselves on maps, 
due to poor graphics of the maps. 

SmartLibrary version 2 [Ai04] was re-designed to address the problems of the first 
version. The user interface was provided for the (X)HTML browsers in desktops, PDAs 
and high-end mobile phones, hence integration with web-based OPACs would be 
seamless. The graphics of the floor plan maps were designed to be simple and clear. 
Different symbols on the map were color-coded: walls and other fixed structures were 
drawn with black, book shelves with blue, and tables with yellow. Target areas and their 
names were superimposed on the map. The users could also position themselves relative 
to pre-defined landmarks, e.g. a circulation desk and stairs, shown on the map upon 
request. A separate web-based CPI (Content Provider Interface) was provided for the 
purpose of maintaining information of shelf-classes and landmarks. 

SmartLibrary version 2 was tested with a task-based user evaluation, where library 
patrons and staff were asked to find three books with different means: with the user’s 
own way, SmartLibrary with a public desktop terminal, SmartLibrary with a PDA over 
WLAN connectivity, and SmartLibrary with a mobile phone over GPRS data 
connection. Most novice users preferred SmartLibrary over the shelf classification, 
whereas more experienced patrons and library staff preferred the shelf classification. The 
users considered SmartLibrary most useful on public desktop terminals, i.e. just map-
based guidance without the WLAN positioning of the user. 

SmartLibrary is still in ‘production’ use at the libraries of the University of Oulu in two 
different forms. Map-based guidance is provided as a web service for locating shelf-
classes, study rooms, equipment and other resources, and it has become quite popular 
among library patrons. Also, an online search web interface tailored for mobile devices 
is provided. However, the WLAN positioning of the mobile device has been discarded, 
due to the limited range of supported WLAN devices and high maintenance cost. 



5 Mobile advertising 

Three different context-aware systems for permission-based mobile advertising were 
developed in the Rotuaari project. The first advertising system was part of the 
SmartRotuaari system described in Section 2. A mobile ad was a SMIL 2.0 compliant 
multimedia message delivered to a PDA over WLAN connection. The ad was authored 
and activated by the advertiser using a web-based CPI. The advertiser defined the ad 
profile, i.e. the context attributes (time, relative location, weather, user profile and/or 
user mood) that were required for the ad to “trigger“. Similarly, the user could define 
whether (s)he wanted to receive ads and from what relative range from her/his current 
location. If there was a match, the ad was delivered to the user‘s device. 18 local 
companies were recruited to produce free ads promoting their products and services, of 
which 12 eventually provided ads (Fig. 5) during the field trial. The test users‘ feedback 
supported our own observation of the limited added value provided by the bulk of the 
mobile ads, which were content to just provide the name and address of a store, for 
example. [Oj03] 

 

(a) (b) 
 

(c) 

Figure 5. Example mobile ads: (a) jewelry store advertising a jewelry brand; (b) discount offer 
from a bookstore; (c) cosmetics discount ad. 

In the second advertising system ad delivery was based on a telco grade MMSC and the 
user device was a mobile phone equipped with GPRS data connection. The mobile ads 
were again created with a web-based CPI, including tailoring of the content for different 
user devices and the specification of the ad profile. If there was a match between the ad 
profile and the user profiles, the ad was delivered either as MMS messages or as 
XHTML Mobile Profile pages with WAP Push. The advertising system was employed in 
two large field trials in 2004 and in 2005, and in a third smaller field trial in 2006. For 
example, in the 2004 trial 44 businesses were recruited as advertisers, producing 81 
different ads that were delivered 11370 times in total to 610 test users. The advertising 
system was hampered by technical difficulties such as variations in the implementation 
of MMS players in different phones. [Ko07a] 



The third mobile advertising system called B-MAD was based on Bluetooth and WAP 
Push [Aa04]. A Bluetooth sensor was configured to periodically scan for the globally 
unique Bluetooth device addresses of passing by Bluetooth user devices. The sensor sent 
the BT addresses of detected devices over a WAP connection to an ad server, together 
with a location identifier. The ad server mapped the BT addresses to the user phone 
numbers and checked from the database if there were any ads associated with the 
location that had not been delivered to the user. The undelivered ads were delivered as 
XHTML Mobile Profile pages using WAP Push. User’s location was the only context 
attribute used for triggering ad delivery. The B-MAD was evaluated with a small-scale 
field trial where Bluetooth sensors were placed in eight stores providing 11 ads in total. 
Two ads from a particular store were temporally related so that if the user stayed nearby 
the store for a certain time after receiving the first ad, (s)he would receive a second ad 
including a gift certificate. 35 test users were asked to walk a designated route bypassing 
the stores and the delivery of ads was logged in the server. Due to the long Bluetooth 
scanning delay the average positioning latency was 25 seconds and the sensor was not 
guaranteed to detect every Bluetooth device passing by at walking speed. Further, ad 
delivery with WAP Push took almost 12 seconds on average. The combined total latency 
of 37 seconds meant that at times the user received the ad fairly far away from the 
sending store. 

The three mobile advertising systems and their evaluation in five field trials provided us 
and advertisers valuable lessons in mobile advertising. The advertisers and the few 
agencies they used for authoring mobile ads on their behalf had great difficulties in 
understanding how personal channel a mobile device is. They were mostly content to 
just reproduce the ads they used in printed mass media. They were also reluctant to 
personalize the ads and consequently the customers found the ads rather useless. At the 
beginning we also provided too many context attributes to choose from, which led to 
sparse context spaces with few hits per ad. We learned that there was no room for 
technical glitches, which were partly our own doing and partly due to problems in 
commercial products. Further, we learned that being so much ahead of time was not 
necessarily a bonus, as other stakeholders had difficulties in buying our vision. 
Nevertheless, some advertisers reported that they managed to create new business by 
participating in our trials. 

6 Mobile Fair Diary 

Mobile Fair Diary (MFD) was designed to allow a housing fair visitor to make a 
personalized digital recording of his/her visit to the fairground for later use [Ko07b]. In a 
typical housing fair a large number of different types of buildings and their décor are on 
display for a given period of time. Typically, a visitor spends a day at the crowded 
fairground under a hectic schedule, visiting possibly dozens of houses and exhibition 
booths. Most of the offered information is made available as paper brochures, resulting 
in a pile of paper being carried home for later use. The housing fair also typically comes 
with an accompanying website containing online information about the houses and other 
things. Further, many visitors are equipped with notebooks and a personal digital camera 
for taking photos of interesting objects. 



We can identify many problems in the conventional setup of a housing fair. Firstly, it 
does not support the user in collecting, from a range of different sources (e.g., brochures, 
the web and personal digital cameras), the specific detailed information of an object that 
is of personal interest to the user in a manner which would incorporate automatic 
hyperlinking between different sources. This is a very acute problem to be solved, as the 
total amount of information available at a housing fair is immense, but only a fraction of 
it may be relevant to a particular user. Secondly, the big pile of brochures and 
miscellaneous photos does not support efficient retrieval of relevant information at a 
later date, when that information would be needed in designing a kitchen renovation, for 
example. Thirdly, the current setup does not support efficient sharing of information 
with other users, for example with friends who might also be planning to renovate their 
kitchens. Fourthly, the many month long marketing period before the fair requires that 
all printed brochures are produced well ahead of the houses and their interior/exterior 
being finalized. This means that computer generated models are used in brochures 
instead of actual photos, or that illustrative photos are omitted altogether.  

The MFD was designed to allow a housing fair visitor to capture the relevant 
information and to support more timely dissemination of information.The MFD 
combined a mobile phone and a desktop PC into a novel hybrid interface for collecting, 
storing and sharing information. The phone application was used for taking context-
aware notes such as visual codes, photos, dictations and text. The notes were uploaded 
onto a website where they were presented in a contextual order for browsing, organizing 
and sharing with friends to be used on a later occasion. The website also automatically 
linked user-made notes with ready-made content packages of houses and related online 
resources. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 6. Screenshots of the UI of the MFD phone application: (a) main view; (b) adding a note; 
(c) a visual code is read; (d) a 2nd level visual code has been read and location is updated. 
 
When starting the phone application for the first time, the user was required to type in a 
phone number or an email address or both so that the user could be delivered the user ID 
and password needed for accessing the website. After typing in the contact information, 
the user was presented with the main view showing the number of entries made at the 
current location and the total number of entries (Fig. 6(a)). The phone application had 
dedicated user interfaces for reading visual codes, taking photos, making dictations and 
writing text memos (Fig. 6(b)). The phone application also facilitated browsing and 
deleting the notes. 



When a note was taken, it was associated with related contextual metadata comprising of 
the current location and a timestamp. The current location was indicated by reading a 2-
D visual code of known locations with the phone’s camera (Fig. 6(c)). Upon reading a 
visual code the user location was automatically updated (Fig. 6(d)). The MFD employed 
a nested two-level hierarchy of visual codes so that a 1st level code designated a house 
or an outdoor object such as a piece of art. The 2nd level code associated with a 1st level 
code of a house designated objects inside the house, for example a room or a piece of 
furniture. The 1st level codes were placed at the entrances, which were supposed to be 
read upon entering the houses. If the user forgot to read the 1st level code at the 
entrance, but then read a 2nd level code indoor, the phone application automatically 
recognized the corresponding 1st level code associated with the 2nd level code and 
updated the location accordingly. Furthermore, the user could also change the location 
by selecting it manually from the list of 1st level codes. The phone application was 
configurable so that an XML file specifying all visual codes and their UI labels was 
automatically downloaded when the application was started for the first time. The notes 
and their metadata were uploaded to a server at the end of the visit to the housing fair. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. The MFD website presented notes in contextual order with hyperlinks to related 
information. 
 



The MFD website facilitated fluent browsing, organizing and sharing of the notes taken 
with the mobile phone. The notes were presented in contextual order so that the objects 
corresponding to the 1st level codes read by the mobile phone (i.e., the houses and 
outdoor objects visited) were visualized in the left-hand frame with the title and 
thumbnail image in chronological order (Fig. 7). One of them was designated as the 
current object of interest, for which the right-hand frame then showed all notes taken in 
chronological order. The website also automatically augmented the notes of a particular 
object with hyperlinks to the online content package provided by us for that object and to 
other related online resources such as the website provided by the fair organizers. The 
user could rearrange the notes into any order that the user saw fit and deleting any 
needless notes. Furthermore, the user could compose personal collections of notes 
augmented with textual annotations. The user could also download the diary from the 
website to a local file as a ZIP-package.  
 
The MFD was empirically evaluated in a large-scale field trial at the national Finnish 
Housing Fair in July-August 2005. The annual fair is the most prominent activity 
undertaken by The Finnish Housing Fair Co-operative Organization, a non-profit 
association, whose mission is to improve the quality of construction in Finland. Different 
types of buildings and their décor were on display for a period of 30 days, after which 
the actual occupants of the houses moved in. The fairground consisted of over fifty 
houses and apartment buildings constructed on an area of 13 hectares (Fig. 8(a)). We 
were granted permission to place a 1st level visual code at the entrance of each house 
and apartment building (Fig. 8(b)) and on outdoor art pieces. Furthermore, a limited 
number of 2nd level visual codes were allowed (3-8 per house, 43 in total) inside the 
eight houses circled in Fig. 8(a). 

 
(a) 

 
(b)

 
Figure 8. (a) A map of the fairground, where the circled houses were equipped with 2nd level 
visual codes indoors; (b) A 1st level visual code placed at an entrance of an apartment building.  
 



The field trial was coordinated from an office located near the main entrance to the 
fairground. If people had a compatible phone, they could acquire the phone application 
themselves by sending an SMS to a given phone number, downloading the application 
from the web, or visiting the field office. If their phone was not compatible they could 
loan one, without charge, for the duration of their visit at the fairground. Each test user 
was rewarded with ice cream upon returning to the desk and uploading their diary to the 
website. Qualitative data was collected through an online questionnaire available at the 
website and by interviewing ten randomly selected users. The test users were motivated 
to fill in the questionnaire with a raffle. Quantitative data comprised of the statistics of 
the notes and their metadata, together with the log of the users’ actions on the website. 

During the one-month trial 349 test users uploaded their diary to the website and 169 
(48.4%) of them filled in the online questionnaire. Our small sample had similar profile 
to that of the whole Housing Fair clientale of 121110. The 349 diaries contained 27258 
notes. 302 (86.5%) of the 349 diaries contained more than 10 notes, which can be 
regarded as actual usage of the MFD. An individual user took about 78 notes on average, 
over half of the users took more than 50 notes and 25 (7.2%) heavy users took more than 
200 notes. The 27258 notes were of different types as follows: 24044 photos, 1869 
indoor objects (2nd level visual codes), 831 dictations and 514 text notes. The large 
number of photos is simply explained by the fact that a photo has clearly the highest 
information value with respect to the amount of work needed. The low number of text 
notes is explained by the difficulty of typing notes with the 12-key keypad of a mobile 
phone. The low amount of dictations is at least partially explained by the challenging 
social setting, for it is understandably difficult to dictate given the crowd and ambient 
noise at the housing fair. 

Here I present just some key observations from the data while the reader should see 
[Ko07b] for in-depth analysis. When we conducted a statistical test between the numbers 
of different notes and selected respondent attributes (gender, age, prior experience in 
using smart phones, prior experience in using the Internet), the only statistically 
significant finding was that females took more text notes. This means that, for example, 
the lack of any prior experience in using smart phones had no effect on the usage of the 
phone application, which testifies to a successful design in terms of learnability and 
efficiency. When we tested for any statistically significant differences in the 
questionnaire data with respect to respondent demographics, the following findings were 
made. Female users thought that the service was easier to learn (average score of 4.43 on 
5-point Likert scale) and more self-evident to use (4.38) than male users (4.11 / 4.08). 
Female users were also more confident that the service was useful (4.60) than male users 
(4.35). Female users also felt that they gained more advantage from using the service 
(4.32 vs. 3.97). Quite surprisingly, the users with no prior experience of smart phones 
felt that the MFD was easy to learn (4.61) than those with prior experience (4.36). They 
also felt that the service was more self-evident to use (4.36 vs 4.10). As a whole, the data 
demonstrated excellent user satisfaction and identified unconventional enthusiastic user 
groups for a mobile service such as middle-aged women. 

The MFD concept was commercialized by the startup company founded by the 
researchers of the project and is now available as a commercial product Entre Exhibitor. 



7 panOULU Luotsi 

panOULU Luotsi (~ Pilot in English, [pa09b]) is a location-based information mash-up 
provided for the users of a large municipal wireless network in the City of Oulu in 
northern Finland [Ku08]. The panOULU (public access network Oulu) network is 
provided by a consortium of five public organizations and four ISPs [Oj08][pa09]. As of 
now, the network totals about 1050 WLAN (IEEE 802.11a/b/g) access points, which 
provide indoor and outdoor coverage in locations deemed relevant for public access. The 
city center and its immediate surroundings are blanketed with a large outdoor WLAN 
mesh network, but otherwise the coverage is provided in hotspot manner. In its coverage 
area panOULU provides open (no login/authentication/registration) and free (no 
payment) wireless internet access to the general public, as long as you have a WLAN-
equipped device. In September 2008, 15127 devices used the network, totaling 370000 
sessions and 13.9 million online minutes. Up to 40% of the users in a given month are 
visitors, as determined from the usage patterns and by detecting devices that had not 
been seen in the network before. The proportion of multi-mode mobile handsets 
equipped with WLAN radios has been growing steadily so that they make up ~25% of 
the devices today. The usage of the network is still very much nomadic, not mobile, as 
only ~5% of sessions can be considered mobile. 

The motivation behind Luotsi was to provide one obvious access point to useful 
information, which was before fragmented across several web sites and presented in 
different formats. Thus, the user had to implicitly know what information s/he needed 
and where to get it from. In many cases the user had to resort to multiple services before 
acquiring the necessary information. Some providers had made efforts to gather more 
comprehensive data in their site, but the data was still rather limited and outdated at 
times due to the lack of administration. Further, while one site might offer a map on the 
location of the desired target, another might not, and the user would have to manually 
enter the address in a map service, thus leaving the service s/he was originally using. The 
motivation was equally supported by the increasing coverage and usage of the panOULU 
network. The over 15000 users represent a considerable population in a city of 130000 
people. Further, large proportion of them are visitors, who need up-to-date information 
of the services, places and events in a foreign city. In addition to providing a single 
access point to topical and relevant local information, other design goals included re-
using existing information feeds instead of reinventing them, no client application should 
be needed besides a web browser, and the information should always be up-to-date. The 
design goals could be achieved with a web mash-up, which builds on the aggregation of 
various information feeds and real-time positioning of the user.  

The high-level software architecture of panOULU Luotsi is shown in Figure 9. To access 
the vast amount of distributed information and to bypass the problem of outdated data on 
different sites, all content into Luotsi is acquired in form of XML-based feeds such as, 
but not limited to RSS or ATOM. The varying presentation formats of the feeds are dealt 
by the XML aggregator illustrated as the DataMapper in Figure 9, which maps different 
heterogeneous information feeds into the Luotsi database without any changes to the 
application source code. 



 

Figure 9. The high-level software architecture of panOULU Luotsi. 

Luotsi has an administrator interface for registering any XML-based feed to be 
registered in the system. When registering a feed, the administrator receives a parsed 
presentation of how the feed is formulated (the XML tags). The administrator manually 
maps the attributes to corresponding fields in the Luotsi data model. For example, two 
feeds may describe a place with different XML structures such as <name></name> and 
<placeName></placeName>. Both are mapped to ‘place_name’ field in Luotsi data 
model. The mapping needs to be done only once for a feed unless, of course, the 
structure of the feed changes. The mapping rules are saved in a configuration file. The 
registered feeds are then automatically updated periodically by their provider, thus 
ensuring that all data is always up-to-date. 

The location of the user is estimated as the location of the WLAN access point the user 
device is currently connected to. Typically, the user’s actual location is within a 50 meter 
radius of location of the access point. This network-based AP ID positioning has several 
benefits over other methods such as GPS positioning: the user device needs no additional 
software or hardware, the first location estimate is obtained very quickly, and it works 
also indoors provided network coverage is available. 



Currently, registered feeds include movie listings from Finnkino (the main movie 
provider in Finland), City of Oulu’s event calendar and news feed, fast food restaurants 
from kaenkky.com (a local website listing and reviewing all fast food restaurants in Oulu 
region), service directory and local sights listings from ouluthisweek.net (local service 
provider producing both online and printed information services), and the latest news 
from Kaleva (the local main newspaper). Aggregated, these feeds provide a very 
comprehensive directory of services and events that both local people and visitors might 
need when moving around Oulu. Luotsi also provides a location aware weather report 
based on a cluster of micro weather stations installed around the city. The weather data 
provided by the stations is available as a public web service. Luotsi automatically 
determines the weather station nearest to the user’s current location and displays the data 
in easy-to-read manner, thus adding another element to the mash-up.  

The feeds are retrieved periodically by the Content Retriever, mapped by the 
DataMapper into Luotsi data model based on the rules in the configuration file and the 
mapped data is stored in the Database. The Database serves as a proxy (cache), thus 
making later queries much faster than if the data was always fetched from the individual 
feeds and mapped on the fly. The Database is a mySQL database with a table structure 
conforming to Luotsi data model. The data model is flexible to support the needs of 
varying feed structures. Fields not found from a feed are left blank, and cross-
referencing is supported. This is useful if, for instance, an event-item does not have 
explicit location information (e.g. coordinates), but contains a logical name or street 
address, which can be mapped to the coordinates using the City of Oulu’s geodetic 
service. Similarly, relevant tags of the emerging geoRSS format (e.g. <geo:lon> and 
<geo:lat>) could be mapped to a location in our data model, although the current content 
feeds do not use them. 

The panOULU Luotsi web user interface is illustrated in Figure 10. It is implemented 
with the jQuery AJAX library using the model-view-controller design paradigm. The 
presentation layer is separated from the application logic stored in separate PHP files 
that are called from the UI. The layout is divided into two columns so that the left 
column shows the location of the user and objects of interest. The user’s current location 
is presented by placing a ‘guess circle’ around the icon representing the user on the map, 
indicating that the user’s actual location is within the guess circle. Object categories are 
presented with their specific distinct icons, e.g. a plate indicates a restaurant. The map 
file is retrieved by the MapServiceInterface component from the City of Oulu‘s online 
map service, which offers an open web inteface for retrieving maps. The map is initially 
centered at the user’s location, but it can be freely moved in any direction after that. The 
maps outside the current view are fetched asynchronously in the background, so that 
when the user moves off the current map view, map loading times are minimized. The 
map also supports a 4-level zoom, allowing the user to zoom in or out at any point. 
Luotsi is primarily intended to be used via the panOULU network, which facilitates the 
AP ID positioning. However, Luotsi is a public web service, and thus can be used via 
any other access network, as well. If the positioning fails because the user is not 
connected to panOULU network, the user is asked to enter his/her current or desired 
location manually, e.g. as a street address or pointing a location on the map.  



 

Figure 10. The browsing interface of panOULU Luotsi. 

Luotsi also employs automatic proximity-based search functionality. Once the user 
location has been established, the system automatically displays five nearest objects on 
the map. The objects found with the proximity-based search are hidden once the user 
makes a search for something else. Below the map is a window that can display different 
information based on the selected tab. Initially, the content area displays the 
‘instructions’ tab with general information on the use of the service, but once the user 
searches for something or selects one of the automatically shown objects, the content 
changes to either a list of search results, or details on the selected object, respectively. 

We have been logging the usage of Luotsi since its launch in October 2007. By 
September 2008, a total of 6658 sessions was recorded, averaging 555 sessions a month. 
About one third of the sessions were from devices connected to the panOULU network, 
two thirds from elsewhere in the Internet. 

8 Conclusion 

I conclude with a brief discussion on some important lessons that I have learned from the 
case studies and related research efforts. The lessons may also help to understand why 
commercially relevant context-aware applications remain sparse, most notably GPS 
navigators and few other location-based applications, despite the long-term enthusiasm 
for context-aware computing in the research community. 



Design for maximum usefulness. With usefulness I refer to the combination of utility and 
usability [Ni94]. A system with high utility satisfies some concrete need(s) of the end 
user. Their identification calls for understanding the “situation of concern”, where things 
are not quite right and which could be resolved with the proposed system. We can then 
quantify our success in system design and implementation by measuring or predicting 
the usability of the system with various usability factors. The Mobile Fair Diary was a 
prime example of a service satisfying a concrete need of capturing the relevant 
information from a housing fair. Consequently, the test users expressed high subjective 
satisfaction despite the assorted design flaws. 

Content is king. The design and implementation of useful services requires high quality 
content, which can be expensive and difficult to obtain. The same applies to contextual 
data, as well. If you have to produce the content yourself, then you have to allocate 
sufficient resources for that purpose. The TimeMachine Oulu is a good example of an 
application made possible by high quality historical data. Similarly, the Google Maps 
with its extensive map data and functional APIs have enabled thousands of web mash-
ups. 

Understand existing business practices and value networks. Our difficulties with mobile 
advertising were partly due to the concept being simply too far ahead of the state-of-the-
art in business-to-customer advertising. At the same time we failed to motivate and 
educate the advertisers to use the mobile advertising channel in the “correct” manner. 
We had similar difficulties with the Mobile Fair Diary, which we offered to the housing 
fair as plain “technology push” without any consideration for a potential business model. 
Consequently, the many commercial actors of the existing value network involved in the 
deployment were not motivated, which led to delays and problems in the design and 
implementation of the service and the execution of the field trial. Finally, the research 
community seems often happily forgetting that a long-term production deployment of a 
service calls for a viable business model. A fundamental shortcoming in all presented 
case studies was that the user did not have to pay anything for using the services, though 
most of them can be envisioned to be provided as free services. 

Do not forget maintenance. The responsibilities do not end with the first deployment of a 
service. On the contrary, the subsequent maintenance can require lots of manpower and 
other resources, depending on the scalability, fault tolerance and maintainability of the 
service infrastructure. Maintenance of context data can be difficult, as well. For example, 
even if you manage to somehow acquire high quality user profile data, it is well known 
that users are generally not motivated to keep the data up to date. Based on our own 
experience research organizations and projects are traditionally not well equipped to do 
maintenance on long-term basis. For example, we simply ran out of resources to keep the 
WLAN positioning system based on signal strength fingerprints functional. Similarly, 
maintaining dedicated server resources and components for long-term “production” 
deployments has proven challenging, as the resources allocated per project basis 
disappear when the project runs out. Thus, take maintenance into account in designing 
your deployment and resourcing. 



Share your infrastructure. The research community values novel contributions, not high 
quality engineering which is a prerequisite for successful experimental field 
deployments. Consequently, there is lots of needless “reinventing the wheel”, where a 
particular application problem is tackled the umpteenth time with a slightly incremental 
“novel” approach justifying a scientific publication, but not much else. This could be 
alleviated by researchers sharing their implementations, assuming they would be of 
sufficiently high quality for that purpose and no IPR issues would prevent sharing. The 
panOULU network is a prime example of how sharing your infrastructure can benefit the 
whole community. [RS05] 

Empirical evaluation in the field pays off. I am a big fan of empirical user evaluation of 
prototype implementations in true environment of use by genuine end users. Despite its 
methodological pitfalls and practical challenges it remains the only way to involve all 
factors affecting overall user acceptance, most importantly the actual usage context. 
Field trials are expensive and time consuming for many reasons. In terms of engineering 
cost there can be a big gap between a one-time steering group demo and months-long 
deployment exposed to the diverse general public. Setting up a field trial in public space 
may require dealing with lots of bureaucracy and logistic challenges. A field trial 
inevitably requires lots of manpower for different tasks such as help desk, content 
production, technical support and maintenance. A field trial may expose you to public 
scrutiny, which is not always a pleasant experience. A large-scale field trial assumes 
using off-the-shelf mass market technology, thus approving its limitations in comparison 
to more advanced research equipment. Further, involving the general public as test users 
can be very difficult, as people are simply too busy with their real lives and reluctant to 
install your research software in their mobile phones. However, if you despite all these 
warnings wish to engage in a field trial, the following recommendations may prove 
useful. First establish your theoretical framework: what is your situation of concern, 
what are your objectives, what are your hypotheses, what is being evaluated and how, 
what data is needed for the evaluation, what are your evaluation criteria and their 
theoretical foundations? Think carefully about your service offering: it is typically much 
more difficult to sell a large service portfolio than an individual well-focused service. 
When designing the field trial, plan well ahead and prepare for the unexpected. Allocate 
sufficient time for the integration testing of your deployment before the start of the field 
trial. Remember to budget ample resources for PR, help desk, technical support and 
maintenance during the trial. Have a proper PR strategy to recruit people as test users, to 
manage the expectations of the general public, media and other stakeholders, and harden 
your skin for public scrutiny. Make sure that you obtain the data needed for your 
theoretical framework and store it in a safe place. Allocate ample time for analysing the 
data after the field trial, for otherwise your hard work can go waste, which would be a 
real shame. Finally, try to decide before the field trial whether your service(s) are going 
to be available after the conclusion of the field trial or not. If some remain, then you 
have to allocate resources for their maintenance. The real proof of a successful trial 
deployment is when the users continue to work with a system after the trial is officially 
over [Wa06]. 
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Abstract

The last detailed review of Content-based Image Retrieval Systems (CBIRS) is that from Veltkamp
and Tanase [VT02], updated in 2002. Since then, many new systems emerged, other systems were
improved, but many systems are no longer supported. This paper reconsiders the systems described
by Veltkamp and Tanase and proposes in addition for a selection of existing CBIRS a quantitative
comparison.

For this purpose we developed a benchmarking system for CBIRS based on how accurate they could
match ideal (ground truth) results. As measure we introduced the ˜RankWRN , which we developed based
on the Normalized Avarage Rank. Our measure allows fair and accurate comparisons (due to multiple
similarity values) of different CBIRS with respect to different queries. None of the other benchmarks
allow this comparison.

The choice for a system to be compared quantitatively was motivated by availability of the source or
runtime code and the liveness (i.e., active development on the CBIRS). The benchmarked systems were
SIMBA, SIMPLIcity, PictureFinder, ImageFinder, Caliph&Emir, VIPER/GIFT and Oracle Intermedia.
Results show that VIPER/GIFT performs best in the settings of our benchmark, Caliph&Emir is second
and SIMBA third. The default parameter settings of the systems tend to show the best results. MPEG-7
descriptors, which are used in Caliph&Emir, show a good performance in the benchmarking.

1 Introduction
Research in Content-Based Image Retrieval is devoted to develop techniques and methods to fulfil image
centered information needs of users and manage large amounts of image data. It is nowadays an even
more vivid research area than when Veltkamp and Tanase provided an overview of the CBIR landscape
[VT02], which showed the state-of-the-art at that time. Since then there has been much development
in multiple directions. The question arises how those projects evolved: which have been concluded,
which canceled, which are still active or have spawned new projects. Yet another question the report
by Veltkamp and Tanase didn’t answer is how the systems perform. This question alludes to the broad
topic of benchmarking information retrieval systems in general and content-based image retrieval systems
specifically. A number of research papers have addressed this topic ([MMS+01b, MMW06, MMS01a]),
focusing on how to establish standards for benchmarking in this area.

We tried to follow the paths of the systems described in [VT02] and reviewed new developments. As-
suming a bird’s eye perspective, we found that on the one hand many of the older projects were finished
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or have not been further developed. For many of these efforts it remains unclear what further develop-
ments have occurred, if any. On the other hand there are a lot of new projects. Among them we found a
tendency to implement standards like MPEG-7 as well as a simplification of user interfaces. Of the recent
systems none expects the user to provide image features as a query, for example. Most of the efforts try to
address the problem of CBIR in a general fashion, they don’t focus on specific domains. The projects are
often spin-offs or specialisations of other, general CBIR systems or frameworks. Since presenting all of
our findings would exceed the scope of this article we just present an overview of the systems we see as
“live”: active and ongoing projects, which are either under active development or research, or are being
used in products. Furthermore, the availability of the source or runtime code for testing was an obvious
prerequisite. The complete report can be requested from Paul Maier1.

In this article we focus on the mentioned systems and their development as well as several new
systems and on benchmarking a small subset of these systems. We don’t review the development of
CBIR as a whole. In their recent work Datta et al. ([DJLW08]) provide a broad overview of recent trends,
ideas and influences in CBIR.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: section 2 provides the overview of “live” projects.
Also, it identifies the systems chosen for the benchmark. Section 3 explains how the systems were
benchmarked, particularly our new measure ˜RankWRN is introduced. Section 4 discusses the benchmark
results and section 5 finally sums up and provides an outlook for future work.

2 Reviewed Systems
Table 1 shows an overview of all “live” systems. The leftmost column lists the systems, sorted alphabeti-
cally. The second column holds references for the systems, then follow the columns showing the features:
support of texture, color, shape, search by keywords, interactive relevance feedback, MPEG-7 descriptors
[DK08] (for example DominantColor), whether they are specifically designed to be used as web search
engine, whether they use classification techniques or segment images into regions.

The column designed for web is primarily a matter of scalability: a web search engine must be able to
handle millions of images, performing searches on vast databases within seconds. But it also means that
some kind of image accumulation mechanism, such as a web crawler, must be provided.

The column classification specifies if a system uses some kind of classification mechanism, clustering
images and assigning them to classes. The last column, image regions, indicates whether a system applies
some kind of image segmentation. This is not the same as shape: image regions might be used to identify
shapes in an image, but they could also simply be a means of structuring the feature extraction (see for
example VIPER in section 4.5).

One can recognize that keyword search is very often supported as well as relevance feedback. There
seems to be a consensus that image retrieval in general cannot solely rely on content-based search but
needs to be combined with text search and user interaction.

MPEG-7 image descriptors are still seldom used, but especially new systems or new versions of
systems tend to incorporate these features. Many of the systems are designed to work on large image
sets ( > 100 000 images in the database), but they are rarely designed specifically as a web search engine.
Currently, only Cortina seems to be designed that way.

Seven CBIR systems have been chosen to for our benchmark:

SIMBA, SIMPLIcity, PictureFinder, ImageFinder, Caliph&Emir, VIPER/GIFT, Oracle
Intermedia

The systems were chosen following three criteria: (1) availability and setup: we needed to obtain and
setup the CBIRSs in order to benchmark them within our own environment. Setup failed with some

1Contact by email: maierpa@in.tum.de
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obtained systems, which were therefore excluded; (2) visual similarity only: in our benchmark we focus
on visual similarity search. Therefore, systems were required to only use visual similarity properties
for their search. We excluded additional features, like text search or semantic analysis (e.g., automatic
annotation); (3) query by example: this method was required to be supported by all CBIRSs.

There are a number of interesting systems which comply with the mentioned requirements, but have
not been tested for other reasons. There is for example the Blobworld [CTB+99] system, which turned
out too time-consuming to setup. Three other interesting systems which have not been tested mainly due
to time constraints are PicSOM [KLLO00], Quicklook2 [CGS01] and FIRE [DKN04]4.

3 Benchmark Structure and Measurement
A new benchmark was developed to test and compare the chosen systems. This section outlines the aim
of the benchmark, describes its overall structure, states which images where used in the database and how
a ground truth was build from those images. Finally, our performance measure is introduced, as well as
two new methods to compare CBIR systems based on these measures.

3.1 Benchmark Methods
In recent years efforts were made to analyse the possibilities for benchmarking CBIR systems and to
propose standard methods and data sets ([MMS+01b, MMW06, MMS01a, ben]). Since 2003 the cross
language image retrieval track ImageCLEF ([ima05]) is run every year as part of the Cross Language
Evaluation Forum. The focus of this track is on image retrieval from multilingual documents. A review
of evaluation strategies for CBIR is presented in [DJLW08]. Still there seems to be no widely accepted
standard for CBIR benchmarking, neither a standard set of performance measures nor a standard data set
of images for the benchmarks.

A CBIR system has many aspects which could be subjected to a benchmark: the retrieval performance
of course, its capability to handle large and very large image sets and the indexing mechanism to name
just a few. In this work we focus on the retrieval performance aspect.

Aim Of The Benchmark We compared CBIRSs to each other based on their accuracy, i.e. their ability
to produce results which accurately match ideal results defined by a ground truth. We assume a CBIRS
does a good job if it finds images which the user himself would choose. No other queues were used, like
e.g. relevance feedback. We used query by example only, no query by keyword, sketch or others. Also,
no optimization for the image sets was done. The intent was to test the systems without providing them
with prior knowledge of the image database. We concentrated on visual similarity only, the benchmark
does not address any other aspects, e.g. resource usage and scalability. Those aspects, while of at least
equal importance, where left out mainly due to time constraints.

The basic requirement of a CBIRS, is to fulfil a user’s information need: finding useful information
in form of images. We assume a CBIRS fulfils an information need if it finds visually similar images.
Accordingly, we define similarity of images as follows

Definition: Image Similarity Two or more images are taken to be similar if spontaneously viewed as
visually similar by human judges.

Accuracy in this work is simply defined through the ideal order imposed on result images by simi-
larity: Images more similar to a query are appear before less similar images in the result. If the actual

4The authors of PicSOM and Quicklook2 both offered to run the tests within their environments and send back the results. FIRE
is freely available as open source software.
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ordering in the result violates this ideal ordering accuracy decreases. In the following we characterize a
system’s performance by its accuracy.

3.2 Image Database
The images used for our benchmark are divided into domains of roughly similar images. The intention
was to have a fairly representative sample of images, roughly grouped by some sort of image type. The
following list explains which image domain represents which common type of image (and lists the query
images):

Band: 5 Images of a street band. All the images are grey-scale. They represent black and white pho-
tographs and typical images showing a group of people.

Blumen (flowers): 6 Photographs of single flowers, taken in a natural environment. Typical examples
are photographs of single (natural) objects with nature as background (meadows, rocks etc.).

Kirschen (cherry): 7 Photographs of blossoming cherry trees, taken in some kind of park. This is rep-
resentative for trees, bushes, colorful images, mixed with artificial structures like pathways and
buildings.

Textur (texture): 8 These are texture images. That means, they are photographs of various surface
structures and intended for use as texture in computer graphics. Typical examples are texture-only
images, like photographs of tissue, cloth, wall paint and the like.

Urlaub (vacation): 9 Photographs from someones vacation. Typical examples are vacation/leisure time
photographs.

Verfälschung-Wind (distortion-wind): A graphical filter (creating a motion blurr which looks like
wind) was applied to a source image (which is used as query image), creating a sequence of images
with increasing filter strength. This domain will also be referred to as Verfälschung for short.

Each domain additionally contains several images from all other domains to create a “background noise”.

Image Sources

The images have been taken from several sources which provided them for free use. The sources are
indicated as footnotes in the above list except for Verfälschung. The images of this domain are altered
versions of an image which is distributed together with Caliph&Emir [LBK03].

The images from the University of Washington and Benchathlon.net seem to be public domain, no
licence is given. Benchathlon.net clearly states that up-loaders should ensure that images are not “copy-
right encumbered”. The terms for images from ImageAfter allow free use except for redistributing them
through an online resource like ImageAfter10.

5http://www.benchathlon.net/img/done/512x768/0175_3301/3787/
6http://www.benchathlon.net/img/todo/PCD1202/
7http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/imagedatabase/groundtruth/cherries/
8http://www.imageafter.com
9http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/imagedatabase/groundtruth/cannonbeach/

10For the licence see the web page at http://www.imageafter.com
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Figure 1: Example images from the domains. Each row shows 3 images from the same domain. From
top to bottom: Band, Blumen, Kirschen, Textur, Urlaub, Verfälschung. For the domain Verfälschung the
original image is shown left most, then two images with increasing distortion to the right.
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3.3 The Benchmark
The CBIRS are benchmarked by running and evaluating a set of well defined queries on them. A query is
simply an image for the search engines to look for similar images. The search is done within the images
of the query domain. The reason is that building the ground truth was manageable this way, since only
the images within a domain needed to be evaluated for similarity. Query images were chosen such that a
reasonable number of similar results was possible.

Each CBIRS has a number of parameters which allow to adapt and modify it in various ways. Changes
in those settings can improve or worsen the result for certain or even all queries. Consequently, we
benchmarked different parameter settings, or psets, for each CBIRS. For example, for VIPER/GIFT one
pset uses texture features only, another is restricted to color features. In the following, we refer to a
CBIRS with a specific pset as system. We ran the benchmark on 23 psets overall. From these 20 were
fully evaluated; the 3 psets of SIMPLIcity had to be excluded due the missing-images-problem explained
below.

Psets are named with letters of the alphabet starting with ’b’11. For example, Caliph & Emir has three
psets, b,c,d. Across different CBIRS psets have nothing in common, i.e., two psets c for two different
CBIRS only share the letter. The only exception is pset b, which for all CBIRS is their standard setup. In
the results section, the psets for each CBIRS will be described in detail.

3.4 Ground Truth
The ground truth for this benchmark has been established through a survey among 5 randomly chosen
students. The students had no prior knowledge of CBIR techniques and were not familiar with the image
sets (other than one could expect from fairly normal photographs). 14 queries have been defined, for each
the students had to compare the query image with all images from the query’s domain. They were asked
to judge the similarity from 0 (no similarity) up to 4 (practically equal images)12. The ground truth thus
consists of tuples of query image and result image which are mapped to a similarity value. This value is
the mean of all similarity values from the different survey results and thus is an element of [0,4].

3.5 Performance Measures
The information in this section has mainly been excerpted from [MMS+01b, MMW06].

From the domain of text-based information retrieval a number of methods are known which can also
be applied to content-based image retrieval. One of the simplest, but most time-consuming methods is
before-after user comparison: A user chooses the best result from a set of different results to a predefined
query. ’Best’ in this context means the most relevant result.

Then, a wide variety of single valued measures exist. Rank of the best match measures whether the
most relevant image is under the first 50 or the first 500 images retrieved. In [MMS+01b] the Normalized
Average Rank (NAR) is proposed as a performance measure for CBIR systems. We use it as basis for
our own measure, which will be explained later. Popular and a standard in text retrieval are the measures
precision and recall:

11A spread sheet has originally been used to describe the parameter sets, and since the first column ’a’ was taken all sets start
with ’b’.

12The motivation behind the 5 similarity values is simply the assumption that human judges with no prior knowledge of CBIR
or familiarity with the images can fairly easy differentiate 5 (or maybe 6 or 7) similarity levels, but not more. This bears some
similarity to a Likert scale, although it was not the aim to implement it.
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precision =
No. relevant images retrieved

Total No. images retrieved
,

recall =
No. relevant images retrieved

Total No. relevant images in the collection

They are good indicators of the system performance, but they have to be used in conjunction, e.g. pre-
cision at 0.5 recall or the like. An entirely different method is target testing, where a user is given a
target image to find. During the search, the number of images is recorded which the user has to examine
before finding the target. The binary preference measure keeps track of how often non-relevant images
are misplaced, i.e. before relevant images. Further single valued measures are error rate, retrieval effi-
ciency and correct and incorrect detection. For the sake of brevity these are only listed here, for detailed
explanations the reader is referred to [MMS+01b].

A third category of measures can be subsumed as graphical methods. They are graphs of two mea-
sures, the most popular being precision vs. recall graphs. They are also a standard measure in IR and
can be readily interpreted by many researchers due to their popularity. Another kind of graphs are preci-
sion/recall vs. number of images retrieved graphs. The drawback of these two graphical methods is their
dependency on the number of relevant images. Retrieval accuracy vs. noise graphs are used to show the
change in retrieval performance as noise is added to the query image. A number of other graph methods
exist, again the reader is referred to [MMS+01b] for further reading.

3.6 Worst Normalized Rank
The afore mentioned measures all use binary similarity/relevance values, i.e. only the distinction rele-
vant/not relevant or similar/not similar is made. In contrast, our measure uses multiple similarity values
and thus allows fair and accurate comparisons of different CBIRSs with respect to different queries. None
of the other benchmarks allow this comparison.

To account for five degrees of similarity we developed the new measure Worst Normalized Rank˜RankWRN , based on the NAR measure [MMS+01b]. NAR is defined as

R̃ank =
1

NNR
(

NR

∑
i=1

Ri −
NR(NR −1)

2
) =

1
NNR

(
NR

∑
i=1

Ri −
NR

∑
i=1

i)

N: no. documents total

NR: no. relevant documents total

Ri: i-th relevant document’s rank in result list

For a given query result, a ranked list of images, R̃ank essentially computes a distance between the query
result and the ideal result for that query. It does so by summing up the ranks Ri of the similar images
and subtracting the sum of ranks of the ideal result, which is ∑

NR
i=1 i 13. Thus, the best possible measured

value is always 0, while the upper bound for the worst value is 1. The measure was chosen because it
expresses CBIRS performance (for a specific query result) in a single value and is fairly easy to adapt.
In the following, the term NAR will be used in a general fashion when addressing properties which hold
true for both the original measure and the modified one. When referring exactly to one of them, the
expressions R̃ank for the original measure and ˜RankWRN for the modified measure will be used.

As a first step R̃ank is adapted to account for multiple similarity values in the following way:

13since the ideal result is simply the list with all relevant images at the beginning, thus having ranks from 1 to NR
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˜Rankm =
1

NN′
R
(

N

∑
i=1

Risi

maxS
−

N

∑
i=1

i∗ si

maxS
) =

1
NN′

R
(

N′
R

∑
i=1

Risi

maxS
−

N′
R

∑
i=1

i∗ si

maxS
)

N: like above

i: images are sorted by similarity (most similar has lowest i), thus the ideal ranking would be Ri = i

si: similarity value for image i

N′
R: no. of relevant images, that is, all images with si > 0

maxS: maximum similarity value, five in this case

To account for multiple similarity values si, the ranks Ri are weighted with si
maxS ∈ [0,1] : ∑

N
i=1

Risi
maxS . The

same is done for the ideal result: ∑
N
i=1

i∗si
maxS . The reasoning is that more similar images, when misplaced,

should yield a larger distance from the ideal result. Note that the original measure is obtained if one
chooses a ground truth with similarity values {0,maxS}: non-similar images yield Ri ∗ 0 = 0, similar
images Ri ∗ maxS

maxS = Ri.
This also explains why it doesn’t matter whether one sums up to NR/N′

R or N: the non-similar images
can be left out and the remaining images are exactly the NR/N′

R similar images for R̃ank and ˜Rankm
respectively. Note that the si need to be sorted by similarity, i.e. as stated above the highest si have the
lowest i. Finally, the distance is normalized over the number of images in the DB and the number of
similar images for the given query, N and NR/N′

R.˜Rankm allows to compare CBIRS based on multiple similarity degrees. However, the measurements
are not comparable across different queries or different image sets: The worst possible measurement
depends on the ratio of NR to N, i.e. it differs from query to query and image database to image database.
Additionally, the worst value depends on the similarity distribution for a given query: it’s a difference
whether for a given query we have one very similar image and four moderately similar images or the
other way round.

Therefore, as a second step, we introduce the Worst Result Normalization: We additionally normalize
the performance measure over the worst possible result for the given query and image set. The worst
result for a query is simply the reverse ideal result, i.e. the most similar images are ranked worst and
appear at the end of the list while all non-similar images are ranked first. The such modified measure is
then:

˜RankWRN =
1

NN′
R

∑
N′

R
i=1

Risi
maxS −∑

N′
R

i=1
i∗si

maxS

1
NN′

R
∑

N′
R

i=1
(N−i)si

maxS −∑
N′

R
i=1

i∗si
maxS

=

∑
N′

R
i=1 Risi −∑

N′
R

i=1 i∗ si

∑
N′

R
i=1(N − i)si −∑

N′
R

i=1 i∗ si

The factor 1
NN′

R
is left out, as well as 1

maxS . ˜RankWRN yields values in [0,1] with 0 being the ideal and 1
the worst result. This makes it possible to compare the performance of systems across different queries
and image sets.

Missing Images Problem

NAR requires that every similar image (si > 0 ) in the searched data set or image domain is ranked by
the tested CBIRS, or in other words the result list must contain all similar images (Recall = 1). Since
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the CBIRS does not know beforehand which images are similar (unless it’s a perfect system), all images
must be returned. All search engines which have been tested provide some sort of threshold parameter to
adjust the result list length, so in theory this was no problem. In practice, however, a number of systems
failed to return all images, probably due to bugs. The result is that some systems did produce rather bad
results: they are ranked worse than they probably would have been had they returned all images.

To deal with this problem, a number of approaches have been tested, but none of them led to a satis-
fying solution. In order to get comparable measures the result lists with missing images were manually
completed by simply adding those images, giving them the worst possible rank. The worst possible rank
is the rank of the last image in a list of all images in the domain, or simply the number of images in the
domain. This is a worst case assumption punishing systems which leave out similar images rather hard.
But any other solution would be based on illegal assumptions about how the CBIRS in question would
have ranked the missing images, giving it an unfair edge.

The bottom line is that some systems produce results which are not really comparable. A solution
might be to use an all together different performance measure than NAR which would allow to measure
performance based on result lists of arbitrary length. How much this problem affected the various CBIRS
is explained in subsections 4.2 through 4.6.

3.7 Comparing CBIR Systems
The performance measures introduced in the previous section allows one to measure the quality of single
query results. To compare systems to one another, one needs to somehow merge these measurements into
a single value representing the overall performance of the system, s.t. a ranking of the systems can be
build. We used two methods, a ranking method and a scoring method.

3.7.1 Ranking

The ranking method is reminiscent of rankings used in sports competitions, where athletes have to per-
form in different disciplines. The single queries are analogous to the sport disciplines, the systems to the
athletes. First, the systems are ranked only based on single queries. Each system then has a rank for each
query or within each discipline. Now, for each system the worst and the best ranking is discarded and an
average rank is computed from the rest. This average rank is then used to build an overall ranking of all
systems. Systems might receive the same rank in the end, but it is unlikely. Figure 2 shows the resulting
rank list.

The method can be slightly modified by simply not discarding the worst and best ranking when
computing the average rank. This results in a slightly more distinct ranking (i.e. less systems are ranked
equally), but essentially it doesn’t differ much from the first method.

3.7.2 Scoring

The ranking produces a clear result, but doesn’t say anything about the distance of systems between one
another. How close, for instance, are the first three systems? We used a scoring to answer this question.
A value in [0,1] is computed for each system, where 0 means worst and 1 best. To be more precise, 0
represents a hypothetical system that scores lowest on all queries and 1 such a system that scores highest
on all queries.

As with the ranking, in the first step, performance is evaluated separately for each query. Each sys-
tem’s performance on a given query, computed through ˜RankWRN , is mapped onto the interval [0,1] using
the following simple formula:

sci =
ri −b
w−b
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The terms are

ri: ˜RankWRN result of system i for the current query

b: best result for the current query

w: worst result for the current query

sci: score of system i for the current query

The resulting scores sci show the performance of system i in relation to all other systems for the given
query, with the worst system having sci = 0 and the best sci = 1. This preserves the relative distances from
the original measures. Now, the overall score for each system is simply the mean of all per-query-scores
of this system. Figure 2 shows the so computed scores for all systems.

The scoring method essentially produces the same ordering among the systems as the ranking method,
yet there are some noticeable differences. Some systems which are clearly better than other systems
within the scoring fall behind those systems within the ranking. The ranking essentially just counts how
often a system wins or looses against the other systems, while within the scoring it is also important by
how far the system wins or looses. So while one victory is easily out-weighted by lots of losses in the
ranking, in scoring a clear victory might still out-weight a number of close losses. In other words, within
the ranking, a system is the better the more often it ranks high with the single queries and within the
scoring, a system is the better the greater the distance to the other systems is within the single queries.

4 Results
Figure 2 shows the ranking and scoring for all systems. As can be seen, the VIPER/GIFT CBIRS in
its standard configuration (pset b) clearly leads the field, followed by Caliph & Emir, SIMBA and then
PictureFinder and Oracle Intermedia. As mentioned in section 3.7.2 one can see that the two comparison
methods slightly differ: in the ranked list, for example Caliph&Emir pset d is behind SIMBA pset e,
whereas in the scoring Caliph&Emir pset d clearly has a better score than the SIMBA system.

ImageFinder’s performance is rather bad compared with the other systems. The most probable cause
for this is that ImageFinder needs to be adjusted to the task at hand, a more detailed discussion is given
in section 4.1.

Considering the different parameter sets one can see the clear tendency for the standard sets (psets
b) to outperform the other sets. Only in the scoring, several CBIRS (Oracle Intermedia, ImageFinder,
SIMBA) score better with a different set than the default one, but the difference is small, if not marginal.
An explanation for this would be that the default settings already are an optimized parameter set for the
respective CBIRS. The changes that we applied (with no explicit parameter optimization in mind) to
create the other parameter sets most likely produce a less optimal set.

Table 2 shows an additional ranking of the best five systems per domain. This ranking shows that
GIFT/VIPER also leads within four out of the six per domain rankings. Caliph&Emir also shows good
performance scoring second within the three domains Band, Textur and Urlaub. The ranking method
employed here is the one which also includes worst and best rankings (as explained in section 3.7.1)14.

A comparison of all queries, based on the average results over all CBIRSs, showed that the Blumen
queries seem to be the hardest ones. The easiest query seems to be the one from the Verfälschung domain,
but it exhibits quite a big standard deviation.

14As mentioned in section 3.7.1 this method doesn’t really differ much from the other ranking method. The reason for applying
this method is basically that some domains only have two queries to begin with and thus no worst and best per-query ranking can
be left out.
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Blumen

1. SIMPLIcity pset c

2. Oracle Intermedia pset b, Pic-
tureFinder pset b

3. Oracle Intermedia pset c

4. Oracle Intermedia pset e

5. GIFT pset d

Urlaub

1. GIFT pset b, GIFT pset e

2. Caliph&Emir pset d

3. SIMPLIcity pset b

4. GIFT pset d, SIMPLIcity pset c

5. Caliph&Emir pset c

Kirschen

1. GIFT pset b

2. SIMBA pset c

3. SIMPLIcity pset b

4. GIFT pset d, SIMBA pset b,
SIMBA pset d

5. SIMPLIcity pset d
Band

1. GIFT pset d

2. Caliph&Emir pset b

3. PictureFinder pset b

4. GIFT pset b

5. SIMBA pset e

Textur

1. SIMBA pset b, SIMBA pset c

2. Caliph&Emir pset b, SIMBA
pset e

3. SIMBA pset d

4. Oracle Intermedia pset e

5. Oracle Intermedia pset b

Verfälschung

1. GIFT pset b

2. SIMPLIcity pset c

3. GIFT pset d

4. Oracle Intermedia pset b

5. Caliph&Emir pset b, SIMBA
pset b, SIMBA pset c

Table 2: The five best systems per domain.

4.1 SIMPLIcity and ImageFinder
The SIMPLIcity CBIRS implements some interesting technologies, namely the region based feature ex-
traction, the Integrated Region Match measure and the classification of images in order to improve the
search performance. In the setting pset c15 in the Blumen domain, it is the best system showing a high
potential. Unfortunately, for most of the other domains and psets results were distorted by missing im-
ages. Therefore we decided to exclude SIMPLIcity from the overall comparison and just to include it in
the per-domain ranking (figure 2).

ImageFinder provides some kind of basic image search/recognition/match platform which a user mod-
ifies and tweaks to her specific needs. That is, compared to the others, ImageFinder is not solely meant for
CBIR. Its vast numbers of parameters need to be optimized for CBIR, which was out of this works scope.
Therefore, the overall results for ImageFinder are rather poor. However, for the hardest of all queries,
Blumen-10, ImageFinder produced a good result (6th place out of 20), which shows its potential16.

15For pset c of SIMPLIcity, the program classify was called with parameter -f 5.
16The result was produced with ImageFinder pset c: An unsupervised filter was used, and Images were processed with the

Laplace 5 filter.
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4.2 SIMBA

Figure 3: ˜RankWRN for all SIMBA psets on all
queries. Queries are grouped by pset and color coded
by domain.

SIMBA uses invariant feature histograms, which
are invariant against rotations and translations of
parts of the image, e.g. objects. The feature ex-
traction is based on kernel functions. The size of
the kernel influences the size of objects SIMBA
“recognizes” in images, i.e., with a big kernel, fea-
tures are invariant only against rotation and trans-
lation of bigger objects [Sig02, page 24].

For SIMBA we created three psets besides the
default set. Psets c and d were first tests and turned
out less meaningful. Pset e provides a bigger ker-
nel function than the default set. Specifically, ker-
nel (40,0),(0,80) was used for all color channels.

The results show that SIMBA performs well
and is third in our benchmark. It shows poor
within the Blumen domain (best pset is e with rank
14) ( see table 2) and very good within the domain
Textur, SIMBA pset b. From figure 3 one recog-
nizes that the bigger kernel of pset e results only
in minor changes in the domain Band with respect
to the default set.

4.3 PictureFinder

Figure 4: ˜RankWRN for PictureFinder psets b and c
on all queries. Queries are grouped by pset and color
coded by domain. The results of the Urlaub domain
are the 2.,3. and 4. bar counting from right.

PictureFinder models images with sets of poly-
gons of different sizes, colors and textures. Ba-
sically, the polygons represent prominent forms
in the images. PictureFinder can thus be seen as
shape focussed, which might explain the good re-
sults in the Blumen and Band domains.

We modified one parameter, which determines
whether the position of a polygon influences the
similarity assessment or not. The default setting
(pset b) was that the polygon position is impor-
tant: roughly speaking, two images are more sim-
ilar if they contain similar prominent forms in sim-
ilar positions. Accordingly, in pset c the position
was not important: only size, color and texture of
polygons determined similarity.

Regarding the position as important (pset b)
shows generally better results than not doing so
(pset c). An exception is an outlier in domain
Urlaub. The reason might be that for this query

there exists lots of similar images (according to GT) with similar prominent forms in different positions.
As for pset c it has been generally worse: we suspect that too many less similar images (GT), which
however contain similar forms in other positions, are seen as similar to the query by PictureFinder.

Missing images in the domain Textur distorted these results somewhat, causing the outlier.
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Figure 5: ˜RankWRN and Scoring for all Caliph&Emir psets on all queries. On the left, queries are grouped
by pset and color coded by domain.

4.4 Caliph&Emir
Caliph&Emir is a combination of two applications for managing image data. Caliph can be used to
annotate the images, and Emir is the corresponding search engine. A strong feature of Caliph is its
representation of annotations as semantic graphs, which greatly enhances the search. For our benchmark
however, we focussed on Emir’s visual similarity search. To use Emir as CBIR system, relevant features
in form of MPEG-7 descriptors have to be extracted and stored as MPEG-7 documents by Caliph.

Caliph&Emir offer the three descriptors ColorLayout, EdgeHistogram and ScalableColor to choose
from when performing a search. Unfortunately, ScalableColor didn’t seem to work (the search didn’t
seem to start with this descriptor), so only ColorLayout and EdgeHistogram were used. The parame-
ter settings were as follows: the default setting b was used for ColorLayout, pset c was used only for
EdgeHistogram and pset d combines the two descriptors for the search.

The Caliph&Emir CBIRS is the second best system in this test behind VIPER/GIFT, as shown by the
ranking and scoring (see figure 2). There is one outlier with pset c in the Verfälschung domain caused by
missing images, but otherwise the results are rather balanced.

It turned out that ColorLayout in general is clearly better than EdgeHistogram or the combination of
the two descriptors, see figure 5. There are however a few queries where EdgeHistogram beats Color-
Layout, for example the query Blumen-10, shown in figure 6.

4.5 VIPER/GIFT
The design of the VIPER search mechanism, which is now part of the GIFT architecture as a plugin,
borrows much from text retrieval. It uses an inverted index of up to 80 000 features, which are like terms
in documents. For each image roughly 1000 features are extracted.

The numerous features can be grouped as color features and texture features. Each group in turn
consists of histogram features and block or local features. The color features are based on the HSV color
space, which is quantized into bins. From these, the color histogram features are extracted. Unlike other
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Figure 6: Query Blumen-10 for all systems.
Caliph&Emir pset d is marked red (darker), c and b are marked light magenta (lighter).

Figure 7: ˜RankWRN and Scoring for all psets of VIPER/GIFT.
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CBIRSs, in VIPER each bin of a histogram counts as feature. As local color features the mode colors17

of small blocks are used the images are split into. The texture features are based on Gabor filters18.
The filters yield local texture features which are also based on small blocks of the image. Additionally,
histograms of the average filter outputs are stored as a measure for an image’s overall texture qualities.

The similarity measure in VIPER is similar to methods used in text retrieval. Two methods are used
for feature weighting and the computation of a similarity score: (1) classical IDF, the classical method
from text retrieval. It weights and normalizes all features together. (2) Separate Normalisation, which
weights and normalizes the different feature groups (color histogram, color blocks, Gabor histogram,
Gabor blocks) separately and merges the results.

VIPER/GIFT ranks and scores best of all systems. Furthermore it ranks best in 4 of the 6 separate
domain rankings. This clearly marks VIPER/GIFT as the best CBIRS in this benchmark. Note that except
for the Blumen domain it’s always VIPER/GIFT’s default setting (pset b) which achieves the best results.

The different parameter sets are the following: pset b uses separate normalization and all feature
sets. Pset c is like b, but with classical IDF instead of separate normalization. Pset d uses separate
normalization and color blocks and histogram only (color focussed). Pset e uses separate normalization
and Gabor blocks and histogram only (texture focussed).

Unfortunately this CBIRS is also affected by the missing-images-problem. The outlier with pset d in
the domain Textur is caused by this, see figure 7 (6th bar from the right). But apart from this, the results
are not influenced by this problem.

Another outlier can be seen in the texture domain Textur with pset e (only texture features). The
reason could be that the texture images of this particular query also have strong overall color features,
which are ignored in pset e. Interestingly, for both queries in domain Textur, the color centered pset d
seems to outperform the texture centered pset e19. This trend is even stronger in the overall result: color
features and the combination of all features are better than texture features only, see figure 7.

Our benchmark confirms a result shown in [Mül02], namely that the weighting method separate nor-
malisation (psets b) is better than classical IDF (pset c). Classical IDF gave the texture feature groups
(i.e. Gabor histogram and blocks) too much weight due to much higher numbers of features (according
to [Mül02, page 50]). We conclude that VIPER/GIFT performs best employing separate normalization
and color features (psets b and d). Emphasizing texture too much (directly in pset e, indirectly through
classical IDF in pset c) degrades its performance.

4.6 Oracle Intermedia
Intermedia is an extension to Oracle DB, providing services and data types for handling media data
(sounds, images, videos etc.). Specifically images and according signatures can be stored as objects in a
database. A score function is used to compare images by calculating distances between them based on
their signatures. This can be used to write SQL-queries with example images which produce a ranked
list of similar images. Four parameters govern the image search: color, texture, shape and location. The
score is computed using the Manhattan distance: a weighted sum of single distances for color, texture
and shape. It remained unclear to us how location integrates in the score. The weights are normalized so
that their sum equals 1.

The Oracle Intermedia CBIRS shows very good results with the exception of one big outlier. The
parameter sets b - e are based on the four parameters and are defined as follows: pset b: (color = 0.6,
texture = 0.2, shape = 0.1, location = 0.1); pset c: (color = 0.5, texture = 0.5, shape = 0, location = 0);
pset d: (shape = 1.0, all others set to 0); pset e: (color = 0.33, texture = 0.33, shape = 0.34, location = 0).

17The most frequent color within the block.
18These are often used to describe the neuron layers in the visual cortex which react to orientation and frequency.
19Assuming that the outlier result for pset d caused by missing images would be significantly better without the missing-images-

problem.
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Figure 8: ˜RankWRN for all psets of Oracle Intermedia

The mentioned outlier can be seen easily in the Urlaub domain. The causes remained unclear to
us. The query (urlaub-Image15) doesn’t seem special, none of the other CBIR systems show a similar
behaviour. The outlier is less dominant in psets d and e, but still clearly visible. These parameter sets put
more weight on shape search, which seems to improve performance on this query but degrade most of the
others.

As mentioned the results are otherwise very good, especially in the Blumen domain, where Oracle
Intermedia (pset b) ranks second behind SIMPLIcity. It would be interesting to see how the outlier could
be improved and in how this would influence Oracle Intermedia’s ranking and scoring.

Focussing on shape in pset d degrades performance practically for all queries. Also, equally using
color, texture and shape is not as good as concentrating on color (pset b) or color and texture (pset c), see
the ranking and scoring in figure 2. The shape-only pset d is actually much worse then the other three
sets, which could mean that the shape parameter is only useful in special cases.

5 Summary and outlook
We have benchmarked seven CBIR Systems: SIMBA, SIMPLIcity, PictureFinder, ImageFinder, Caliph
&Emir, VIPER/GIFT and Oracle Intermedia. Different parameter settings of the CBIRSs have been
created by modifying interesting parameters.

The ground truth for the benchmarks was determined through an online survey. The image database
was built from freely usable images taken from various sources. The images have been grouped roughly
by similarity and forming image domains.

The systems were benchmarked by running a number of defined queries using the query by example
approach. The systems were then compared to each other based on their visual retrieval accuracy. The
results from the runs were measured using the custom accuracy measure ˜RankWRN , which we derived from
Normalized Average Rank[MMS+01b]. Based on these measurements the systems have been ranked and
scored.
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Results of the Benchmarks

VIPER/GIFT (with its default parameter setting) was found to be the best system in our tests. It ranks
and scores best in the overall comparison, and also is first in many of the domain specific rankings.
Caliph&Emir and SIMBA are second and third, respectively. We found that some systems have weak
spots, like for example Oracle Intermedia.

Color features seem to work best for most systems, other features seem to be more domain specific.
Different parameter settings produce significant differences, but mostly do not result in big jumps in the
overall performance. From the very good performance of Caliph&Emir it can be seen that MPEG-7
descriptors are a good choice for CBIR, especially the descriptor ColorLayout. Changes to the default
parameters tend to worsen the result, most likely because the default parameters are already optimized.

Two significant problems were encountered: First, ImageFinder’s parameters obviously need to be
optimized to specific domains. Second, SIMPLIcity kept crashing during the benchmark runs resulting
in missing images, which distorted the results. Therefore, we decided to not include SIMPLIcity in the
overall ranking and the scoring.

Outlook

Clearly the trends go towards semantic search, for example by using automatic annotation techniques,
and towards Web engine capabilities (addressing scaling problems). It is also agreed that the reliance
on standards for the interoperable usage is important. It seems that these are one of the most important
challenges in content-based image retrieval right now: closing the semantic gap (at least a little) and
agreeing on standards, for benchmarks as well as for the CBIR systems themselves. Interesting future
directions would be to combine our benchmark with text retrieval benchmarks and to measure the system
performance in terms of memory and CPU usage.
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Abstract: Nowadays, mobile devices have implemented several transmission 
technologies which enable access to the Internet and increase the bit rate for data 
exchange. Despite modern mobile processors and high-resolution displays, mobile 
devices will never reach the stage of a powerful notebook or desktop system (for 
example, due to the fact of battery powered CPUs or just concerning the small-
sized displays). Due to these limitations, the deliverable content for these devices 
should be adapted based on their capabilities including a variety of aspects (e.g., 
from terminal to network characteristics). These capabilities should be described in 
an interoperable way. In practice, however, there are many standards available and 
a common mapping model between these standards is not in place. Therefore, in 
this paper we describe such a mapping model and its implementation aspects. In 
particular, we focus on the whole delivery context (i.e., terminal capabilities, 
network characteristics, user preferences, etc.) and investigated the two most 
prominent state-of-the-art description schemes, namely User Agent Profile 
(UAProf) and Usage Environment Description (UED). 

1 Introduction and Motivation 

Today, the access to the Internet via mobile phones and other devices which are limited 
in power capacity and/or rendering functionality increases. Additionally, manufacturers 
equip their devices with technologies to access various networks, and mobile providers 
offer services for connecting these devices to the Internet. Thus, using small, mobile 
devices enables the access to the Internet but often the available content of Web pages is 
not suitable according to their capabilities. In order to solve this issue, some projects and 
standards have been released which deal with the description of capabilities and 
characteristics of all kind of devices. Terminal capabilities and network conditions as 
well as user characteristics may allow the adaptation of the content for certain purposes. 



Amongst others, there are two standards which were designed to meet the requirements 
of device and user descriptions and are often compared to each other. The first one was 
released by the WAP Forum (now the Open Mobile Alliance) and is named User Agent 
Profile (UAProf) [OM06] and the second one is the Usage Environment Description 
(UED) standard which was standardized within MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation 
(DIA) [VT05]. The aim of this paper is to build a mapping model for these description 
formats enabling context-aware content delivery independent of the actual description 
format used. Recently, W3C has started a new work item with the aim to define a 
delivery context ontology [LF08] but, still, the mapping issue remains. 

While the User Agent Profile standard is very popular and has been implemented in a 
wide range of mobile devices the Usage Environment Descriptions are only limited 
available and tools which would ease the creation of such descriptions rarely exist. 
However, a high availability of Usage Environment Descriptions is desired by research 
projects [Da06][Ax08][En08] and, thus, obtaining information about terminals, networks 
and users from projects with similar aims to that of Usage Environment Descriptions 
should be enabled. For example, an implementation compliant to a standardized delivery 
context description format A requires a mapping module if it receives descriptions 
compliant to another standard B and vice versa. In order to keep the mapping effort 
minimal and scalable the proposed method in this paper enable the implementation of a 
service that performs such kind of mapping. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 highlights the main requirements on 
standards for delivery context descriptions by classifying terminals and their properties. 
An analysis and comparison of delivery context description formats is presented in 
Section 3 while Section 4 describes the actual mapping model. Finally, the 
implementation details are described in Section 5 and the paper is concluded with 
Section 6 which contains also future work items. 

2 Requirements on Standards for Context Descriptions 

In this section we have identified different classes of terminals including their hardware 
and software capabilities. This kind of information should provide us a rough estimation 
on the requirements for delivery context description standards from the terminal’s point 
of view which also includes the access networks.  

When the Internet became popular, the only way to access the Web was through a 
personal computer (PC) or a workstation. In general, these computers had large color 
displays with full graphic capabilities, sufficient computational power without battery 
issues, and a decent network connection [GLS06]. Nowadays, people tend to access the 
Web using smaller and mobile devices with various constraints on display capabilities, 
user input/output facilities, computational power, electric power, and access networks 
ranging from high-speed Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) to low-speed General 
Packet Radio Service (GPRS). In the following we will provide a classification of the 
various terminals based on their hardware (HW) and software (SW) characteristics. 



Table 2 in the Appendix provides an overview of HW/SW characteristics of different 
end user devices (i.e., desktop PC/workstation, notebook/tablet PC, sub-
notebook/netbook, handheld, smart phone, and mobile phone) with respect to 
performance (i.e., CPU), display, permanent storage, memory, network connectivity, 
electric power, user input/output, extensibility, operating system support, and software in 
general. 

A summary and comparison of terminal’s display and memory properties is depicted in 
Figure 1. As one can see there is still a huge gap between classical mobile devices (i.e., 
phones) and devices that may have full power supply. Thus, a comprehensive delivery 
context standard needs to accommodate all these HW/SW properties in an easy-to-
understand/use, extensible, and manageable way. 

 

Figure 1. Summary and comparison of terminal’s display and memory properties. 

However, not only HW properties like screen size, color capabilities, or user 
input/output facilities are important, also SW properties like supported operating 
systems, audio/video/image codecs, etc. become more and more important as diversity of 
devices increases. In particular, the number of different coding formats a terminal is 
capable to support – both for encoding and decoding – is of interest for delivery context 
description formats. As there are so many coding formats available, some may have 
certain profile/level definitions, and even a class of terminals may define its own 
constraints, there exists a strong requirement to describe these properties effectively. A 
key functionality is the possibility to add new coding formats – e.g., through a 
registration authority – in a convenient and relatively unbureaucratic way as they arise 
rather rapidly on the market. 



3 Analysis and Comparison of Context Description Formats 

3.1 Composite Capabilities/Preference Profiles (CC/PP) 

The Composite Capabilities/Preference Profiles (CC/PP) [Kl04] comprises descriptions 
based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF) which cover device capabilities 
and user preferences by introducing a two-level hierarchy consisting of components and 
attributes. Components are groups of attributes with related meaning such as the 
software or the hardware properties of a terminal. A CC/PP document shall contain at 
least one component each identified by an rdf:type attribute which indicates the type 
of the component. Attribute values may be simple, i.e., string and integer or rational 
numbers, or complex, i.e., set (rdf:bag) or sequence (rdf:seq) of simple values. 
However, CC/PP does not define a vocabulary of terms but provides a common structure 
for holding any arbitrary vocabulary. Thus, another description format is required which 
specifies the actual vocabulary, e.g., the User Agent Profile as described next. 

3.2 User Agent Profile (UAProf) 

The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) defines the User Agent Profile (UAProf) [OM06] 
which is based on CC/PP and defines a vocabulary for describing characteristics and 
capabilities of mainly WAP-enabled mobile devices. The components can be clustered 
into 
— HardwarePlatform defines manufacture, CPU type, display/audio output 

capabilities, device interaction possibilities, and keyboard layout; 
— SoftwarePlatform comprises supported media types, preferred language, 

operating system, audio/video codecs, etc.; 
— BrowserUA includes whether the browser supports certain (X)HTML features, 

frames, tables, and its JavaScript capabilities; 
— NetworkCharacteristics holds information about supported and current bearers, 

security options, and some details about Bluetooth support; and 
— various WapCharacteristics and PushCharacteristics. 

3.3 Usage Environment Description (UED) 

The Usage Environment Description (UED) is defined in Part 7 of MPEG-21, i.e., 
Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) [VT05]. The UED is a very comprehensive vocabulary 
organized in so-called properties. It is based on XML Schema and its properties can be 
divided into four categories: 
— User characteristics provide information pertaining to the user plus his/her usage 

preferences/history, presentation preferences, accessibility characteristics, and 
location information including the user’s movement. 

— Terminal capabilities comprise codec capabilities, input/output characteristics 
including display/audio output capabilities, and device properties such as device 
class, power/storage characteristics, data input/output facilities, and CPU capabilities. 



— Network characteristics include static and dynamic properties pertaining to the 
capabilities (e.g., max. bandwidth) and conditions (e.g., available bandwidth) of a 
network. 

— Natural environment characteristics provide means for describing lightning 
conditions, noise level, time, and location. 

3.4 Delivery Context Ontology (DCO) 

The Delivery Context Ontology (DCO) [LF08] is based the Web Ontology Language 
(OWL) [Mv04] and is divided into four entities, namely: 
— Environment including information about the location and network. 
— Hardware provides information about various hardware capabilities including 

display, input, memory, camera, Bluetooth, CPU, etc. 
— Measure defines terms related to units with respect to physical electric charges and 

length as well as unit conversions.  
— Software describes whether the delivery context supports certain APIs, formats (i.e., 

audio, video, image, text, binary), operating systems, application-layer protocols, 
Java/Web browser specifics, etc. 

3.5 Analysis/Comparison 

The previous sections provided an overview of existing standards for delivery context 
description formats. In this section we will analyse differences and commonalities of 
these formats. First of all, and most importantly, all standards make use of XML that 
provides extensibility but UED is based on XML Schema whereas CC/PP and, 
consequently, UAProf are based on RDF. The most recent standard in this series is DCO 
which adopted already OWL which is based on RDF. Hence, we observe an 
incompatibility at the level of technology used for these description formats, mainly 
between XML Schema and RDF. Although it is possible to provide a high-level mapping 
between these two technologies, the mapping of concrete schemas/instances itself is a 
difficult and cumbersome task [HL01]. 

The second observation we made was that there are only a few characteristics or 
capabilities that are common across all delivery context description formats in question, 
e.g., display capabilities and file/coding formats. However, there is sometimes a huge 
difference in the actual syntax used. For example, display resolution described as 
horizontal=1024 and vertical=768 versus 1024x768 or using MIME types for 
file/coding formats versus classification schemes (i.e., URNs). 



Finally, CC/PP defines only a basic structure (i.e., components and attributes) without 
specifying a particular vocabulary of terms. UAProf adopts CC/PP and provides a 
concrete vocabulary mainly targeting WAP-enabled mobile devices. A repository of 
some specific device profiles is available [W308]. Other industry adoptions of CC/PP 
are not known but some are envisaged and documented in Annex E of [Ki07]. The UED 
defines both the structure (i.e., properties) and a comprehensive vocabulary while DCO 
defines an ontology including not only a vocabulary of delivery context terms but also 
basic measure units. 

In conclusion, there is a need to describe the relationship between commonalities of the 
different delivery context description formats, i.e., a mapping model which will be 
described in the next section. To the best of our knowledge, such a mapping model has 
not been published yet. 

4 Mapping Model 

UAProf and UED are based on different data models as the former is based on RDF 
whereas the latter is based on XML Schema with having their pros and cons [HL01]. 
That is, RDF provides support for rich semantic descriptions but provides limited 
support for the specification of local usage constraints, e.g., cardinality and datatype 
constraints. On the other hand, XML Schema provides support for explicit structural, 
cardinality and datatype constraints but provides little support for the semantic 
knowledge necessary to enable a flexible mapping between metadata domains. 

The main issue is to find a suitable technology for the mapping process which includes 
the advantages of both standards. Basically, the mapping can be performed by two 
approaches as discussed in the following and depicted in Figure 2: 
— Direct mapping model: creating mapping functions that perform direct mapping 

from one standard to another. 
— Integration model: integrating both models into a new one with functions to convert 

between this new model and the initial model. 



 

Figure 2. Direct Mapping Model vs. Integration Model. 

As the direct mapping model provides an explicit mapping from one format to another 
format it lacks of flexibility with respect to the integration of other formats. Thus, it can 
be only applied for specific solutions whereby the number of explicit mappings increases 
exponentially with the number of formats between which mappings should be provided. 

The integration model defines a common interface that allows the provisioning of the 
individual description formats. For new formats to be added, only the methods for 
converting to/from this model needs to be implemented without taking into account the 
existence of the other formats. Thus, the number of mappings increases linearly with the 
number of formats. However, the integration model needs to be implemented with a 
certain technology and those in question are XML Schema, RDF, or even OWL: 
— One could define an XML Schema that covers all components of each standard and 

well-established XPath/XML processors could be used to extract the required data 
for a certain standard. Unfortunately, datatype or value range incompatibilities (e.g., 
UED: colorCapable={true,false} vs. UAProf: ColorCapable={Yes,No}) 
cannot be represented with XML Schema which requires external knowledge to be 
provided. Thus, it would be better to use tools which are able to express the relations 
between, e.g., datatypes or attribute values. 

— OWL is based on RDF and provides means to describe the relationship between 
classes and properties, e.g., classes can be declared distinct or equal, restrictions on 
properties can be defined as transitive or functional, or the use of cardinality restricts 
the number of values which can be associated to properties. 

4.1 Mapping Levels 

The relationships between different delivery context description formats can be found at 
different levels within the entities of their respective schemas (i.e., XML Schema of 
OWL). In this paper we introduce four different mapping levels, namely component, 
datatype, element, and value. An example thereof is shown in Table 1. 

 



 

Table 1. Example of Mapping Levels for Network Characteristics. 

Level UAProf Example UED Example 
Component prf:NetworkCharacteristics dia:NetworkType 

Element prf:InputCharSet dia:CharacterSetCode 

Datatype prf-dt:Boolean xsd:Boolean 

Value Yes true 

The component mapping level tries to map a predefined group of elements/attributes 
(e.g. prf:NetworkCharacteristics) to similar group of the other description format 
(e.g. dia:NetworkType). Difficulties may arise in case the structure is different, e.g., 
one has only attributes defined whereas the other includes also elements within a nested 
structure. 

Thus, one needs to dig a level deeper and the element mapping level tries to map 
attributes/elements with equal semantics but possibly different syntax, i.e., different tag 
names. Note that a mapping at the component level is not always sufficient as indicated 
above which requires describing relationships between individual elements/attributes or 
even beyond. 

The datatype mapping level tries to map datatypes with equal domains but different 
syntax whereas the value mapping level tries to map datatypes with different domains 
but equal semantics. 

An example of mapping attributes with the equal semantics and Boolean values is 
described in Listing 1 which maps the prf:ColorCapable to the map:colorCapable 
(assuming map:colorCapable is the RDF/XML representation of the colorCapable 
attribute of the dia:DisplayCapabilityType). 

Listing 1. Mapping prf:ColorCapable to map:colorCapable. 

1 ... 
2 <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:about ="&prf;ColorCapable"> 
3   <owl:equivalentProperty rdf:resource="&map;colorCapable"/> 
4 </owl:FunctionalProperty> 
5 ... 

A problem arises as both datatypes are Boolean types but with different syntax: while 
xsd:boolean (as used within UED) accepts true and false, prf-dt:Boolean (as 
used within UAProf) accepts only Yes and No which requires an appropriate mapping. 
Listing 2 shows one possibility for such a mapping of these Boolean datatypes. Lines 2 
to 6 and lines 8 to 12 describe properties to create a relation between a new defined 
resource for a Boolean value (prefixed by btd) and the Boolean values used by UAProf 
and UED. The rest provides the mapping between the values and the bdt Boolean 
datatypes. 

 



Listing 2. Mapping the values of prf-dt:Boolean and xsd:Boolean. 

1  ... 
2  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&bdt;hasXsdBoolean"> 
3   <rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;FunctionalProperty"/> 
4   <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="&prf-dt;Boolean"/> 
5   <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;boolean"/> 
6  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 
7 
8  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&bdt;hasOmaBoolean"> 
9   <rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;FunctionalProperty"/> 
10  <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="&xsd;boolean"/> 
11  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&prf-dt;Boolean"/> 
12 </owl:DatatypeProperty> 
13 
14 <bdt:Boolean rdf:about="&bdt;true"> 
15  <bdt:hasXsdBoolean>true</bdt:hasXsdBoolean> 
16  <bdt:hasOmaBoolean >Yes</bdt:hasOmaBoolean> 
17 </bdt:Boolean> 
18 
19 <bdt:Boolean rdf:about="&bdt;false"> 
20  <bdt:hasXsdBoolean>false</bdt:hasXsdBoolean> 
21  <bdt:hasOmaBoolean>No</bdt:hasOmaBoolean> 
22 </bdt:Boolean> 
23 ... 

Another example is shown in Listing 3 which maps a Uniform Resource Name (URN) 
identifying a certain key input type to the equivalent string representation of UAProf. 
The usage of URNs to uniquely identify predefined terms is heavily used within UED. 

Listing 3. Mapping of key input types: DIA-KeyInputCS-NS:1 and Querty. 

1  ... 
2  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&key;hasMpegUrnRepresentation"> 
3   <rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;FunctionalProperty"/> 
4   <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="&key;Keyboard"/> 
5   <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/> 
6  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 
7 
8  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&key;hasOmaKeyboard"> 
9   <rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;FunctionalProperty"/> 
10  <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="&key;Keyboard"/> 
11  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/> 
12 </owl:DatatypeProperty> 
13 
14 <key:Keyboard rdf:about="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-DIA-KeyInputCS-NS:1"> 
15  <key:hasMpegUrnRepresentation> 
16    urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-DIA-KeyInputCS-NS:1 
17  </key:hasMpegUrnRepresentation> 
18  <key:hasOmaKeyboard>Querty</key:hasOmaKeyboard> 
19 </key:Keyboard> 
20 ... 



Datatypes such as prf-dt:Number and xsd:nonNegativeInteger can be mapped 
directly to each other because both cover the same range of values. However, integer 
values also raise problems when a mapping from dia:bitsPerPixel to 
prf:BitsPerPixel is provided because the UED standard defines an xsd:integer 
datatype and the UAProf standard uses the prf-dt:Number datatype which is equal to 
xsd:nonNegativeInteger. Of course, it is unlikely to describe the number of bits per 
pixel or the horizontal and vertical resolution with a negative number but there is the 
possibility to do that. OWL lacks to offer appropriate tools to describe what to do if such 
problems arise. 

Another issue is raised with the datatype prf-dt:Dimension which is used to describe 
the resolution of a terminal’s display within one string of the form 
“HorizontalResolution” x “VerticalResolution” (e.g., 1024x768). This means 
that two values of the UED (i.e., horizontal and vertical attributes of the 
Resolution element) are combined to represent one value within UAProf. Thus, 
external tools are needed to enable such mappings. 

4.2 Mapping Classes 

In practice, the tag names and datatypes of different description formats can be clustered 
into four classes which are described in the following. 

Direct. Elements falling into this class have equal semantics and compatible datatypes 
with equal domains but may differ in their syntax (i.e., tag name). 

For example, dia:bitsPerPixel of type xsd:integer and prf:BitsPerPixel of 
type prf-dt:Number where these datatypes are compatible. Another example is the 
dia:CharacterSetCode of type mpeg7:characterSetCode (equal to 
xsd:string) and prf:CcppAccept-Charset of type prf-dt:Literal (equal to 
xsd:anySimpleType) which are used to store string representations of the supported 
character sets. 

Advance. The class advance comprises elements describing the same concept (i.e., equal 
semantics) but with different, non-compatible datatypes and/or domains. Thus, the actual 
format is that much different and requires major changes if mapped from one format to 
the other. For example, the dia:Resolution includes two attributes (horizontal and 
vertical) for describing the resolution of a screen whereas prf:SreenSize uses only 
one value (e.g., 480x320). Another example is the usage of classification schemes 
versus MIME types as detailed in Section 4.3. Thus, an advanced mapping mechanism is 
required. 



Derive. This class includes mappings where element values can be derived from one or 
more elements of the respective other description format. The difference to the advance 
class is that for the derive class the semantic equality is not necessarily a requirement. 
For example, prf:SoundOutputCapable indicates whether a terminal is able to output 
sound which could be derived from only the presence of a 
dia:AudioOutputCapability element.  

Extend. Elements that cannot be mapped directly, in an advanced way through 
additional mapping rules, or derived from other elements require proprietary extensions 
of the respective other description format. For example, properties defined within 
UAProf but not defined in UED require an extension of the UED schema by adding 
additional elements and datatypes representing these UAProf properties. 

In our example, the UAProf standard defines six components and 77 elements which 
have been mapped – with respect to UED – to the classes described above (quantities in 
brackets): direct (4), advance (7), derive (4), and extend (62). The specific support for 
mobile phones within UAProf causes the high number within the class extend whereas 
UED does not provide means for describing WAP or push characteristics. One could 
now argue that such a mapping is not required. Please note that for most of the 
application scenarios – in particular, multimedia content adaptation – the required 
elements/attributes/tags fall into direct, advance, and derive classes, e.g., adaptation to 
screen size, codec, bitrate which are covered in all delivery context description formats. 
Therefore, the class ‘extend’ can be ignored for this kind of applications. 

4.3 Additional Mapping Rules for Coding Formats 

This section specifically discusses means for describing supported coding formats as this 
seem to be an inherent part of each delivery context description standard. Unfortunately, 
the standards in question adopt different technologies for describing this property. In 
particular, the CC/PP and, thus, UAProf adopts an approach which is based on MIME 
media types [FB96] whereas MPEG-21 UED relies on classification schemes introduced 
within MPEG-7 [MSS02]. 

MIME media types are well known within the Internet – thanks to its adoption for 
HTTP, etc. – and comprises five discrete top-level media types, i.e., text, image, audio, 
video, and application, as well as two composite top-level media types, i.e., multipart 
and message. These top-level media types are referred to as content types and the actual 
coding format is identified through the content sub-type (e.g, video/mp4). It is also 
possible to associate an arbitrary number of parameters in form of key-value pairs to 
media types which could be used to describe specifics usually defined within 
profiles/levels. However, most of the audio/video/image MIME type definition does not 
make use of this possibility. Thus, it is up to the application to identify the exact data 
format by other means. For example, video/mp4 may contain a bitstream compliant to 
MPEG-4 Part 2 (Visual) or MPEG-4 Part 10 (Advanced Video Coding), not mentioning 
all the available profile/level combinations. 



An MPEG classification scheme is an XML document that may contain terms – 
identifiable by URN – and corresponding definitions of arbitrary semantics in a 
hierarchically fashion. Thus, it is also possible to include profile/levels of a certain 
coding format as shown in Listing 4. Although classification schemes are extensible as 
they are based on XML there is a lack of an approved registration authority to 
accommodate future coding formats. However, the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) 
maintains a set of classification schemes used within their specifications (including TV-
Anytime) [EBU09]. 

Listing 4. Excerpt of Visual Coding Format Classification Scheme MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile.  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<ClassificationScheme 
  uri="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2001"> 
  <!-- further terms --> 
  <Term termID="3"> 
    <Name xml:lang="en">MPEG-4 Visual</Name> 
    <Definition xml:lang="en">MPEG-4 Visual Coding Format</Definition> 
    <Term termID="3.1"> 
      <Name xml:lang="en">MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile</Name> 
      <Term termID="3.1.1"> 
      <Name xml:lang="en">MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile @ Level 0</Name> 
    </Term> 
    <Term termID="3.1.2"> 
      <Name xml:lang="en">MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile @ Level 1</Name> 
    </Term> 
    <Term termID="3.1.3"> 
      <Name xml:lang="en">MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile @ Level 2</Name> 
    </Term> 
    <Term termID="3.1.4"> 
      <Name xml:lang="en">MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile @ Level 3</Name> 
    </Term> 
    <!-- further terms --> 
  </Term> 
  <!-- further terms --> 
</ClassificationScheme> 

 

Listing 5 describes the mapping from the MIME type image/jpeg to an equivalent URN 
representation which is used in UED. Line 1 of Listing 5 defines a resource for the 
MIME type image/jpeg. The other prefixes csm, mit and owl are shortcuts for the 
resources where the used vocabularies are defined (e.g., owl as shortcut for 
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#). Line 2 defines the mapping from the resource 
&uic;jpeg to the resource urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2001:4 
which represents JPEG as a reference to a classification scheme term. Line 3 defines 
which string representation for JPEG should be used in UAProf descriptionss. Lines 4 
and 5 define all representations for the image/jpeg MIME media type. Line 6 uses 
standard OWL syntax to define that the resource &uic;jpeg is different from the 
resource &uic;bitmap. 



Listing 5. Mapping MIME media type image/jpeg to 
urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2001:4. 

1 <uic:KluItecImage rdf:about="&uic;jpeg"> 
 
2   <csm:mapsToMpegResource 

    rdf:resource="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2001:4"/> 
 
3   <mit:hasMimeType 

    rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">image/jpeg</mit:hasMimeType > 
4   <mit:hasMimeRepresentation 

    rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">image/jpeg</mit:hasMimeRepresentation > 
5   <mit:hasMimeRepresentation 

    rdf:datatype="&xsd;string ">image/jpg</mit:hasMimeRepresentation > 
 
6   <owl:differentFrom rdf:resource="&uic;bitmap "/> 
7   <!-- ... --> 
8 </ uic:KluItecImage > 

5 Implementation Details 

The aim of this section is to provide an overview of our implementation that currently 
performs a mapping between UAProf descriptions and UEDs (and vice-versa). The high-
level architecture is depicted in Figure 3 and comprises three components: 

— Validator. 
— Transformer. 
— Profile Creator. 

 
Figure 3. High-Level Architecture of the UAProf/UED Mapping Implementation. 



The Validator is responsible for validating incoming and outgoing UAProfs and UEDs. 
If the received profile is a UED profile, a transformation to an RDF/XML document is 
needed for further processing which the Transformer accomplishes. UAProfs need not 
be translated because they are already written in RDF/XML syntax which is a 
requirement of the profile creator. The Profile Creator queries data from the profile data 
which is available in a consistent syntax and creates the desired profile as output which 
is again checked by the validator before it is delivered. These three components are 
further detailed in the following. 

Validator (cf. Figure 4). The purpose of this component is to validate instances against 
its specification. This is performed both for inputs and outputs of our implementation. 
For UAProf we have integrated the DElivery context LIbrary (DELI ) [Bu08] which is 
one of some rarely available tools that are able to validate UAProfs and to extract data 
from these documents. As the UED schema is an XML schema we have used standard 
XML schema validation tools such as the Java built-in XML validation Application 
Programming Interface (API). 

 

Figure 4. Architecture of the Validator. 

Transformer (cf. Figure 5). The transformer is responsible for translating the input 
instances into an integration model based on RDF as already introduced in Section 4. 
Therefore, we have implemented style sheets based on the Extensible Stylesheet 
Language Transformation (XSLT) [Cl99], i.e., only one style sheet is required for each 
delivery context description language keeping the overall approach scalable. 



 

Figure 5. Architecture of the Transformer. 

Profile Creator (cf. Figure 6). Finally, this component generates the designated target 
delivery context description based on the integration model. In order to query the RDF-
based integration model we have used SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language 
(SPARQL) [PS08] and A SPARQL Processor for Jena (ARQ) [HP08] as the actual 
query engine. The implementation adopts predefined templates and queries to generate 
desired output format based on the integration model. 

 

Figure 6. Architecture of the Profile Creator. 



6 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we have presented a model that allows one to map context delivery 
descriptions between different formats (e.g., OMA UAProf and MPEG-21 UED) that are 
based on different technologies (i.e., XML Schema and RDF/OWL). For this model we 
have investigated state-of-the-art terminals in terms hardware and software capabilities 
as well as analyzed and compared existing delivery context description formats. Based 
on this analysis and comparison we concluded that there is a need for describing the 
commonalities and relationships between these description formats using a common 
model, i.e., following the integration model approach introduced earlier. The mapping 
model clusters the properties of the individual description formats based on their levels 
into four classes, namely direct, advance, derive, and extend. Based on these classes we 
have defined the integration model and formulated templates (i.e., using SPARQL and 
OWL) to query information from the integration model in order to generate the target 
context delivery format. The feasibility of the approach has been validated through a 
prototype and implementation details have been described in this paper. 

The major findings can be summarized as follows: 
— The overlap between different context delivery description formats is not that 

huge as expected but is clustered around those properties which are considered 
by the majority of applications areas (e.g., screen size, coding formats, etc.). 

— Hence, the classes direct, advance, and derive are sufficient for most of the 
application areas. 

— The relationship between different delivery context description formats needs to 
be described manually with respect to an integration model (i.e., the mapping 
function) and requires a thorough analysis of these formats which is sometimes 
cumbersome (cf. also [HL01]). For each format the mapping functions need to 
be defined only once with respect to an integration model. 

— However, in this paper we have demonstrated that it is feasible – in principle – 
but requires the integration of many XML-based technologies ranging from 
XML Schema and RDF to SPARQL and OWL. 

The following items are to be considered for future work. The integration of an OWL 
reasoner may be used to automatically recognize related data and extract specific 
information by using inference (e.g., mapping between different versions or slight syntax 
variations). Another future work item is a more detailed investigation of W3C’s Delivery 
Context Ontology (DCO) and whether it can be used as the basis for the integration 
model for both UED and UAProf. Finally, as the newest description format under 
development (i.e, DCO) is based on OWL it confirms our decision to use OWL as 
underlying technology for the integration model. 
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8 Appendix 

Table 2. HW/SW Characteristics of Desktop PC/Workstation, Notebook/Tablet PC, Sub-Notebook/Netbook, Handheld, Smartphone, and Mobile Phone 

 Desktop 
PC/Workstation 

Notebook/Tablet 
PC 

Sub-Notebook/Netbook Handheld Smart Phone Mobile Phone 

Performance High performance 
with dual, triple or 
quad core processors 

Power saving dual 
core processor 

Medium performance 
special power saving 
processors 

Medium and low performance with various processors Low performance with various 
processors 

Display 17" - 30", multiple 
displays 

12" - 20" 7" - 12" 4" (or smaller), 
color and 
monochrome 

1,8"-3,5", color (and monochrome) 1,8"-3,5", color and monochrome 

Storage Up to 2 TB Up to 1 TB 2GB to 160GB 8MB-256MB (also 
16GB) 

Up to 16GB (expandable, e.g., 
microSD-Cards) 

Up to 64MB 

Memory Up to 8 GB Up to 4 GB Up to 1 GB Similar to 
permanent storage 

Often 128MB Similar to permanent storage 

Network Gigabit Ethernet, 
WLAN, cable/xDSL, 
etc. 

Gigabit Ethernet, WLAN, Modem, 
Bluetooth, (UMTS, HSDPA) 

IrDA, Bluetooth, 
WLAN, GSM, 
GPRS, UMTS, 
HSDPA, GPS 

IrDA, Bluetooth, USB, WLAN, GSM, 
GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, HSDPA, 
HSUPA, GPS, DVB-T, etc. 

IrDA, Bluetooth, GSM, GPRS, 
UMTS 

Power AC AC, DC, battery 2-6h (typically 2,5h) DC, battery (3-15h) Battery 100h with normal use (up to 400h Standby) 
User I/O Keyboard, Mouse, 

Monitor, Loudspeaker, 
Microphone, Webcam, 
etc. 

Keyboard, Touchpad, LCD, Touchscreen 
and Stylus, Loudspeaker, Microphone, 
Webcam 

Touchscreen and 
Stylus, 
Loudspeaker, 
Microphone 

Touchscreen, QUERTY-Keyboards 
(often very small), limited Keyboards, 
Loudspeaker, Microphone, Cameras 

Phone Keyboard, (joystick or 
navigation buttons) 

Extensibility USB, Firewire, PCIe, 
PCI, etc. 

USB, Firewire, 
eSATA, 
ExpressCard, 
PCMCIA 

USB CF and SD card 
slot for devices and 
memory, USB 

USB, TV-out Usually not supported 

OS Windows Vista, Windows XP, Mac OS, 
Linux, etc. 

Windows XP, special 
Linux versions, 
Windows Mobile 

Windows Mobile, 
Palm OS 

Symbian OS, Windows Mobile, RIM 
Blackberrry, Apple OS X (special 
edition for iPhone), Google Android 
(Linux and Java based) 

Symbian OS, other proprietary 
systems 

Software Almost unlimited Limited to Operating 
System and hardware 
capabilities 

Limited to Operating System and hardware capabilities Preinstalled, (sometimes 
expandable through Java-Midlets) 
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Abstract: The increasing availability of short, unstructured video clips on the Web 

has generated an unprecedented need to organize, index, annotate and retrieve 

video contents to make them useful to potential viewers. This paper presents a 

novel, simple, and easy-to-use tool to benchmark different low level features for 

video summarization based on keyframe extraction. Moreover, it shows the 

usefulness of the benchmarking tool by developing hypothesis for a chosen domain 

through an exploratory study. It discusses the results of exploratory studies 

involving users and their judgment of what makes the summary generated by the 

tool a good one.  

1 Introduction 

The explosion of video information available on the Web has generated 

an unprecedented need to organize, index, annotate and retrieve video 

contents to make them useful to potential viewers.  

During the past few years, video has been promoted to a first-class data 

object in web-based applications. From a video consumer’s perspective it 

has become increasingly common to watch streaming video online, or 

download video programs for future playback on a wide variety of 

devices, from desktops to cell phones. It has never been easier to create 

video contents, encode it with a variety of standardized codecs, upload it, 

embed it into existing web pages or blogs and share it with the world at 

large.  



The popularity of YouTube
1
 (with an estimated number of 200,000 videos 

published every day) and its many competitors and copycats has 

exacerbated the need for effective ways to present the essence of a video 

clip without requiring that the user actually watch (part of) the video to 

know what it is about. After all, despite the fact that the average length of 

a video clip available on YouTube is only 2 minutes and 46.17 seconds, 

the time it would take to view all of the material on YouTube (as of 

March 17th 2008) is 412.3 years! 

In summary, video is an inherently unwieldy medium whose contents 

need to be summarized in order to be truly useful to its potential viewers. 

Professional video summarization tools (e.g., Virage VideoLogger
2
 ) have 

been around for more than a decade and focus on large video footage 

repositories (e.g., from major TV news networks) and often benefit from 

the structure found in those programs. In this paper we present a novel, 

simple, and easy-to-use tool for the benchmarking of low level features 

for video summarization based on keyframe extraction. We focus on the 

process for the generation of a number of still images from video frames, 

which describe the video in an optimal way, while leaving out frames 

with low relevance for a summary.  

The remainder of the paper describes the details of the algorithms and 

features used in the current version of the tool. Moreover, we discuss the 

results of exploratory studies involving users and their judgment of what 

makes a summary a good one to show the applicability of our tool for 

hypothesis development and benchmarking.  

The tool described in this paper is publicly available to video processing 

researchers willing to experiment with several parameters and features 

used in the keyframe extraction algorithm. The open source nature of the 

tool makes it possible to modify and expand it to one’s needs or desires. 

The simple and intuitive summaries provided by the tool make it possible 

to obtain a quick assessment of video summarization algorithms and 

parameters, in a way that is comparable to a basic content-based image 

retrieval (CBIR) system with query-by-example (QBE) functionality for 

testing image features and dissimilarity metrics (among other things) 

while fine-tuning an image retrieval solution.  

                                                 
1 Statistics from http://ksudigg.wetpaint.com/page/YouTube+Statistics 
2 URI: http://publications.autonomy.com/pdfs/Virage/Datasheets/Virage%20VideoLogger.pdf 



2 Related work 

A video summary – or video abstract – is generally described as a series 

of still or moving images that represent the content of the video in such a 

way as to provide concise information about the video to the viewer 

[Pf96]. Many studies, surveys, and research papers on video 

summarization have been published during the last decade (e.g. [YL97], 

[KM98], [HZ99], [PC00], [ZC02], [XMX+03], [CS06], [MP08]). A 

recent comprehensive survey and review [TV07] alone contains more 

than 160 references! In spite of the significant amount of work in this 

field, the consensus is that “video abstraction is still largely in the 

research phase” [TV07].  

Two basic forms of video summaries have been identified by Truong and 

Venkatesh [TV07]: keyframes and video skims. A keyframe is a 

representative frame for a video, also known as R-frame, still-image 

abstract, or static storyboard. A video skim is a dynamic summary, 

consisting of representative segments of the video, also known as moving-

image abstract or moving storyboard. A very popular example of a video 

skim is a video trailer. The main advantage of video skims over 

keyframes is that the former can also communicate audio/speech and 

motion information while the latter are limited to static visual contents 

only. However, keyframe-based summarizations have the advantage that a 

user can immediately see the content of the summary, which can be a 

significant time-saving advantage in some situations, e.g., when browsing 

through a large video archive (e.g., YouTube). In such cases, a static 

preview showing keyframes of the video content can help the user to 

quickly identify a video of interest, while video skims would require the 

user to sequentially watch them. Although early studies [KM98] have 

suggested that users prefer static keyframes to dynamic summaries, the 

issue is far from settled, and more recent studies [TV07] have concluded 

that the optimal visualization of the summarized content remains an open 

question and that research must put more emphasis on “viewer-pleasant” 

summaries. This need for simpler and more effective summaries has also 

been corroborated by Money and Agius [MA08] who complained about 

the lack of personalized video summaries, such as the ones presented in 

[MP08], and proposed that future research should concentrate on user-

based sources of information in such a way that the effort for the user is 

kept minimal.  



Given the current situation with this broad range of methods, tools for 

assessment of techniques for different domains and scenarios are needed. 

To the best of our knowledge a tool for benchmarking the effects of 

different low level features in keyframe selection has not been developed 

or discussed.  

3 Keyframe selection benchmarking tool 

The selection of keyframes for a video summary relies on information 

about the individual frames. In most cases, low-level features such as 

color histograms or texture features are used to compare keyframes to one 

another. Our benchmarking tool was motivated by the idea that one could 

assess the appropriateness and quality of video summaries with different 

combinations of low-level features and dissimilarity measures (used for 

pair wise comparison of frames based on the selected low-level features). 

To try and assess different combinations of low-level features and 

dissimilarities, an algorithm that works satisfactorily in many different 

feature spaces (spanned by the different features) is needed.  

In our benchmarking tool keyframes are selected by using a clustering 

algorithm. All available frames are clustered with a fixed number of 

clusters (n), whereas the number of clusters is equal to the number of 

selected keyframes. Since clustering is performed based on low-level 

features extracted from each frame, for appropriately chosen values of n, 

all frames within a cluster tend to be visually similar (and one of them can 

be selected as a representative keyframe for that cluster). For the sake of 

video summarization, we assume that one image per cluster describes a 

whole set of visually similar images. The actual size of a cluster can 

further be used to assess how much of a videos duration is actually 

covered by a cluster. Finally, the selected keyframes are visualized as a 

video summary. Just as with the low-level features, the actual 

composition of the video summary is defined in a modular way and can 

be easily changed and adjusted to the specific requirements of a domain, 

user group or evaluation strategy. 

The video summarization approach implemented in the tool described in 

this paper consists of the following steps: 



1. Extraction of global features and calculation of appropriate 

dissimilarity metrics (Section 2.1); 

2. Clustering of frames (Section 2.2); 

3. Composition of the summary image (Section 2.3). 

The benchmarking tool is written in Java, has been tested on Windows 

and Linux and is available online
3
. It features a graphical user interface as 

well as a command line interface for batch processing. 

3.1 Low-level feature extraction and dissimilarity calculations 

For the sake of keyframe selection, an uncompressed input video is 

interpreted as a sequence of still images. For each of the images (frames) 

within a video stream, we extract selected low-level features. The 

algorithms for low-level feature extraction included in this study were 

originally made available in an open source Java-based CBIR framework, 

LIRe [LC08]. Additional feature extraction methods can be easily 

integrated by implementing a simple Java interface. In the current 

implementation of the video summarization tool, we employed five 

different combinations of features and dissimilarity functions, namely 

those already existent in the underlying framework:  

1. 64-bin RGB color histograms with L1 distance.  

2. Tamura global texture features [TMY78]. 

3. Color and edge directivity descriptor [CB08a] with the Tanimoto 

coefficient.  

4. Fuzzy color and texture histogram [CB08b] with the Tanimoto 

coefficient.  

5. Auto color correlograms [Hu97] with L1 distance. 

                                                 
3 URI: http://www.semanticmetadata.net 



3.2 Clustering and keyframe selection 

After indexing all frames we employ a clustering algorithm to assign each 

frame to one of n clusters (where n is a fixed number). The choice of a 

clustering algorithm is limited to those that rely on a distance 

(dissimilarity) measure without imposing (additional) requirements on the 

feature space. For the current implementation, the k-medoid clustering 

algorithm has been chosen, which is a very common partitioning 

clustering algorithm similar to k-means [JMF99]. The k-medoid approach 

is applicable to keyframe selection as it has been shown for instance in 

[HET06]. This approach has two main advantages for our application: (i) 

The cluster centre is always represented by a real data point and not an 

“artificial cluster centre” (which is the case with the k-means algorithm); 

and (ii) the clustering only depends on the dissimilarity function applied 

to the image feature vectors, and not the feature itself or the feature space.  

The resulting n clusters group frames that are visually similar according 

to the chosen image feature. The clusters’ medoids M1, M2, ... Mn 

minimize the distance to all elements of a clusters and are therefore 

interpreted as most descriptive elements for the respective groups. 

Furthermore, to allow a ranking of chosen keyframes relative to their 

ability to describe the content of the video, we introduce a relevance 

function for medoids Mk. The relevance r(Mk) of the medoids Mk depends 

on the number of frames in cluster Ck. Consequently, the bigger a cluster, 

the more keyframes are in it and more of the video’s duration is covered 

by the cluster. Therefore the medoid of the biggest cluster summarizes the 

largest part of the video. Also the medoid of the smallest clusters 

summarizes the smallest part of the video.  

𝑟 𝑀𝑘 =  𝐶𝑘  



3.3 Summary image composition 

The final step of the video summarization method implemented in our 

tool is the visualization of the medoids, which are actual frames of the 

video. Our tool presents the video frames selected for the summarization 

as single still images. Additional data generated in the process, such as the 

size of the cluster and the actual frame number, are encoded in the file 

name. In addition to this basic output option we also added two different 

exemplary visualizations. A simple storyboard summary presents all 

found keyframes from left to right in sequence as shown in Fig. 1. The 

order of the sequence depends on the size of the medoid’s respective 

clusters. The leftmost frame in the summary represents the biggest cluster. 

 

Figure 1 - Simple visualization where keyframes are shown in cluster-size order (medoid of the 

biggest clusters is the first frame to the left). 

A second exemplary visualization shows the medoid frame of the largest 

cluster in full size and the other keyframes in smaller size (see Fig. 2). 

This visualization reduces the overall width of the summary. Since this 

visualization was used in the evaluation of the tool, it is explained in more 

detail in Section 3. 

4 Exploratory study 

In this section we describe an exploratory evaluation performed on a 

small user group, whose goal was to gain insight on the impact of 

different low-level descriptors and dissimilarity metrics on the keyframe 

selection algorithm. We surveyed seven users on three different videos. 

To underline the applicability of the benchmarking tool for new domains 

the videos were taken from YouTube and selected from the overall most 

viewed animations (Table 1). 



Title Length Views
4
 (~) 

Hippo bathing 30 s 360,000 

The Room - Vancouver Film School (VFS) 194 s 350,000 

Dinosaurs vault 49 s 493,000 

Table 1 - Videos employed for exploratory study 

For this study we presented summaries based on different descriptors and 

using different numbers of clusters. For visualization of the selected 

frames we chose the following image composition (Fig. 2): the medoid 

frame of the biggest cluster is visualized in full size (on the left of the 

figure), while the remaining frames (two in our example) are resampled to 

a quarter of their size (half in width and height) and displayed on the 

right-hand side of the screen.  

 

Figure 2 – Sample visualization of a summarization of the “Hippo bathing” video with the frame 

of the biggest cluster in full size to the left and the other two to the right. 

                                                 
4 As of December 1, 2008 



Another (subtle) feature of the proposed summary image composition 

scheme is the ability to visualize the distribution of cluster members over 

the video timeline. The last row in each keyframe represents the 

occurrence of frames in the respective cluster – marked with green pixels 

– along the time axis. A sample cluster distribution can be seen in a 

zoomed view on the part marked with the dotted line in Fig. 3. Assuming 

that the whole width of the larger frame in Fig. 3 represents the timeline 

of the entire video, we can see that the majority of cluster members in this 

case concentrate in the first half of the video.  

 

Figure 3 – Distribution of cluster members within the visualization of the selected frame. Green 

dots (lines) of the black bar (zoomed in from the area indicated with the dotted rectangle) show 

where cluster members are located in the video timeline. 

Two main parameters have been varied for the study: number of clusters 

(n) and feature/dissimilarity metrics combinations. The case where n=1 

has been omitted due to its triviality and the case where n=2 has been 

omitted due to disappointing results in a first exploratory investigation. 

Based on the selected visualization metaphor we wanted to study if users 

preferred 3 still images (one big and 2 small) or 5 still images (one big 4 

small). Also we wanted to find out whether a visualization with 3 still 

images should be generated based on 3 or 4 clusters. We investigated: 

 n=3 with a visualization displaying all three medoids,  



 n=4 displaying only the three most relevant medoids and 

 n=5 displaying all five medoids. 

Note that the selected visualization metaphor features an odd number of 

images, so we did not test with 4 clusters showing all 4 keyframes. 

Furthermore for each n and video under consideration we created five 

different video summaries with different feature and dissimilarity 

combinations as mentioned in Section 2.2. This results in a set of 15 video 

summaries to assess per video. 

The participants were experienced computer users, who use YouTube on 

a regular basis (at least once a week) and the computer on a daily basis. 

The survey group consisted of three female and four male participants, 

with ages ranging from 15 to 30 years old. For each participant the survey 

took place in a single session, where only the participant and the 

moderator (the same for each test) were present. For each video the 

moderator showed the actual video first. Then three groups of summaries 

were presented: (i) the group of summaries generated with n=3, (ii) the 

group of summaries generated with n=4 and (iii) the group of summaries 

with n=5. Each of the groups consisted of five different summaries 

generated based on the five before mentioned low-level features. The 

participant had to choose the best summary out of each group and had to 

rank the three chosen summaries according to their descriptiveness for the 

video. In addition to selection and ranking the moderator further asked the 

participant why the specific summary was chosen and which criteria were 

used to assess the ranking. 



4.1 Results 

Out of the 63 chosen images (three images per video with three videos per 

participant) there is no clear winner in terms of low-level features 

although one of the features (namely, color histogram) has been chosen 

the most times in absolute terms, as it can be seen in Figure 4. The 

visualization based on the color histogram feature has been chosen 19 

times as most appropriate video summary followed by the auto color 

correlogram (ACC, 12 times), the fuzzy color and texture histogram 

(FCTH, 12 times), the color and edge directivity descriptor (CEDD, 11 

times) and the Tamura global texture descriptor (9 times). Table 2 shows 

how often participants have picked a specific feature for different values 

of n. 

 

 

Figure 4 – Low-level features used for keyframe selection and a visualization of how often they 

have been selected. 

 

 n=3 n=4 n=5 

ACC 5 4 3 

CEDD 8 0 3 

Color Histogram 5 7 7 

FCTH 0 8 4 

Tamura 3 2 4 

Table 2 - Selected features for different values of n. 
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From Table 2 one can see that the type of chosen features heavily depends 

on the chosen n. An example is the CEDD feature, which performs well 

on n=3 but has not been chosen at all for n=4. Table 3 however also 

indicates that the preference for low-level features changes with different 

videos. CEDD was mostly selected for the Dinosaurs video while FCTH 

was mainly used for the other two. 

 Hippo Room Dino 

ACC 7 2 3 

CEDD 2 2 7 

Color Histogram 3 8 8 

FCTH 6 5 1 

Tamura 3 4 2 

Table 3 - Selected features for specific videos. 

When asked to rank the three selected video summaries, the users ranked 

first the n=5 video summary (13 times), followed by the n=4 video 

summary (6 times) and the n=3 video summary (2 times). Most users 

voted for the 5-cluster-based summary because more of the video was 

captured in the more extensive summary (5 frames compared to 3 in the 

other two approaches). 

4.2 Identified hypotheses 

Based on the results of the exploratory evaluation we state three different 

hypotheses. Note that these hypothesis are based on the observations of 

the exploratory study and are intended for a detailed future study. Note 

also that these hypotheses are highly domain-dependent and may not hold 

for more general use cases. This shouldn’t come as a surprise, though, 

since it is widely acknowledged in the multimedia research community 

that state-of-the-art solutions for common problems (among them, 

summarization and content-based retrieval) are limited to narrow 

domains. Moreover, by allowing users to quickly and effectively 

experiment with different algorithms and fine-tune their parameters, our 

tool makes it easier to pursue further work within a domain of choice. 



The first and main hypothesis H1 is: There  is a combination of low-level 

feature and dissimilarity metric that performs best for the sake of 

keyframe selection. Once such combination is found for a certain dataset, 

it may lead to subsequent improvements and optimizations. Note that the 

selected features and dissimilarity metrics can be quite different from the 

ones listed in Section 2.1 and might include specialized features and 

metrics that are more suitable to the chosen domain.  

Moreover, due to the users’ preference for the n=4 approach (where three 

images are shown and the smallest cluster is discarded in the 

visualization) over the n=3 approach, an interesting hypothesis H2 is: 

Users prefer summaries where the medoid of the smallest cluster is not 

shown. This hypothesis would support the idea of a “junk cluster”, where 

unimportant or low quality frames are grouped together.  

Finally, based on the qualitative feedback of the participants we can also 

postulate hypothesis H3: There is an optimal number X of frames to be 

displayed within a video summary which is enough to cover the content of 

the video but still not too many to be investigated by the user in a short 

time. The proposed tool allows the experimental determination of the best 

value of X for a certain domain in an easy way. 

5 Conclusions 

We have presented a tool for benchmarking different combinations of 

low-level features and dissimilarity metrics for video summaries based on 

keyframe selection. In an exploratory study we have shown the 

applicability of our tool and we further found that varying the number of 

clusters and the choice of low-level features and dissimilarity metrics 

used for analysis provides frame selection results that are different enough 

to be used as input to user satisfaction studies. The feedback received 

from this exploratory evaluation led us to identify three promising 

hypotheses to be investigated in future domain-specific evaluations. 

These hypotheses suggest additional research on the issues of low-level 

feature and dissimilarity combinations, the optimal number of images 

displayed within the video summary, and the relationship between the 

number of clusters and the number of images displayed in the video 

summary.  
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Abstract: Mobile TV is becoming increasingly popular. As hand held devices are per-
sonal and used in a “lean-forward” mode, mobile devices are well suited for interactive
TV. The porTiVity system provides authoring tools for mobile interactive content that
allow to attach interactivity to moving objects in the video. We describe automatic
and semi-automatic annotation tools that create content descriptions represented as
MPEG-7 documents. The descriptions of moving objects are then transformed into
MPEG-4 LASeR, which is a suitable lightweight format for visualisation and inter-
activity on the mobile device. We show the use of these authoring components in
porTiVity in two example scenarios.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

With the introduction of the mobile broadcast standard DVB-H [DVB04] mobile TV is
becoming increasingly popular. The number of mobile TV users is increasing at an enor-
mous rate and consumers are showing their interest to enjoy innovative mobile applica-
tions. Market analysis predicts growth rates of 100% and more1 for the number of users
in the coming years and within the last year the average daily time a user spent watching
mobile TV has nearly doubled2. Mobile interactive TV can be one of these emerging ap-
plications. Results from previous interactive TV projects such as GMF4iTV [Car05] show
that hand held devices are better suited for interactivity than classic TV sets as they are
personal and used in “lean-forward” mode.

This paper presents results from the porTiVity project [Por] which aims to provide in-
teraction with objects in video shown on mobile devices. The interactive experience for
the end-user is achieved by simply clicking on highlighted objects overlaid on the video
on the touch screen of the mobile device. This interaction triggers e.g. downloading of
additional content from the web, participating in a quiz, in mobile network based games

1http://www.3gnewsroom.com/3g_news/apr_05/news_5811.shtml
2http://futurezone.orf.at/stories/1500388/



or purchasing a chosen product. In a live scenario such as a football game interaction on
the soccer players or via menu buttons allows to retrieve content from a player’s website,
game statistics, watching replays of interesting events etc.

The efficient semantic annotation of audiovisual content is an important part of this work-
flow. MPEG-4 LASeR annotation tools supporting moving objects and interaction with
those objects were not available when the project started. Relevant annotation tools for
audiovisual content are among others M-OntoMat-Annotizer3 developed by the aceMe-
dia project or the IBM VideoAnnEx Tool4. However, these tools lack object redetection
feature and automatic object tracking functionality.

We describe in this paper an authoring system for creating interactive TV content with in-
teractivity based on moving objects. Section 2 describes the automatic and semi-automatic
annotation of content described using MPEG-7 [MPE01]. In Section 3 we discuss how
this description is transformed into a suitable representation for the mobile device, namely
MPEG-4 LASeR [LAS06]. The integration of these authoring steps into the porTiVity
system and the end-user experience in two scenarios is described in Section 4. Section 5
concludes this paper.

1.2 Authoring for mobile interactive TV

The architecture of the end-to-end platform for providing rich media interactive TV ser-
vices for portable and mobile devices developed in the porTiVity project is shown in Fig-
ure 1 and described in Section 4 in more detail. In the authoring phase the main video
content is analysed and annotated to link it to additional content (images, web pages, etc.)
and the possible user interactions are defined. The tools support workflows for both offline
and online scenarios. The result of the authoring phase is a scene description in MPEG-4
LASeR which is multiplexed into an MXF [MXF04] stream together with the main and
additional content. MPEG-4 LASeR is a standard for rich media scene description on mo-
bile and embedded devices. In our work it is used to link additional content to the main
video stream which can be simple text, HTML pages, pictures, audio and video clips. In
order to reduce the bandwidth and processing requirements it has been used as a more
lightweight alternative to MHP [MHP07]. MXF is a container format defined by SMPTE
that can hold various types of audiovisual essence as well as metadata, with capabilities
for multiplexing.

In Figure 2 the workflow between the tools of the proposed Semantic Video Annotation
Suite in a typical authoring chain and the metadata formats used on the interfaces are
shown. Media-Analyze is an automatic video preprocessing tool (cf. Section 2.1). In the
Semantic Video Annotation Tool (SVAT) the results from the automatic preprocessing are
used to support the user in annotating the video by providing navigation aids, redetection
and tracking of objects. The Interactive Application Tool (IAT) uses the MPEG-7 de-

3http://www.acemedia.org/aceMedia/results/software/m-ontomat-annotizer.
html

4http://www.research.ibm.com/VideoAnnEx



scription of the annotated objects generated by the SVAT, transforms them into MPEG-4
LASeR objects, performs the LASeR segmentation and packs all the required data into an
MXF file suitable for the playout system.

2 Content annotation

The content annotation is divided into two steps: an automatic preprocessing step done
with the Media-Analyze tool and a semi-automatic annotation step performed with the Se-
mantic Video Annotation Tool (SVAT). Both tools are bundled together in the Semantic
Video Annotation Suite [SVA] and are described here in the context of authoring interac-
tive mobile TV services. The output of both steps is described using MPEG-7, a compre-
hensive standard for multimedia content description covering both low-level and high-level
description. In particular, the Detailed Audiovisual Profile (DAVP) [BS06], an MPEG-7
subset aimed at fine-grained description of audiovisual content in media production and
archiving, is used.

2.1 Automatic preprocessing

In a first step a video file is automatically analysed by the Media-Analyze tool. We extract
metadata for efficient navigation in videos and structuring the content. These are shot
boundaries, key-frames, stripe images and camera motion.

In order to aid the user in efficient object annotation we extract SIFT descriptors [Low99]
of interest points of key-frames and build a visual vocabulary [SZ03]. By doing this
it is possible to redetect similar objects and shots in the same video in a very efficient
way [NTM07, RBN+07].

After identifying single occurrences by the user these occurrences need to be tracked
within the same shot. Since this step is interactive it requires a very efficient tracking
algorithm. For this purpose feature points and descriptors are extracted within this auto-
matic preprocessing step [TM07, NTM07].

Both the visual vocabulary of SIFT descriptors and the descriptors for object tracking are
stored in a proprietary binary format for efficiency reasons.

2.2 Semi-automatic object annotation

After this automatic annotation step objects of interest can be annotated with interaction.
This is done with the Semantic Video Annotation Tool and its support for spatio-temporal
object annotation.

As operators often wish to assign the same additional content to similar objects we provide
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an object redetection feature. The input for the object redetection is a region of interest
identified in a video player component. This can be done by simply marking a bounding
box around the region, or by using a color segmentation functionality in order to get the
exact border of the object. By using the visual vocabulary from the preprocessing step we
can search for appearances of similar SIFT descriptors as extracted from the query region.
For this application scenario higher recall is preferred since false positives in the result list
can be easily deleted.

In the next step these single occurrences can be tracked over time within the boundaries
of the shot. The input for the tracking algorithm can be a bounding box as well as a
complex polygon around an object. The resulting moving region is always described as
bounding box. The tool also supports manual tracking in case the automatic tracking fails.
In this case the operator specifies key-regions over time that will be connected with a spline
interpolation algorithm.

The output of the Semantic Video Annotation Tool is an MPEG-7 description which in-
cludes the metadata from the automatic analysis step enriched with the annotation of mov-
ing objects. An example of such a moving region is shown in Listing 1. The moving
region shows an object with name bottle (SemanticRef element) and a bounding box that
changes over time (ParameterTrajectory elements as defined by [MPE01, part 3]). The
values inside the Coords element define the three points that build a closed bounding box.



Figure 3: Semantic Video Annotation Tool for object annotation.

3 MPEG-7 to MPEG-4 LASeR transformation

3.1 Transforming moving object descriptions

In this step the representation of moving regions described in MPEG-7 format are trans-
formed to MPEG-4 LASeR, a suitable delivery format for the mobile device. MPEG-7 is
intended for content description, but does not provide visualisation and interaction possi-
bilities. In addition, a large part of the MPEG-7 description is not needed at the mobile
device. We present an approach for transforming shape descriptions of moving objects
(like polygons and rectangles) to MPEG-4 LASeR.

MPEG-4 LASeR is based on SVG5 Tiny 1.2 and is thus very powerful regarding shape
representation. We have focused on transforming polygons and simple bounding boxes to
SVG taking different personalisation options for the end user in consideration. Currently
three options are supported which are also reflected in the MPEG-4 LASeR snippet in
Listing 2 and the images in Figure 4: a rectangle with solid or dashed line style, a contact
point in the middle of the area and rectangle with only corner indicators.

5Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is a W3C recommendation for the XML based representation of 2D vector
graphics (http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/).



Listing 1: Moving object described in MPEG-7.
<MovingRegion>

<SemanticRef idref="bottle" />
<SpatioTemporalLocator>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">

<MediaTime>
<MediaTimePoint>T00:01:23:1F25</MediaTimePoint>
<MediaDuration>P0DT0H0M0S2N25F</MediaDuration>

</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>

<Polygon>
<Coords dim="2 4">421 96 0 -96 300 0 151 0</Coords>

</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>

</ParameterTrajectory>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">

<MediaTime>
<MediaTimePoint>T00:01:23:3F25</MediaTimePoint>
<MediaDuration>P0DT0H0M0S1N25F</MediaDuration>

</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>

<Polygon>
<Coords dim="2 4">422 95 0 -95 301 0 151 0</Coords>

</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>

</ParameterTrajectory>
...

</SpatioTemporalLocator>
</MovingRegion>

Figure 4: Styles for highlighting moving objects.

For the SVG description of the animation of the moving object over time we considered
two options: specifying the coordinates in a fixed interval for the whole time range, or
using a variable interval depending on the movement of the object and specifying those
time points in the keyTimes attribute. Using a variable interval has advantages in terms of
description size for moving objects that hardly move or keep their position for a longer
period, but increases the complexity of the synchronised broadcast (see LASeR Segmen-
tation in Section 3.2). So we have chosen the approach using a fixed interval (e.g. 0.2 sec)
that can be configured by the user.

The result of the conversion from the moving region described in the MPEG-7 snippet
in Listing 1 to MPEG-4 LASeR is shown in Listing 2. The id from the MPEG-7 descrip-
tion is reflected in the title element (unchanged) and also in the id attribute, taking into
account that XML requires unique ids. Also when accessing specific elements later dur-
ing MPEG-4 LASeR command processing we require unique ids when adding, modify or
removing objects.

The graphic object is embedded inside the SVG document of the main MPEG-4 LASeR



scene. In order to reduce the complexity of MPEG-4 LASeR handling within the authoring
tools, no LASeR commands are used in this authoring step for time related updates of
the scene. This is done in a separate post processing step – the LASeR segmentation –
which is described in Section 3.2. The animation of objects over time is specified for the
whole object time range. Also the visibility of the object is modeled by setting the SVG
display attribute to ’none’ and ’block’ for the respective time points. So up to this step
the produced MPEG-4 LASeR document just contains one scene with one SVG document
containing the whole description for the whole video time range. Also no interaction
possibilities are added up to this point.

Listing 2: Moving object described in MPEG-4 LASeR.
<g pointer-events="all" fill="none" stroke="red" id="bottle0" stroke-width="2">

<title>bottle</title>
<desc>Moving Object</desc>
<rect width="96" x="421" y="300" height="151">
<animate values="421;426;432;439;447;..."

fill="freeze" begin="83.040s" dur="9.680s" attributeName="x" />
<animate values="300;305;302;277;229;192;..."

fill="freeze" begin="83.040s" dur="9.680s" attributeName="y" />
<animate values="96;94;93;95;99;..."

fill="freeze"begin="83.040s" dur="9.680s" attributeName="width" />
<animate values="151;149;148;149;153;..."

fill="freeze" begin="83.040s" dur="9.680s" attributeName="height" />
</rect>
<circle cx="469" cy="375" display="none" r="10">
<animate values="375;379;376;351;305;..."

fill="freeze" begin="83.040s" dur="9.680s" attributeName="cy" />
<animate values="469;473;478;486;496;..."

fill="freeze" begin="83.040s" dur="9.680s" attributeName="cx" />
</circle>
<g display="none">
<desc>corner rectangle</desc>
<polyline points="421,310 421,300 431,300">
<animate values="421,310 421,300 431,300;426,315 426,305 436,305;..."

fill="freeze" begin="83.040s" dur="9.680s" attributeName="points" />
</polyline>
<polyline points="507,300 517,300 517,310">

<animate values="507,300 517,300 517,310;510,305 520,305 520,315;..."
fill="freeze" begin="83.040s" dur="9.680s" attributeName="points" />

</polyline>
<polyline points="517,441 517,451 507,451">

<animate values="517,441 517,451 507,451;520,444 520,454 510,454;..."
fill="freeze" begin="83.040s" dur="9.680s" attributeName="points" />

</polyline>
<polyline points="431,451 421,451 421,441">

<animate values="431,451 421,451 421,441;436,454 426,454 426,444;..."
fill="freeze" begin="83.040s" dur="9.680s" attributeName="points" />

</polyline>
</g>
<set begin="0s" attributeType="XML" to="none" attributeName="display" />
<set begin="83.040s" attributeType="XML" to="block" attributeName="display" />
<set begin="92.720s" attributeType="XML" to="none" attributeName="display" />

</g>



Figure 5: Interactive Application Tool for creating MPEG-4 LASeR scenes.

3.2 Adding interactivity

Next to the powerful shape representation capabilities of MPEG-4 LASeR, it provides sup-
port for interactivity to the end user. In our scenario we link additional content to moving
objects like statistics and photos of soccer players, background information on actors etc.
If the user clicks on a moving region this additional content should be displayed. More-
over, the additional content can be personalised, which means that different additional
content items can be linked for different target groups (e.g. fans of the different teams in
sports broadcasts, male and female viewers, . . . ). We can edit these actions in the Inter-
active Application Tool (IAT, see Figure 5). The resulting MPEG-4 LASeR snippet after
adding an additional content is shown in listing 3. For non personalised additional content
we place an a element around the shapes for highlighting the moving object. For person-
alised additional content (not shown in the listing) we use a script function that evaluates
the additional content link based on the local user profile and makes the respective HTTP
request.

Before sending the MPEG-4 LASeR description to the playout system, a post processing
step is needed to make the service ready for transmitting over a broadcast channel. Users
can join the TV channel any time, so it is necessary to transmit the LASeR content period-



Listing 3: Interactivity described in MPEG-4 LASeR.
<g pointer-events="all" fill="none" stroke="red" id="bottle0" stroke-width="2">

<title>bottle</title>
<desc>Moving Object</desc>
<a xlink:href="http://server.portivity.org/PoE1_a.xsr">
<rect width="96" x="421" y="300" height="151">

<!-- animation of rect -->
</rect>
<circle cx="469" cy="375" display="none" r="10">

<!-- animation of circle -->
</circle>
<g display="none">

<desc>corner rectangle</desc>
<!-- polylines of corner rectangle -->

</g>
</a>

</g>

ically. This is required for the general scene description containing the static objects (like
menus), while moving objects just need to be transmitted during the time they are visible.
This is done by the LASeR segmentation module. It takes the whole LASeR scene from
the Interactive Application Tool as input, and splits the objects into different access units.
An example of how the MPEG-4 LASeR snippet presented in Listing 2 is segmented is
shown in Listing 4:

Listing 4: LASeR Segmentation into Access Units.
<!-- Initial object description in the main SVG document: -->

<g pointer-events="all" fill="none" stroke="red" id="bottle0" stroke-width="2">
<!-- shape representation cut here -->
<set begin="0s" attributeType="XML" to="none" attributeName="display" />
<set begin="83.040s" attributeType="XML" to="block" attributeName="display" />
<set begin="92.720s" attributeType="XML" to="none" attributeName="display" />

</g>

<!-- After the segmentation into access units for insert and delete: -->

<saf:sceneUnit time="83040">
<lsr:Insert ref="parent_id">
<g id="bottle0" />

</lsr:Insert>
</saf:sceneUnit>

<saf:sceneUnit time="92720">
<lsr:Delete ref="bottle0"/>

</saf:sceneUnit>

Another task of this module is the periodic generation of RefreshScenes, which are access
units containing a refresh of the scene as it should be at that precise moment. These
access units are generated at a given interval – usually every two seconds – and they are
ignored by the terminal if it already has this information (either from a NewScene or
from a previous RefreshScene). These access units will contain the information on static
and dynamic objects that become visible or invisible, and will also update the position
of visible dynamic objects. The additional binary MPEG-4 LASeR stream only costs a
small amount of bandwidth compared to the TV stream. An alternative system design to
periodically poll a web server would lead to a traffic bottleneck due to the huge amount of



requests to be handled by the web server.

The final step of the authoring is the MXF multiplexing. The video and audio content as
well as all additional content files are packed into an MXF stream to ensure time synchro-
nisation.

4 porTiVity system

A detailed description of the porTiVity system is given in [DFL+08]. This section sum-
marises the steps after the authoring as shown in Figure 1.

4.1 Playout system

The playout system consists of several modules making the video stream and MPEG-4
LASeR content ready for transmission over DVB-H and the additional content accessible
on a web server.

The MXF demultiplexer takes the produced MXF file from the authoring system as in-
put, extracts all tracks and forwards them to the respective modules in the chain. The
transcoder module converts the high-quality video and audio streams used in the produc-
tion environment to the target formats on the mobile device: MPEG-4 AVC (H.264) and
MPEG-4 AAC. Additional content files are also transcoded to the target format if neces-
sary. The Metadata Processor Module receives LASeR access units from the MXF demul-
tiplexer, encapsulates them over RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol), and sends them to
the DVB-H module responsible for broadcasting.

4.2 Receiver

The mobile device receives the DVB-H stream consisting of an audio, video and LASeR
MPEG-4 elementary stream encapsulated in RTP. These streams are synchronised on the
terminal by RTCP.

The software responsible for rendering the porTiVity service is based on the Osmo player
of the open source multimedia framework GPAC [FCM07]. An implementation with the
full support of the porTiVity features is available for Windows Mobile version 5 and 6,
Windows XP and an experimental version for Symbian OS. The developed scenarios work
on normal off-the-shelf mobile phones with DVB-H receivers and touch screens. Fur-
thermore any kind of web access is required for downloading the additional content files
requested by the user clicking on the annotated objects. For various demonstrations we
used terminals with limited processing power like a Gigabyte GSmart T600, a QTec 9000
and an LG KS20. As a high-end terminal an HTC Shift and a Samsung Q1 Ultra were
used.



Figure 6: Interactive sports scenario.

4.3 End-user experience

iSports – interactive sports scenario

The iSports scenario (see Figure 6) demonstrates how interactivity can be applied to live
sport events. For this case a separate annotation tool – the Live Annotation Tool [DFK+09]
– has been developed in the porTiVity project. With this tool it is possible to define objects
of interest and link additional content, track the objects in realtime and directly send the
results to the playout system – with an overall delay of 5 seconds to the input stream.

Next to the interaction possibility with the highlighted objects, a menu with buttons is
shown in the top left corner. The menu, which can be collapsed in order not to consume
valuable display space, allows to access replays of interesting events like goals, to access a
help page that explains the available features of the service and to configure personalisation
settings.

Spur & Partner – interactive crime series for children

The Spur & Partner scenario (see Figure 7) is based on a successful interactive TV crime
series for children produced by the public German broadcaster ARD. Users can interac-
tively collect hints by clicking on the objects annotated by the producer. They also can
answer questions referring to those pieces of evidence and receive points for correct an-
swers, which gives the TV program a little game characteristic.

The end-users can also access background information on actors and learn from an inter-
active detective magazine more about the approach that the detective is using to identify
the culprit. And finally at the end of the series the users have the chance to name the culprit
by themselves and directly transmit their results.

Spur & Partner was evaluated by Rundfunk Berlin Brandenburg (RBB) with 6 children
at the age of 9 to 11 years. They had normal computer skills and were familiar with the
original TV series and the interactivity by its MHP application. Evaluation results have
shown that recognizing the bounding box of the moving objects and further interaction
with the additional content improve with the experience and are no problem after a little
trying.



Figure 7: Interactive detective story Spur & Partner.

4.4 Evaluation of the authoring tool

The authoring system was evaluated by RBB with professional users from various depart-
ments. An evaluation of the tools has shown that the time required to annotate objects are
realistic and acceptable in a TV production environment. The system was tested on the
interactive detective story with a video length of 8:40 minutes and consisting of 16 inter-
active elements. Not considering the automatic preprocessing step, the whole annotation
process took 1:15 hours with the additional content already prepared. Missing shortcuts in
the evaluation version for common task could further increase the annotation performance.

5 Conclusion

This work has shown that MPEG-7 is suitable as description format for video including the
description of moving objects. We presented tools that aid an operator in efficient object
annotation by using automatically extracted metadata in MPEG-7 format and enrich it with
annotations for moving objects. On the delivery side, MPEG-4 LASeR has proved to be
a powerful standard for enabling rich multimedia interactive services on mobile devices
with limited processing power. Due to the fact that MPEG-4 LASeR is based on SVG it
allows scalability for a wide range of target devices. The chosen approach to use existing
annotation tools based on MPEG-7 and adding MPEG-4 LASeR functionality combined
the advantages of both standards and resulted in a full featured MPEG-4 LASeR authoring
suite.
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Abstract: As smartphones’ capabilities are more and more similar with those of com-
puters, the demand for high-end multimedia content is increasing. In this paper we
present two new visually rich mobile guide applications and then we compare them
with the popular Google Maps and Nokia Maps applications. We present and analyze
the results of an empirical study made with over 20 users in which we have compared
these applications in the context of a game event at a big stadium. We have obtained
direct feedback from participants as well as implicit feedback using a tracking system
to analyze the interaction with the applications and infer activity metadata.

1 Introduction

Over the past years we have seen an incredible growth of mobile applications, especially
caused by the advances in technology from both sides: mobile manufacturers and mobile
operators. Devices have many capabilities, many smartphones have become much more
powerful than two-year old PCs.

A very important functionality brought by the advances in technology is the location ca-
pability of these devices. Today, a smartphone is not just able to show your agenda, or
to run a small application, but it is also able to give your position (more or less accurate,
depending if you are using GPS, Wi-Fi or GSM-based positioning [DR07, CK02]). It can
analyze and react on your movements (using accelerometer), store the position of your car
and show you the path to follow to return to it, share your photos/videos and other personal
items with your family or friends and much more. The smartphone has become the digital
personification of ourselves.

Applications and services that use the location capabilities of mobile devices are com-
monly called Location Based Services (LBS)[BKH08] and applications that use the con-
text of the user (position can be included here together with profile, mood, orientation,
social networks, etc...) are so called context-aware applications [MZ07].

A particular type of LBS and context-aware applications are the mobile guide applications
[AAH+97]. These applications use context information (position, environment, user in-
formation, social network, personal interests, etc...) to present the user a map centered on



his current position as well as activities (fan, cultural events, concerts) or places of inter-
est (bars, restaurants, theaters, metro station) that are near the user. Popular examples are
Google Maps [Mapa] and Nokia Maps [Mapb].

The advances in mobile technology (both network and devices) lead to a greater demand
for better and richer content. Current mobile data-speeds exceed 10Mb/s (using High-
Speed Downlink Packet Access) and will continue to grow in the future as LTE (Long
Term Evolution) [3GP] and WiMax [16006] become fully deployed. As for the hardware,
we can already see GPU, GPS, Wi-Fi, dual core and 5 mega-pixel camera in a single device
(e.g. Nokia N95 [N95]). It is clear that we can deliver great rich multimedia content to
mobile users such as interactive 2D images and videos, interactive 3D and Augmented
Reality [BC05, Nur06, HMB07].

We think the content on mobile guide applications can be greatly improved and we have
created two applications to prove this. In order to check what is the user preference and
what is the most popular visual content for mobile guiding applications we have made a
user study. In this study we have compared our applications with two of the most popular
mobile guide applications: Google Maps and Nokia Maps. We have also created a test
framework in order to record the user interaction with these applications. We used this
framework to analyze the activity of the user while using these applications. As it will be
presented in the following sections, the recorded information is very important in order to
get an implicit feedback on the usefulness and simplicity to use of the applications.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation of our work. In
Section 3 we present our framework and the applications tested. In Section 4 we detail the
user study and we show and interpret the results. In Section 5 we summarize our work and
discuss about future research.

Figure 1: Stadium Activities Before the Match

2 Motivation

On big events like football games, before and after the match there are plenty of attractions
and interesting activities around the main venue (the stadium in our case). Example of such



activities are small football contests, car auctions or rotating cups (see Figure 1). These
attractions can be very hard to observe and locate, especially due to the large number of
people that participate to such events. Very often people don’t know how to locate these
activities or they don’t know of their existence. In this paper we analyze the particular case
of a football game at the TFC Stadium in Toulouse.

Mobile devices can be of great help in the task of locating and showing the interesting
activities around a stadium.

Currently used mobile guide applications lack rich-media support to help users in visualiz-
ing these activities or locating them. Existing applications such as Google Maps or Nokia
Maps don’t show at all these small activities around the stadium, and for those places of
interest that are marked (like bars or restaurants near the stadium) there is generally a great
level of interaction needed from the user side. Moreover, these commercial applications
don’t offer enough visual content to the user and they make very little use of multimedia
capabilities in current devices. However, future and beta versions of these applications
show great evolution in terms of multimedia content on mobile devices.

We created two different prototype applications in order to expose the interesting activities
around the stadium to the user. We show the position of these activities and we also use
a rich visual content in order to let the user know better what are these activities about.
The first prototype uses fake 3D images, simulating a 3D model because the user can
move around the stadium and zoom in and out as if he/she were inside the stadium area.
This prototype is based on our recent work regarding fake 3D images to guide users in
stadiums [CCG08]. The second prototype uses video sequences recorded directly on site.
Each video sequence represents an activity that is going on at the stadium on the occasion
of a big game.

We want to test the four different applications (our two prototypes, Nokia Maps and
Google Maps) in the context of our stadium. As it is not fair to compare the four ap-
plications using only one criteria (for example our prototypes have clearly more attractive
POI around the stadium because we have created them), we have investigated multiple
characteristics of these mobile guide applications, including the level of interaction, visual
content, user input and application reaction. We have conducted an empirical study to test
the applications, presented in Section 4.

In order to save the results from the test and analyze them further, we have created a
test framework which logs all interactions between the user and the tested applications.
Besides the implicit feedback obtained from the logged events we have also created a
questionnaire (explicit feedback) that was given to each test user. This questionnaire con-
tains multiple questions that are relevant to the usability of the application as well as to the
background of the test user. We describe the test framework and the feedback question-
naires more in detail in the following sections. Using the results from both implicit and
explicit feedback we are able to derive some interesting conclusions.



3 System Overview

In this section we will present the mobile device, the four applications and the test frame-
work used in our user evaluation.

3.1 Test Device

For our research we are using a Nokia N95 device. This smartphone has multiple fea-
tures, including A-GPS, GPU (graphic processing unit), dual processor (ARM11), Wi-Fi,
5 Mega-pixel camera, 240x320 screen resolution and the possibility to play MPEG4 video
files. The N95 runs on the Symbian OS, version 9.2 and it provides a rich sets of APIs to
access most of the phone’s features. We have used the native Symbian C++ to develop our
prototypes.

Figure 2: Nokia N95 8G device

3.2 Test Framework

In order to get interesting results from the empirical evaluation we have created a test
framework to log and analyze the interactions between the user and the tested applications.

All tested applications contain the same points of interest around the TFC stadium (the
common area tested in our evaluation). For each user we start a new session and then for
each application tested we start a new application session. We send all input events (see
Figure 3) from the mobile applications to our server in order to log the interaction and
extract useful information on a per user and per application bases. We define an event as
one simple interaction between the user and the mobile application (e.g. pressing a key).

Normally the user tracking service works only with HTML pages : our platform includes



Figure 3: Test Framework Overview

a proxy that modifies the HTML page returned to the user in order to add some JavaScript
listeners intended for tracking user interactions (mouse-click, mouse-move, key-input,
etc...). In order to make our mobile applications work with the platform, we have cre-
ated a bridge (Bridge) which listens to HTTP requests from the mobile application and
then forwards them to the actual service (Observer and Database, see Figure 3).

3.3 Tested Applications

The four applications that we have used for our tests are the two popular applications
Google Maps and Nokia Maps and our two prototype applications using fake 3D images
and video sequences.

3.3.1 Google Maps

Since its release in February 2005, Google Maps has been one of the most popular web
guiding applications. Besides the web application, Google has created Google Maps for
mobile devices. One of the most popular features of the mobile Google Maps is called
My Location which can give the approximate location of the user by using only the
information from the mobile network without any constraint on the GPS capabilities of the
phone. The last version of the Google Maps for Symbian (2.03) also offers the Street View
feature, allowing users to actually see real images from the places they choose. Although,
this last feature is still limited to major cities in a few countries.

The Google Maps application interface can be seen in the Figure 4. The stars represent the
points of interest -POI- (the activities around the stadium in our case). The user can move
through the map using the navigation keys (up, down, left, right), zoom in and out using
the 1 and 3 keys, select a POI using the middle key in order to see more information about
it, see a list of the POI, center the map on the selected POI and switch between a simple
2D map or a satellite view. The position of the user (if available) is marked in the interface
by a small blue dot. It is also possible to use the Street View feature to see images from
the Point Pierre de Coubertin which is close to the stadium.



(top view) (target on POI) (POI selected) (Street View) (Options Menu)

Figure 4: Different snapshots of the Google Maps application

3.3.2 Nokia Maps

Nokia Maps is developed by Nokia and it is one of the most popular mobile guide appli-
cations [Res]. Its success is mainly due to the fact that it is targeted only to mobile phones
and its features and user interface have been thought especially for these devices. This
application is only available for Nokia phones, running the Symbian OS and using the S60
or S40 user interface. The current version (2.0) only has 2D and satellite images, but the
3rd version [3.0] which is already available for some models running Symbian 9.3 or later
(soon available on Symbian 9.2 and thus on the N95) allows a 3D navigation of the maps,
including 3D landmarks (the TFC stadium has a coarse 3D model in these maps).

(top view) (target on POI) (POI selected) (Options Menu) (Version 3.0)

Figure 5: Different snapshots of the Nokia Maps application

In the Figure 5 we can see the user interface of Nokia Maps for both versions 2.0 and
3.0. The blue balloon-like icons represent our POI. The navigation through the map and
selection of POI is done in a similar manner as in the Google Maps application. The main
differences are in the map and POI interface, the way to display the information of the POI
and the options of the application. The position of the user is presented by the rounded
dashed rectangle. When the user is navigating through the map and the rectangle position
is close to a POI its border line transforms to a continuous line.



3.3.3 Prototype 1 - Fake 3D

Our first prototype uses a fake 3D model based on images rendered from a 3D model of
the stadium. One of the main differences of this approach when comparing it to the 3D
landmarks from Nokia Maps is that we use a fine and high quality model of the stadium.
The application allows the user to navigate around the stadium using simple images and it
gives the sensation of a realistic navigation in the stadium.

(perspective view) (perspective view) (zoom in) (POI selected)

Figure 6: Different snapshots of the fake 3D application

The interface of the application can be seen in Figure 6. The application presents a per-
spective view of the stadium around which the user can move using the left and right keys.
On top of the image we have overlaid numbered icons representing the POI. When the
user presses the key corresponding with the number on the icon a new image is presented
to the user, containing a visual representation of the POI as well as a text containing more
information regarding the activity or place. Using the ∗ and # keys of the phone the user
can zoom in and out in the images in order to see better where each activity is exactly
located. A similar approach of using images and text as advertisements can be seen on the
Smart Rotuaari project [TJM+03].

3.3.4 Prototype 2 - Video Sequences

In the second prototype we use video sequences recorded from the stadium to show exactly
what interesting activities or places exist around the stadium just before the actual game.

As it can be seen in Figure 7 we have used a top view of the stadium taken from Google
Earth to display the stadium area to the user. On top of this image we have added overlay
icons representing the interesting activities and places. The user can zoom in or out and
move around the top image to locate the position of the icons. When he/she presses the
key corresponding to the icon a video sequence is played in the application, showing the
real activity. The user has the possibility to adapt the volume using the volume keys of the
N95 and he can stop playing the video using the middle key.



(top view) (zoom in) (POI selected)

Figure 7: Different snapshots of the video application

3.3.5 Advertisements

The points of interest (POI) used in the four applications represent different activities that
exist around the stadium with the occasion of a game (see Figure 1). We call these POIs
advertisements interchangeable throughout the text. The same POIs are used in all the
four applications, even if they are represented in different ways: default markers on Nokia
Maps and Google Maps, images and videos in our prototypes.

3.4 User Tracking Server

We use a tracking web service in order to get and analyze user interactions with the mobile
applications. As shown in Figure 3, we were compelled to make a bridge in order to use the
actual service. Nevertheless, whereas the user session identification is made automatically
using the JavaScript listeners and the web service, it has to be handcrafted in the presented
case : the generic listener on the mobile phone manages sessions and adds their ID to each
request done to the server.

4 Empirical Evaluation

In this section we explain the organization and the results of our empirical evaluation.
We did this user test to compare the four applications presented in order to learn what is
the preferred multimedia content, what is the best user interface, what is the most time
consuming application and to learn what is the level of interaction required by each appli-
cation.



4.1 Test Organization

After preparing the applications (basic sanity checks) we made two kinds of tests (see
Figure 8). Firstly, we made half of the tests with unknown people in a crowded area in
down town Toulouse. A few days later we made another test with colleagues from our lab
(IRIT) and students from our university (ENSEEIHT).

(Lab Test) (Student Test)

Figure 8: Images taken while testing the applications

We needed an Internet connection to connect with our user tracking system. For the tests
made in the lab we used our wireless LAN and for the tests done in the city and in the
university we used the 3G connection of a mobile network.

For each test user we followed these steps:

• brief the user with an overview of the test, explain why we are doing it and present
the four applications

• start a new test session so we know that all the following recorded events belong to
this test user (we note the session number so we can compare the implicit feedback
with the explicit one)

• present shortly each individual application and let the user test them. The order was:
Google Maps, Nokia Maps, First Prototype and Second Prototype. This order was
chosen arbitrary but it was kept for all the participants.

• give the questionnaire to the user to be completed

• collect the questionnaire and reward the user with a pen that has the institute label
on it

Each user tested each application for a maximum of two minutes. The scope of all the
tests was to visit all the activities around the stadium within the two minutes by interacting
with the application: moving the display screen around the stadium, zooming in and out,
selecting POI, watching a video or using some special feature like StreetView on Google
Maps. We have chosen the limit of two minutes based on preliminary experiments.

We had a total of 21 users, 11 were women and 10 were men. 5 of them were young (15
to 20 years old), 11 adults (between 20 and 30 years) and 5 mature people (30 to 50 years
old).



The questionnaire comprised 27 questions, organized in three categories: user reactions
using the tested applications, technical problems and user background. The questionnaire
usually took about five minutes to complete.

4.2 Qualitative data analysis

Using the information from the completed questionnaires we compiled multiple statistics.
The charts of these statistics can be seen in Figure 9.

From chart (a) we can observe that the Fake 3D application had the best visual content,
while Nokia Maps had the worst content. In chart (b) we see that people liked the
interaction with the Google Maps application. Most of the people decided that these
type of applications will not definitely make them visit the presented places but at least
the information was useful and they liked the applications as they would recommend the
application to others (see charts (c) and (e)). From chart (d) we see that men preferred
the Google Maps application while women voted for the Fake 3D application. Chart
(f) is also representative for the difference of perception between men and women as men
remembered nine activities while women only five.

4.3 Quantitative data analysis

We made many statistics based on the recorded information. We had over 7000 user events
recorded in our database and we created different scripts in order to obtain the different
statistics. In Figure 10 we present the results of our implicit analysis.

Based on chart (a) we can observe that most of the users used the 2 minutes to test all the
applications except the Prototype 2. On this application users only had to press a key
to watch a video which was about 8 seconds long. This fast interaction allowed users to test
the application in less than one minute. Chart (b) reveals one of the most interesting results
from our research, the number of events divided by the number of visited advertisements
in each application. This result tell us, in average, the number of events (key pressed)
done by the user before actually seeing an advertisement (video, image, text, etc...). The
Fake 3D application required the highest number of events before visiting a POI but this
can be explained also because the application offered a simulated 3D view of the stadium
and most of the users where interacting extensively with the application in order to see
the exact location of the advertisements as well as the stadium itself. Chart (c) shows
the average number of events done by users in each application while chart (d) shows
the average time spent looking at the information from the different advertisements. As
expected the Video application required the least amount of interaction while the time
visiting the advertisements is the largest because each advertisement was represented by
a video about 8 seconds long. Chart (f) confirms that users explored the visual content in
the Fake 3D application as they have been zooming in and out extensively in order to
see better the stadium and the position of the advertisements.



4.4 Overall Analysis

In this section we analyze the results from both implicit and explicit feedback and we try
to observe the best and the worst in each application based on the user opinion.

The fastest access to information was provided by Google Maps, as it can be seen in Figure
9g. It was also one of the preferred applications and the most easy to use application, de-
spite the small problems in use caused by our logging system. Google Maps has provided
a simple but attractive user interface and a fast access to POIs. Based on Figure 10f we can
see that users didn’t have to zoom in or out to visit a POI and it was the application with
the most visited advertisements (see Figure 10e). The StreetView feature of the application
had a very positive impact as most of the users were amazed by this feature.

Nokia maps was not able to perform in any category based on our results. Even if most
of the functionality is similar to Google Maps the users preferred the later or the two
prototypes in all the aspects presented. The main reasons for this were the lack of a visual
image of the stadium and the latency in selecting POIs. Nokia Maps features a satellite
view as well as Google Maps but its resolution is much lower and our stadium was not
well visible. This is why we have used the 2D map which contained only a brown shape of
the stadium. To select a POI users had to wait for a few seconds for the cursor to detect the
POI under it and change its state. This was clearly a bad influence on the application usage.
We are confident that the next version of Nokia Maps (3.0) which is already available for
some devices will bring a much better user experience as it provides 3D landmarks and
what we hope a better navigation.

The Fake 3D application (Prototype 1) has clearly the best visual content based on Figure
9a. This success is caused by the use of multiple images rendered from a nice 3D model of
the stadium. Looking at Figures 10b and 10f we could think that this application involved
too much interaction caused by the nice but possibly hard to use model. Contrary to this
assumption, users actually liked this kind of content, fact proved by the result in Figure 9d.
This means that mobile guide applications could benefit a lot from nice visually attractive
models as users will enjoy them.

In the Video application (Prototype 2) we’ve tried to use video sequences as advertisements
for two reasons: to reduce the interaction needed and to show real content directly from
the stadium. Based on Figures 10a, 10b and 10c we can see that the degree of interaction is
the lowest between the tested applications. Even if we expected that users will prefer this
type of application, based on Figure 9 it seems that the Video application was not the best
in any category, even if some users preferred this kind of application. Some people argued
that the video sequences presented scenes with many people and this made the presented
place hard or impossible to observe. Other comments refer to the impossibility to locate
yourself or the interesting activity within the stadium while watching the video scenes.
Based on comments and results we think that video and other type of rich multimedia
content could greatly improve mobile guide applications but this content has to be made
in a professional manner and it should present the POIs as clear as possible.

In Table 1 we compare the answers to some of the questionnaire items between the lab and
the public tests. Based on the results the only common opinion is the preference of a nice



visual model to represent the environment and clear images and descriptions to represent
the POIs.

Table 1: Difference between lab and public test results

Favorite Most intuitive Most visually appealing Most easy to use
Lab Google Maps Prototype 2 Prototype 1 Prototype 1

Public Prototype 1 Google Maps Prototype 1 Google Maps

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have analyzed four different mobile guide applications: Google Maps,
Nokia Maps and two prototypes created in our lab. We added some missing features of
the two commercial applications into our prototypes: fake 3D images rendered from a 3D
model and real video sequences.

We made an empirical evaluation, testing the applications within the lab but also in a public
place with people not related with the lab. We monitored the user activity using a tracking
system and we recorded all the actions of the users. After the test we have asked the users
to complete a questionnaire.

Based on the results from both the questionnaires and the recorded data we were able to
identify the good characteristics of each application as well as their weaknesses.

Both Nokia and Google have already been making improvements in the multimedia con-
tent of their applications. The last version of Nokia Maps (3.0) contains 3D landmarks,
including the TFC stadium that was used in our test and the last version of Google Maps
(2.03) has included the Street View feature which allows the user to see real images
from the city. The main drawback of these applications is the limited number of 3D land-
marks in the case of Nokia Maps and the limited number of real images in the case of
Google Maps. It is clear that users want richer multimedia content and commercial ap-
plications are already making the steps necessary to improve this very important part of
mobile guide applications.

Next, we would like to concentrate on the context of the user, in order to show more rele-
vant content according with the user preference. We want to take in consideration all the
available context information, including position, time, profile and mood as well as per-
sonally selected preferences. Also we would like to research the mobile services that adapt
themselves based on the environment conditions: noise, light, etc. On a close direction we
also want to investigate the usefulness of augmented reality for mobile applications like
mobile guides or museum applications.
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Figure 10: Statistics based on events logged using the user tracking system
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Abstract: This article presents a model for the multimodal shortest path problem.
That model allows to use existing shortest path algorithm implementation and thus is
very efficient and optimal. The performances are well suited for a mobile device like
a smartphone.

We also present how multiobjective optimization improves the user interface by
presenting similar solutions without any user interaction.

Finally we present the architecture of our prototype and give some experimental
results.

Introduction

Today many mobile devices offer a GPS and a navigation system. However, those nav-
igation systems are mostly oriented for car drivers: when a pedestrian mode exists, it is
limited to the road network. It would be much more interesting to provide a complete
itinerary to the destination including public transportation and possibly others means of
transports like rental bikes. This problem is called multimodal shortest path.

However, such a system would be difficult to use as the user preferences are difficult
to model and annoying to input on a mobile device: the best itinerary will depend on
the user’s personality, the weather, the luggage he might carry etc. Therefore presenting
multiple solutions will allow the user to choose the most suited path with no need to enter
the preferences.

We present in the first section a model for multimodal path calculation and the situations
where good performances can be expected. The second sections presents multiobjective
optimization and how it can greatly simplify the interaction on mobile devices. Then we
present the architecture we developed for our prototype and some implementation details.

1 Multimodal transportation

Multimodal transportation consists in combining during a single itinerary multiple modes
of transportation. An example would be to take the bike until the subway station, the
subway and finally walk until the destination. Even if it becomes more and more popular



among users and transportation network planing, only little research has been carried out
about calculating optimal itineraries.

1.1 Graphs and paths

A valuated and oriented graph is a tuple G(N , E ,F) where N = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the set
of n nodes, E ⊆ N ×N the set of m = |E| edges and F = {Fij | (i, j) ∈ E} the m cost
functions associated to each edge.

A path p = (pi)i∈1,...,l is an ordered sequences of l = |p| nodes such that two successive
nodes are connected by an edge ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , l − 1, (pi, pi+1) ∈ E . The cost of a path is
calculated by applying the cost function of each arc F (p) = Fp1p2◦Fp2p3◦...◦Fpl−1pl

(t0).
Traditionally, an edge (i, j) has a constant weight wij . Hence the cost function is Fij(t) =
wij + t.

Modeling a road network as a graph is straightforward: the intersections are the nodes,
and street sections are the edges. The weight on the edges can be length of the link or the
travel time through that link.

Between a source s and a dwell t, out of all possible paths, the one that has smallest cost is
called shortest path. Many algorithms were developed to find the shortest path. The most
known is probably Dijkstra’s that runs in O(n ·m) [Dij59]. It is proven that it finds the
shortest path as long as cost functions are increasing. The formal proof and more general
conditions of optimality can be found in [GM]. By selecting carefully the datastructures,
it is possible to have the algorithm that runs in O(n · log n) [FT87].

1.2 Shortest path for public transport

Public transport are also modeled as a graph: every station is represented by a node and
an edge exists if there is a line directly connecting two station. In the literature, to handle
the waiting time at a station, it is usual to add a waiting time on every node to define it
when searching for the shortest path. This requires to use specific algorithms as it can be
more interesting to wait longer on a node (for example to catch a direct train instead of
an omnibus). A graph is said to be FIFO (first in, first out) if there is no such situation:
leaving earlier from a node guaranties to arrive earlier.

The figure1 depicts a non FIFO graph: to go the node 4, the fastest way is to use only
the car, while to reach the node 3, the fastest way is to use the subway. Therefore it an
algorithm like Dijkstra’s cannot be used.

An other approach is to split the day into q time intervals and to expand the graph to a time-
space graph. For every node of the original graph, q nodes a created. The edges in the
time-space graph exist if it is possible to go from a node to an other if there is a connection
that matches the time interval of both nodes. The Chrono-SPT algorithm presented in
[PS98] calculates the shortest path in O(q ·m). The strongest aspect of this algorithm is
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Figure 1: Non FIFO situation

to be able to implicitly handle the time-space graph and is quite memory efficient.

Both [ZW00] used that approach to solve the multimodal shortest path problem. This
approach allowed them to solve the problem with 100 time intervals and 1000 nodes in a
few seconds. A city like Toulouse has about 10000 nodes, and 100 time intervals represent
15 minutes.

As it is pointed out in [AOPS02], there is a significant difference between computing the
fastest and the minimum cost shortest path in a dynamic network. The fastest path can
be computed in polynomial time, while minimum cost is generally NP-hard. The intuition
behind this property is that, as the cost depends on the time, it is necessary to explore every
node at any time.

1.3 A model for multimodal shortest path

The model we present in this section allows to build a graph such that the FIFO con-
straint holds for the multimodal fastest path. With this transformation and by including
the waiting time in the cost functions, our model allows the use of traditional algorithms
and existing implementations.

One graph per transport mode Each transport mode is modeled by a different graph.
The pedestrian graph and the bicycle graph will be very similar but the cost functions
will be different. Also two trains using the same tracks, will be modeled as two different
graphs if they don’t mark the same stops. The nodes of two transport modes are connected
if it is physically possible to switch from one mode to an other. The cost function on that
connexion edge reflects the time needed to switch. There will be an edge in both directions
if it is possible to switch, for example, from foot to public transportation and vice versa.
By adding edges from the bike layer to the foot layer, but the not opposite, we model the
fact that it is possible to start the itinerary by bike and once it is left somewhere, it won’t
be possible to use it again. The figure2 represents such a graph.
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Figure 2: Multiple layer model

Including waiting time in cost function Instead of using separate waiting cost, we in-
tegrate the waiting time in the cost function. Given an edge e = (i, j), the cost function
would be Fe(t) = we(t) + de where de is the duration on that edge (duration between
two bus stops) and we(t) the waiting time at the instant t until the next bus on the stop
i. Considering that between two consecutive stops a bus won’t overtake the previous one,
this graph is FIFO. As the cost functions are increasing, it is possible to use the Dijkstra
algorithm to compute the shortest path.

If the execution of the cost function is in constant time, then the global complexity of
Dijkstra’s algorithm will remain O(n · log n).

Discussion This model allows a very versatile and precise modeling of any transport
mode. It allows to use a standard algorithms and thus use existing optimized implementa-
tions. First benchmarks prove the excellent performances of that approach.

However, this models requires more memory than a compact representation. The road map
of the urban region of Toulouse (about one million inhabitants) requires 100Mb of mem-
ory. Therefore this isn’t a real problem. The most restrictive condition is that only travel
time can be optimized. Indeed any other objective depends on time (is a bus available?
What will traffic be?) and thus breaking the FIFO constraint.

As it is impossible to ignore time, in order to handle other objectives at least two objectives
have to be taken in account, hence multiobjective optimization cannot be avoided.

2 Multiobjective optimization

2.1 Benefits for a better user interface

Someone on the street with a mobile phone that is looking for the fastest itinerary will not
want to spend time setting his preferences. Furthermore setting the preferences on a mobile
device can be easily annoying. Last not least, it is not possible to save the preferences as
they will be different on every use: if it is raining or if the user has heavy luggages, he



would prefer avoiding multiple changes and long walks; on the contrary, if the weather is
nice and he has some free time, he could enjoy walking even if it isn’t the fastest way.

The objectives that are the most likely to be optimized are: time, cost, pollution (for exam-
ple CO2 emissions), number of changes and comfort. It is not possible to optimize each
objective separately: the cheapest and less polluting will always be walking, but probably
not the preference of the user. Aggregating the objectives into a single one is not desirable
as it requires a precise configuration of the user.

Multiobjective optimization tries to optimize simultaneously all objective. The immediate
consequence is that there is not one optimal solution, but a set of equivalent solutions: no
solution beats any other solution on all objectives. This set is called the Pareto front.

Once the Pareto front is calculated, all solutions can be suggested to the user. According
to his preferences, the user will choose the ideal itinerary.

Multiobjective optimization is a great tool to make interaction easier between a navigation
system and the user as only the destination has to be entered. However calculating the
Pareto front is not trivial.

2.2 Algorithms

Because most multiobjective optimization problems are NP-difficult and because there is
not one, but multiples optima, most algorithms are based on genetic algorithms. More gen-
erally a population based algorithm is well suited to model the multiplicity of the solutions.
For a general presentation of this topic, the reader can refer to [CVVL02].

However genetic algorithm aren’t well suited for the point-to-point shortest path problem.
Indeed, the usual genetic algorithms operators (mutation and crossing) aren’t very natural
to adapt to shortest path. Most research on multiobjective shortest path has been carried
on exact algorithms. Several exact approaches are compared in [GM01].

Some others metaheuristics have been adapted to solve multiobjective problems like the
particle swarm optimization or the ant colony optimization ([CVVL02] and [ASG07].

Ant colony optimization has been used successfully on some multiobjective problems, but
not yet (to our knowledge) to the multiobjective shortest path problem. We believe that it
is an promising approach, as this metaheuristic is inspired by ants searching for shortest
paths.

3 Implementation and architecture

We created a prototype to demonstrate that our approach allows very fast itinerary calcu-
lations that scales well on bigger networks. The prototype is a web page where the user
only has to select the start, destination and start time. The calculated itinerary is shown on
a map detailing the transport modes to use.



Figure 3: Screen shot of the prototype

3.1 Data

In our prototype we support pedestrian and self-service bikes in urban area of Toulouse.
This bike rental system is available in most big cities in France and some other European
cities: with a subscription it is possible to take and deposit a bike on any station. Toulouse
has about 250 stations, and Paris about 1500.

The road network come from OpenStreetMaps1 while the bike stations are available as
XML files on the official website 2.

3.2 Implementation

On the client side (web-browser) we use OpenLayers, a javascript application, that allows
to display the pre-rendered cartography and arbitrary paths.

On the server side, we use the implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm of the Boost Graph
Library in C++. A Ruby on Rails application communicates with the client through Ajax.
This allows an easy to use and reactive interface while minimizing the amount of data
exchanged.

An example of the interface can be seen on figure3: a calculated itinerary using two dif-
ferent transport modes can be seen.

1http://www.openstreetmap.org/
2http://www.velo.toulouse.fr/
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Figure 4: Multimodal shortest path computation time

3.3 Benchmarks

The benchmark were made by running 1000 itinerary calculations by choosing random
start and destination nodes on 50 different graph sizes. This allows to test the average
performance and how it scales. The tests were run on a 1.66GHz laptop.

The graphs are squares centered on Toulouse having a width between 2 a 100km, repre-
senting from 361 nodes up to 62020. The results are displayed on figure4. We can see
that both the average and the worst running time out of 1000 calculations increase linearly
with the number of nodes.

Those results are significantly better than in previous works. Therefor there is good hope
to have an responsive software once we port our algorithm on a mobile device.

4 Future developments

The current models lacks of public transportations, and we hope to be able to include them
very soon. We also believe that the model could easily be expanded to greater regions, like
whole France. However this will require a bit of work in order to add heuristics that will
limit the exploration space. Going on a even larger scale (the world for example) will be
more problematic as it will not be possible to load all the data in memory.



While the current prototype works perfectly on a desktop computer, it has issues on mobile
devices as the user interface is not designed for devices without pointing device or with
touchscreen. We however don’t think that creating a mobile version of our interface will
be too difficult if the itinerary calculation is done on a remote server (approach used on
the iPhone or on Android). Running the calculation on the mobile device will be more
challenging as we get again a limited memory. Furthermore, or prototype requires about
15 seconds to build the graph. While it is negligible on a server (it is built only once and
then kept in memory), it will be annoying for a mobile user.

Last but not least, the implementation of a multiobjective shortest path algorithm and its
integration in our prototype would make difference with existing systems. As it also the
most interesting part from a research point of view, we currently focus on that part.

Conclusions

We presented in this article a representation model for the multimodal shortest path prob-
lem. It allows to match closely the reality and to use existing implementation of shortest
path algorithms. Benchmarks shows its excellent performances on realistic situations and
scales well.

We made a small introduction to multiobjective optimization and how it would help to
make simple user interfaces that match precisely user preferences without any interaction.
It is therefore a great tool for mobile devices where input possibilities are limited.
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Abstract:
VESPA (Vehicular Event Sharing with a mobile P2P Architecture)1 is a system de-

signed for vehicles to share information in inter-vehicle ad-hoc networks. The original-
ity of VESPA is to support any type of event (e.g., available parking spaces, accidents,
emergency brakings, obstacles in the road, information relative to the coordination of
vehicles in emergency situations, etc.) in the network.

In this paper, we discuss the use of multimedia content to describe events and
the impact of exchanging such data on the dissemination protocol used to diffuse the
events to the potentially interested vehicles.

1 Introduction

Today, the car is indisputably the most heavily used mode of transportation. Unfortunately,
its popularity has been accompanied by numerous problems, for example, in the areas
of safety and the environment. In spite of significant efforts to reduce the number of
persons dying on the road, this number remains quite high, mainly due to the human
factor (e.g., accident-prone behavior or low response time). To reduce the number of
accidents, a variety of programs, generally involving “Intelligent Transport Systems”, have
been initiated.

Thus, many works have focused on information exchange in vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANETs). These wireless networks rely on the use of short-range networks (about a
hundred meters), like IEEE 802.11 or Ultra Wide Band (UWB) standards for vehicles to
communicate [LH05] and provide bandwidth in the range of Mbps. Using such communi-
cation networks, the driver of a car can receive information – for example, about accidents,
traffic congestion or available parking spaces – from its neighbors.

These last years, different systems have been designed ([XOW04, MHD+03, NDLI04,

1For more information, see: http://www.univ-valenciennes.fr/ROI/SID/tdelot/vespa/



FFH+02, NDK04a]). They aim at assisting the drivers by providing them information
about accidents, emergency brakings, or available parking spaces. VESPA follows a quite
different approach. Contrary to other systems, dedicated to the dissemination of one par-
ticular type of information, the originality of VESPA is to support any type of event oc-
curring on the roads, even mobile events. Indeed, numerous types of events –both mobile
and stationary– are possible, since there is a lot of information that drivers may find rele-
vant. For example, about accidents, traffic congestion, emergency braking situations, fuel
prices, available parking spaces, emergency vehicles such as ambulances, obstacles in the
road, or the behavior of drivers (e.g., strange manoeuvres due to intoxication or lack of
vigilance), to name but a few possibilities. Therefore, VESPA relies on the concept of
encounter probability to estimate the relevance of an event for a vehicle [DCI08]. VESPA
also includes a dissemination protocol [CDI08]. This protocol ensures an adaptive broad-
cast of the events in the vehicular network according to their type.

In this paper, we present the basic functionalities of VESPA and focus on the event repre-
sentation. We particularly highlight the interest of using multimedia data to enhance the
description of events and facilitate the communication of relevant and useful information
to drivers. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes how the
relevance of events received on a vehicle is estimated. In Section 3, we explain how the
events occurring on the roads are represented to be communicated to potentially interested
drivers. Section 4 focuses on our dissemination protocol in charge of that communication
task. In Section 5, we discuss how to improve the basic description of events. We notably
introduce the use of multimedia data to complete that description. Section 6 presents the
architecture and the main functionalities of our VESPA prototype. Finally, Section 8 offers
our conclusions.

2 Relevance estimation

Many pieces of information may be exchanged in the context of inter-vehicle communica-
tions, for instance to warn drivers when a potentially dangerous event arises (an accident,
an emergency braking, an obstacle in the road, etc.) or to try to assist them (with infor-
mation about available parking spaces, traffic congestions, real-time traffic conditions on
a road, etc.). Those different events may be detected by a car and lead to the generation of
a message transmitted to the other potentially interested vehicles, either directly or using
multi-hop relaying techniques. Once received by a vehicle, the relevance of a message has
to be evaluated, according to spatial and temporal criteria to determine whether the driver
should be warned or the message should be further broadcast.

To estimate the relevance of an event (i.e., to determine whether a vehicle will encounter
an event or not), it is necessary to have an estimation of the vehicle’s trajectory. Therefore,
VESPA exploits mobility and direction vectors to characterize the vehicle’s displacement
and so estimate a future position of the vehicle. These vectors are computed thanks to
GPS position statements (including 3-dimensional coordinates as well as a statement of
the GPS time) obtained regularly.



The current version of VESPA does not rely on the use of digital maps. Obviously, the
information provided by such maps would provide very interesting information about the
road network. This would clearly help in efficiently configuring the dissemination pro-
tocol. Thanks to such maps it would be possible to determine precisely the destination
area of a message. For example, the last exit before reaching a traffic congestion could be
determined as the minimum objective to reach while disseminating such an event. How-
ever, such maps are not always available or accessible on users’ devices. So, our goal
was initially to show the feasibility of the approach without using maps, even if we are
now considering their use to improve our solution. Moreover, actual maps do not provide
all the information needed to evaluate the relevance of the events received by a vehicle.
For instance, such maps do not provide information about the entrances of parking lots
whereas that information is crucial to determine the closest parking space for a vehicle
about to reach its destination.

By using vectors, the estimated future position is highly dependent on the tn and tn−i

time interval selected between the position statements used to compute the vectors. Thus,
if tn and tn−i are far away, the estimation of the future position is not precise but provides
an overall impression of the object’s direction. If the time interval is shorter, then the
estimation is much more precise on the short term but no global view of the displacement
can be observed. As an example, see arrows A and B in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Mobility and direction vectors

Depending on the way we select the time interval [tn−i, tn], we distinguish:

• The direction vector, which is computed with a short interval. It provides a quite
precise estimated future position but only in the very short term (see arrow B in
Figure 1).

• The mobility vector, whose role is to provide an overall impression of the object’s



movement in addition to a good estimated future position. To achieve a good com-
promise between the previous two cases (arrowsA andB in Figure 1), an “average”
interval must be used to compute it (see arrow C in Figure 1).

Using the mobility and direction vectors and the positions of the vehicle and the event, we
can deduce four elements which have an influence on the encounter probability:

• The minimal geographical distance between the vehicle and the event over time
(∆d).

• The difference between the current time and the time when the vehicle will be closest
to the event (∆t).

• The difference between the event’s generation time (stored in CurrentPosition) and
the moment when the vehicle will be closest to it (∆g, expected age of the event).

• The angle between the direction vectors of the vehicle and the event (denoted by a
colinearity coefficient c).

As an example, Figure 2 shows the geometrical representation of ∆d and ∆t. In the
figure, B represents the vehicle’s position, C the position of a stationary event, and −−→AB is
the mobility vector of the vehicle. Point D can then be determined, which allows a right-
angled triangle to be constructed in D with [BC] as hypotenuse. D is the closest point to
C on the straight line betweenA andB. |−−→DC| (= ∆d) represents the minimal geographical
distance between the vehicle and the event over time. |−−→BD| is the distance between the
vehicle and the point D. Since the mobility vector −−→AB has a temporal dimension, |−−→BD|
can be converted into time to obtain ∆t.

Figure 2: Representation of ∆d and ∆t

As explained previously, the vehicle estimates its direction vector and the event’s direction
vector. From these two direction vectors, a colinearity coefficient (c) is obtained, which is
a measure of the angle formed by the vectors. For direction-dependent events that are not
relevant for all nearby vehicles, but only for the vehicles travelling in a particular direction
(e.g., an emergency braking, an accident, etc.), this allows us to determine whether the



directions of the vehicle and the event match. For non-direction-dependent events, c is set
to 0.

Once these ∆d, ∆t, ∆g, and c values have been calculated, they are used to estimate an
“encounter probability” between a vehicle and an event. The encounter probability (EP)
is a value between 0% and 100%. It is computed, based on the previous values, using the
following function:

EP =
100

α×∆d + β ×∆t + γ ×∆g + ζ × c + 1

where α, β, γ and ζ are penalty coefficients with values ≥ 0. They are used to balance
the relative importance of the ∆d, ∆t, ∆g, and c values. The bigger the coefficient is, the
more penalized the associated valued is when computing the EP. For example, the greater
the α value, the shorter the spatial range where the event is relevant. β and γ are used
so that only the information about events that will be encountered very rapidly and the
most recent information is considered. Finally, ζ is used to weigh the importance of the
colinearity coefficient. Notice that if the vehicle is moving away from the event, then ∆t is
0 and ∆d is the current distance to the event. Therefore, the computation of the EP makes
sense even in cases where an interesting event (e.g., a parking space) is behind us. The EP
is used to determine the relevance of an event. The greater its value, the more likely the
vehicle is going to meet the event.

3 Representation of events

Thus far, existing V2V solutions have considered only a small subset of the possible types
of events, primarily focusing on stationary events. However, numerous types of events –
both mobile and stationary– are possible, since there is a lot of information that drivers
may find relevant. For example, about accidents, traffic congestion, emergency braking
situations, fuel prices, available parking spaces, emergency vehicles such as ambulances,
obstacles on the road, or the behavior of drivers (e.g., strange maneuvers due to intoxi-
cation or lack of vigilance2), to name but a few possibilities. In order to determine the
relevance of events, it is first necessary to classify the different types of events. In the rest
of this section, we propose a system of event classification and describe how these events
are represented in VESPA. For simplicity, not only all kind of events but also road hazards
and available resources are called events in the following.

3.1 Event classification

The solution that we propose not only supports stationary events, such as the presence
of gas stations, but also mobile events, such as an emergency vehicle asking preceding

2Lack of vigilance, or hypovigilance, can be detected today with oculometers using techniques that essentially
count the driver’s number of eye blinks.



vehicles to yield the right of way. When supporting such mobile events, the set of vehicles
for which the event information is relevant evolves according to both the movements of
the mobile event (in the example, the emergency vehicle) and the other vehicles involved
(in the example, the preceding vehicles). Besides, the direction of traffic is also of major
importance in establishing the relevance of shared information, even for non-mobile events
(e.g., consider a traffic congestion affecting only the vehicles moving in one direction).

So, we classify inter-vehicle network events in four different categories:

1. stationary, non-direction-dependent events;

2. stationary, direction-dependent events;

3. mobile, non-direction-dependent events;

4. mobile, direction-dependent events.

By direction-dependent events we mean events that are not relevant for all nearby vehicles,
but only for the vehicles traveling in a particular direction. On the other hand, mobile
events are (as explained before) events whose locations change along time.

Let us illustrate our classification system by giving some examples. Available parking
spaces correspond to stationary, non-direction-dependent events since they are static and
may interest all vehicles close to that resource, regardless of the direction of movement. A
warning about an accident is a stationary, direction-dependent event because its location
is fixed and only those vehicles that are expected to encounter the accident will find the
message relevant. The vehicles close to the accident but moving in the opposite traffic
stream should ignore the message so as not to distract the driver and cause a second acci-
dent. Messages warning vehicles of the lack of vigilance of a person driving on a two-way
road is a mobile, non-direction-dependent event because it concerns all vehicles likely to
meet such driver, regardless of their direction of movement. Finally, an emergency vehicle
broadcasting a message for other vehicles to yield the right of way is a mobile, direction-
dependent event. Our goal in proposing such a classification of events is to support, in the
same solution, all the types of events which can occur on the roads.

3.2 Basic Event Representation

In our solution, the four types of events identified in the previous section are used to rep-
resent all events occurring on the roads. In the following, we describe how these different
events are represented when created3 in order for them to be exchanged between vehicles
(a summary of the attributes considered is shown in Table 1):

Each event is characterized by:
3We will not consider Human Machine Interface (HMI) aspects in this article. We rather focus on the repre-

sentation and relevance estimation of events. The creation of those events may be initiated by devices embedded
in the vehicles (for example by coupling the airbag system with the creation of an event representing an accident).



Attribute Name Type
Key string

Version int
Importance int

CurrentPosition PositionAndTime
DirectionRefPosition PositionAndTime
MobilityRefPosition PositionAndTime
LastDiffuserPosition PositionAndTime

HopNumber int
Type EventType

Table 1: Basic Event Representation

• A unique Key.

• A Version number to distinguish between different updates of the same event. Once
generated, an event is disseminated among a set of potentially interested vehicles. To
update the information transmitted to other vehicles, for example because a mobile
event has moved, the vehicle which created the event may produce a new version of
the same event.

• The Importance attribute, to determine whether the information should be presented
to the driver or not. Unless the event is a very important one (e.g., an emergency
braking), the driver is informed only if s/he is interested in that type of event.

• The CurrentPosition attribute indicating the generation time and place of the event.

• Two different preceding reference positions and their timestamps (DirectionRefPo-
sition and MobilityRefPosition) for each vehicle to receive information to evaluate
the mobility and direction of an event (see Section 2), which is necessary to estimate
the event’s relevance.

• The LastDiffuserPosition used by the dissemination protocol and containing the po-
sition of the last vehicle which relayed the message.

• The HopNumber attribute indicating the number of broadcasts of the message.

• The Type field describing more precisely the event considered (e.g., an accident,
an emergency braking, etc.). This field is used to transmit concrete information to
drivers when they need to be warned as we will see in Section 6.

4 Dissemination of events

Our objective as concerns the dissemination protocol is to disseminate different types of
events (an accident, an emergency braking, an available parking slot, etc.) in the vehicular



network. VESPA relies on vehicle-to-vehicle communication (V2V) (i.e., on spontaneous
information exchanges between vehicles) and do not use mobile telephony networks (e.g.,
3G), providing a worlwide access but increasing response time what is very penalizing in
some situations (e.g., dealing with an emergency braking). Therefore, we have to support
different dissemination modes according to the type of event considered. Indeed, an emer-
gency braking has to be diffused to the vehicles driving in a particular direction whereas
an available parking slot has to be transmitted to all close vehicles, whatever their direc-
tion, as it may interest them. VESPA uses a dissemination protocol4 relying on the EP
to determine the vehicles which have to broadcast some information they received. More
precisely, when a message about an event is received by a vehicle, the vehicle will relay
the message if and only if the value computed for the EP is greater than a predefined dif-
fusion threshold. We indeed consider that a message relevant to a vehicle may also be
relevant to its neighbors. Thus, our dissemination protocol allows diffusing the messages
in the right direction, that is, towards the vehicles for which these messages may be rele-
vant according to the type of event considered. Anyway, since this may happen at the same
time on different vehicles, the same event may potentially be diffused numerous times by
different vehicles. Therefore, to avoid flooding and so network congestion, our solution
aims at desynchronizing the diffusions performed by the different vehicles. Thus, each
vehicle waits for a period t before broadcasting the message. The size of that period de-
pends on the distance between the receiving vehicle and the one which sent the message.
The intuition behind this is to choose, among the neighboring vehicles which received the
message, the farthest neighbor from the sender to relay the message. Indeed, this farthest
neighbor may have the greatest number of neighboring vehicles not yet informed about the
event being transmitted. It is so the best candidate to try to broadcast the message to all
concerned vehicles as quickly as possible5. The value of t is determined by each vehicle
as follows:

t = D × (1− d

r
)

where D is the maximum time to wait before broadcasting, r is the communication range
of the wireless network used by the vehicles to communicate, and d corresponds to the
distance between the receiving and the diffusing vehicle6. Since d may vary from 0 to r, t
is between 0 and D.

5 Improving the description of events using multimedia content

Thanks to the basic attributes presented in Section 3, a driver can be informed or warned of
events observed in its vicinity. Obviously, it can be interesting to add optional information

4See [CDI08] for more details.
5This removes the need of real-time monitoring the positions of the vehicles. Such a monitoring is indeed

unrealistic in such dynamic environments.
6The value of d is computed using the position of the last vehicle that has relayed the event stored in the

corresponding message.



to complete the description of each event, for example to indicate to the drivers the price
of a parking or the length of a traffic congestion. Clearly, the use of multimedia content
added to these event descriptions can also be interesting, either to give more details to the
driver (e.g., a picture of an available parking space for the driver to know if s/he is able to
park there) or to ease the delivery of the information to the driver (e.g., an audio message
explaining that the warning transmitted to the driver corresponds to a dog walking on the
road).

Multimedia content can help to communicate details about events to the drivers. Nev-
ertheless, exchanging multimedia content in inter-vehicle networks is a challenging task.
Indeed, whereas messages exchanged to described “classical” events (i.e., those without
attachment of multimedia files) can be represented and disseminated over the network us-
ing a single packet, the size severely increases when multimedia files (e.g., pictures or
audio files) are added to this message. Since vehicular networks are highly dynamic due
to both the movements of the vehicles and the short range of the wireless communications,
the exchange of multimedia contents between vehicles may fail frequently. This may be
due to the fact that the available interaction time between two vehicles is not big enough
(e.g., the vehicles are driving in the opposite direction) or due to a high probability of
losing a packet.

So, we chose to use multimedia content only as optional attributes. Thus, even if the
corresponding packets cannot be correctly received, the driver can be warned or informed
of an event. Besides, when the workload is high in the vehicular network, the events can be
relayed without their optional content in order to minimize the quantity of data transmitted
and so to avoid losing packets.

We present in Table 2 the representation of an event including the optional attributes. An
optional attribute is described by its name (represented as a string), a type and a value
(several triples are allowed, as we will show later in Table 4). If the type of the optional
attribute is different from “text” (e.g., “audio”, “picture”, etc.), then the associated value
corresponds to an identifier referencing another entity where the raw data is stored (see
Table 5).

Attribute Name Type
Key string

Version int
Importance int

CurrentPosition PositionAndTime
DirectionRefPosition PositionAndTime
MobilityRefPosition PositionAndTime
LastDiffuserPosition PositionAndTime

HopNumber int
EventType string

OptionalContent < string , type , string >

Table 2: Event representation with optional content



Attribute Name Type
IdContent string

Data byte []

Table 3: Multimedia content storage

To illustrate the usage of this structure, an example is proposed in Tables 4 and 5.

Attribute Name Example
Key v1e1

Version 1
Importance 1

CurrentPosition 50◦19’15.91 N 3◦30’51.11 E 10h25m17s
DirectionRefPosition null
MobilityRefPosition null
LastDiffuserPosition 50◦19’15.91 N 3◦30’51.11 E 10h25m17s

HopNumber 1
EventType parking

OptionalContent < “Description” , text , “Available parking space”
“For disabled” , text , “No”
“Cost” , text , ”2 Euros / h”

“Picture” , picture, “idpics01” >

Table 4: Parking example

Attribute Name Example
IdContent idpics01

Data {0001 ... 0110}

Table 5: Parking multimedia content example

6 VESPA Prototype

In this section, we describe our prototype. We first present basic aspects of the prototype
and then describe its software architecture.



Figure 3: Testing VESPA in a real environment

6.1 General Presentation

For obvious scalability reasons, our dissemination and relevance estimation techniques
were evaluated on a simulator. Anyway, a prototype of VESPA has been implemented
using Microsoft .Net/C# to observe its behavior in “real conditions”7. Our prototype was
used to validate the dissemination of the events according to their Encounter Probability. It
supports different events such as a vehicle leaving a parking space (i.e., an event relevant
for all the vehicles that are close to that space during a given period of time), and an
emergency braking (only relevant for the vehicles following the vehicles generating that
event).

Our VESPA prototype runs on PDAs equipped with embedded GPS receivers. The dis-
semination protocol presented in Section 4 relies on Wi-fi communications to support the
exchanges between the vehicles. Using our prototype, a driver can receive on her/his PDA
information about events transmitted by neighboring vehicles. As described in Figure 3,
s/he can basically observe the type of event (e.g., an available parking space, an accident,
etc.), the distance between his/her car and the event, and an arrow indicating the direction
to follow to reach the event.

In Figure 4, we present an example describing how a driver can access the optional infor-
mation attached to an event in the case of a parking space event. The first screen presents
our prototype interface when waiting for potential events. The second screen shows the
basic information printed on reception of an available parking space event. The driver can
also watch the optional attributes, which may correspond to multimedia data such as a pic-
ture in our example. As concerns the exchange of multimedia data through the vehicular
ad hoc networks, we only manage to exchange small files (i.e., a few KBytes). Indeed, we
do not use any antenna with the smartphones yet and the communication range is about
100 m, which limits the duration of the exchanges between the vehicles, in particular when
they move in different directions.

7The number of vehicles used during our field tests remain limited for the moment.



Figure 4: Information about an available parking space event



Let us note that in real conditions the generation of many events could be initiated using
the numerous sensors embedded in our cars (for example, by coupling the airbag system
with the creation of an event representing an accident). Since the smartphones used are
not yet connected to these sensors (i.e., to the CAN bus of the vehicle), the generation of
the events is managed by the device (using the GPS signal) in the current version of our
prototype.

6.2 Architecture

The architecture of VESPA, which is deployed on every equipped vehicle, is presented in
Figure 5, where the following main elements can be distinguished:

Figure 5: VESPA architecture

• The Wireless Communication Manager is in charge of the reception and transmis-
sion of events. This module is composed by the Dissemination Manager, which



allows the vehicle to broadcast events, and the Remote Event Listener, in charge of
the reception of the events transmitted by the neighboring vehicles.

• The Event Manager handles the events received by the vehicle. It is composed of
the Continuous Query Processor, which processes the active continuous queries to
determine not only whether the vehicle is going to encounter the event or not (by
using an Encounter Probability Evaluator) but also if the driver is interested or not
in that event. Finally, the Storage Manager is in charge of deciding about the storage
and removal of events.

• The Driver Interface is the graphical user interface used to interact with the driver
(e.g., showing information about events detected).

• The Position Manager interacts with the GPS receiver of the vehicle to retrieve
information regarding the location of the vehicle.

• Finally, the Event Generator releases events detected by the vehicle. The generation
of many events could be initiated using the numerous sensors embedded in modern
cars (for example, by coupling the airbag system with the creation of an event repre-
senting an accident) or via other static information sources (e.g., sensors on a road).
Specific Human Machine Interface (HMI) aspects are not considered in this article.

In the following, we briefly explain the way the different modules interact:

1. An event is first received by the Continuous Query Processor. The Encounter Prob-
ability Evaluator computes the encounter probability of the event using the infor-
mation provided by the Position Manager. The relevance of an event may change
continuously due to the different dynamic factors affecting the computation of the
encounter probability, such as the distance to the event (as explained in Section 2).
Therefore, the Continuous Query Processor, using the Encounter Probability Eval-
uator, evaluates periodically the active continuous queries to verify which events
must be reported to the driver through the Driver Interface. Moreover, a new event
received could also be processed immediately if its Importance field has a high value
(e.g., for accidents or emergency braking situations). Each event for which the en-
counter probability is higher than a relevance threshold must be checked against the
set of active continuous queries.

2. The Storage Manager is informed by the Encounter Probability Evaluator about the
encounter probabilities it computes. If the encounter probability of a previously
stored event is smaller than a storage threshold, then the Storage Manager removes
the event from the storage area. On the contrary, if the encounter probability of a
new event is greater than the storage threshold, the event is stored.

3. For a new event received, in case its encounter probability is higher than the diffu-
sion threshold, the Dissemination Manager is contacted by the Continuous Query
Processor to broadcast the event and inform other vehicles.



7 Related Works

Numerous works have addressed communication protocols in vehicular networks, either in
the context of geocasting protocols (for example, [NI97, KV99]), whose goal is to transmit
data to all the targets within an area, or in the context of dissemination protocols [NSI06,
FMH+02, LSCM07, XOW04, NDK04b].

However, those works consider very small messages exchanged between vehicles not com-
patible with the use of multimedia data. Up to our knowledge, the only work that considers
multimedia data in vehicular networks is [GAZ05], where an architecture to provide live
video streaming to vehicles is presented (V3). Vehicles within an interesting region are
assumed to be able to capture video data from that region. In this approach, two areas
are considered: the trigger message forwarding zone (TMFZone, which is the area within
which a query must be forwarded) and the data forwarding zone (DFZ, which is the area
from where video data must be forwarded to the interested vehicle). Both the case where
there is a single receiving vehicle and the case with multiple receivers (where some op-
timizations are possible by using multicast, in order to reduce sending duplicate packets)
are considered. A store-carry-and-forward approach is proposed, and several algorithms
are analyzed by considering the tradeoff between transmission delay and bandwidth over-
head. For example, one of the algorithms proposed to select a data forwarder is the optimal
selection where, assuming that each vehicle knows the mobility function of other vehicles
within its communication range, the vehicle that could reach the receiver (or the next net-
work partition) sooner is selected.

8 Conclusion & Perspectives

In this paper, we have presented the basic functionalities of VESPA and discussed im-
provements in the representation of events. Particularly, we have highlighted the interest
of using multimedia data. VESPA can be seen as a system complementary to existing navi-
gation systems. Indeed, whereas navigation systems can be used to guide drivers and show
them the location of different points of interest (e.g., petrol stations, railway stations, air-
ports, etc.), VESPA can provide them ephemeral information about the road hazards they
may encounter along their displacement (e.g., information about an emergency braking,
an available parking space, etc.).

Our current work is to evaluate VESPA in real conditions using our prototype. We are
also studying how to improve it. Therefore, we are working on the aggregation of the
events received by a vehicle. Our goal is to extract additional knowledge to be used by
the drivers. For example, using the summaries generated with the available parking spaces
[DDM+08], it becomes possible to determine the areas where the probability to find an
available parking space is high.
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Abstract: With the emergent and rapid development of mobile technologies, more 
and more multimedia applications run on handheld devices in mobile networks. 
This raises new challenges to mobile multimedia information systems. In this 
paper three technical aspects are considered as tightly intertwining and crucial for 
developing mobile multimedia applications: context awareness, multimedia 
adaptation, and mobility. An approach to integrating multimedia metadata 
standards such as MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 into context-aware ontologies 
effectively and seamlessly is proposed and related algorithms are extended. A 
context-aware mobile multimedia application (CA3M) is implemented and 
evaluated as a proof of concept. The evaluation results of the prototypes show the 
soundness of the concept. Open issues and development potentials for further 
research in the area of context-aware mobile multimedia information system 
development are addressed.        

1 Introduction 

Mobile applications have been developed with advancement and rapidly in recent years. 
Mobile devices like iPhones make a revolution of mobile application development. The 
conventional barriers of mobile application development like limited capacities have 
made great progress. It is quite normal to have an 8 GB, 16 GB hard disk or even larger. 
The display sizes have also been maximized within the device size available. All that 
innovative progress makes mobile multimedia applications more and more attractive and 
important for users.   



Nowadays mobile devices and applications are featured with new focuses such as 
integrity, multimodality, “one device fitting all” or “only carrying one gadget at a time” 
etc. Multimodality is realized both in information input and output channels. Google 
supports speech-based keyword search, while iPhone has three built-in sensors, the 
accelerometer, the proximity sensor, and the ambient light sensor, to detect movements 
even movement intentions of the mobile device, besides GPS and camera etc. Making a 
call is becoming the side function of cell phones, because cell phones are also MP3-
players, video players, cameras, recorders, gaming-consoles, digital books, personal 
digital assistants to organize contacts and appointments, and have much other 
functionality.  

A recent report shows that the variety of functionality available on cell phones raises 
usage complexity as well.  And many users still only stick to the phone call function of 
their cell phones1 .  Thus, the intuitiveness of the mobile user interfaces is still limited. 
Mobile multimedia information systems with enhanced context awareness are the 
potential approaches to reduce the complicated user device interaction.    

In addition, fault tolerance and speed are identified as the most critical aspects for 
general multimedia applications, because both audiovisual media and metadata including 
control information are processed simultaneously [24]. Hence, we consider the context 
uncertainty problems as an important aspect at mobile multimedia application 
development.  Furthermore, three technical aspects are considered as tightly intertwining 
and crucial for developing mobile multimedia applications: context awareness, 
multimedia adaptation, and mobility. Uncertainty reasoning is based on context 
reasoning which is enabled both by metadata based multimedia adaptation and context-
aware multimedia adaptation (cf. Figure 1).   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The state-of-the-art technologies are 
discussed in Section 2. An approach to integrating multimedia metadata standards such 
as MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 into context-aware ontologies effectively and seamlessly is 
proposed in Section 3. Section 4 provides an insight into implementation and evaluation 
of a context-aware mobile multimedia application (CA3M). CA3M delivers a service of 
context-aware multimedia search and multimedia adaptation which can be accessed from 
mobile devices. Section 5 concludes this paper with open issues and development 
potentials for further research in the area of context-aware mobile multimedia 
information system development.        

2 Related work 

Much research work has been done in the area of context modeling, context-aware 
information systems, mobile computing, and multimedia systems, multimedia metadata 
standards, and ontologies. Research progresses in these areas contribute to the ubiquitous 
computing as well as pervasive computing paradigms. The context information might be 
uncertain which needs to be reduced via an appropriate context model.      

                                                           
1 Rhizomik Initiative, http://rhizomik.net. 



 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual approach 

2.1 Context awareness, mobility and multimedia adaptation   

First of all, these three main concepts are reviewed from related literature.  Any piece of 
information for interaction between user communities and applications can be observed 
as a context. Dey defines context as piece of information characterizing certain entity 
including person, location, or a physically assessable object [7]. Correspondingly, 
context-aware systems refer to any information system that deals with and makes use of 
context information. Representation of context information is an important part of 
research in pervasive computing and considered as a sub field of knowledge engineering, 
within knowledge management and artificial intelligence. Context-aware mobile systems 
can be applied in such fields as presenting context information to users, services 
adaptation to mobile users, as well as handing context information at real time [25].  

Mobility assures mobile device users of reaching information according to certain 
context such as user communities, location, temporal and device capacities anywhere at 
any time [19]. Kakihara and Sorensen associated mobility with three dimensions which 
act as a whole: spatial, temporal, and context-dependent [11]. Among them, multimedia 
content is of high interest. Multimedia refers to content and data from more than one 
digital resource such as text, photographs, graphics, animation, audio, and video etc. 
[24]. Multimedia annotation, adaptation and different interactions are main aspects for 
multimedia applications. In order to deliver right information to right person at right time 
and right location, multimedia search results are adapted to users’ preferences and up-to-
data context information in certain environments.  



2.2 Context uncertainty 

It is difficult to avoid the problems with data uncertainty especially in context-aware 
systems. Inconsistency occurs between models and the real world, as well as among 
different local environment models. Four main factors are stated to lead to that 
inconsistency in [9]: 

• unknown when no information about the property is available; 
• ambiguous when several different reports about the property are available (for 

example, when two distinct location readings for a given person are supplied by 
separate positioning devices); 

• imprecise when the reported state is a correct yet inexact approximation of the 
true state (for example, when a person’s location is known to be within a 
limited region, but the position within this region cannot be pinpointed to the 
required (application-determined) degree of precision); or 

• erroneous when there is a mismatch between the actual and reported states of 
the property.     
 

Correspondingly, Quality of Context (QoC) or Quality of Information is often discussed 
in these cases and quality of context information depends greatly on the change of 
context sources, by which context is provided [14].   

2.3 Context modeling 

In order to deal with the context information as well as context uncertainty mentioned 
before, specific frameworks and data structures are needed to capture, manage, process 
and retrieve context information. In the field of knowledge engineering and artificial 
intelligence, context information must be at first collected and presented to the 
application in order to enable efficient context-aware adaptation. Therefore, a common 
representation format for the context information is required [17]. A well-defined 
context model is needed to define and store context data in machine readable forms in 
order to enhance interoperability. In [23] Strang and Linnhoff-Popien made an in-depth 
survey across several context-aware systems and compared the most relevant context 
modeling approaches including Key-Value, Markup Scheme, Graphical, OO, Logic-
based and Ontology-based models. These approaches are based on different data 
structures and represent context information for machine processing and reasoning.  



2.4 MPEG-7, MPEG-21 and RDF  

With regard to various multimedia metadata, MPEG-7 provides a large set of pre-
defined elements to describe multimedia contents. In particular, these elements are 
composed of two different types: Description Schemes (DS) and Descriptors (D). 
Depending on the fields of applications, a specific description scheme can be defined by 
freely combinable descriptors (i.e. tags). Each descriptor itself refers to a specific feature 
or attribute of multimedia content [12, 15]. In addition, the Description Definition 
Language (DDL) of MPEG-7 makes this standard more powerful than other metadata 
standards, since it allows the creation of new descriptors and description schemes within 
the standard. Hence, it makes the vocabulary of MPEG-7 to be extensible by employing 
the XMLSchema. 

Together with MPEG-7, MPEG-21 provides a comprehensive framework for multimedia 
adaptation. In general, MPEG-21 consists of twelve parts [2, 12]. These parts are 
independent of each other. So the excerpts of the standard might also be applied. Alone 
for the purpose of managing multimedia contents in mobile end devices we confine the 
system to the MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) and MPEG-21 Digital Item 
Declaration Language (DIDL). The MPEG-21 DIDL contains six top level descriptors 
(tags), of which the first four are particularly important for mobile data management. 

 
Figure 2: The ramm.x vocabulary [16] 

However, neither MPEG-7 nor MPEG-21 multimedia metadata standard defines 
ontology which can be used for context modeling. Several ontology-based MPEG 
binding specifications are surveyed in the related research fields. 



RDFa-deployed Multimedia Metadata (ramm.x) offers mapping from multimedia 
standards such as MPEG-7 to the Semantic Web whose documents are often described in 
RDF (Resource Description Framework). The ramm.x can be used for reuse of existing 
multimedia metadata, converting, validation and exchange of metadata via an easy-to-
use vocabulary set (cf. Figure 2). Main requirements of ramm.x include enabling the 
resulting description to be consumable by a Semantic Web agent through being encoded 
in RDF; embedding reference to description in existing multimedia metadata format in 
(X)HTML; providing reference to services capable of mapping between a specific 
multimedia metadata format and RDF; and multiple descriptions available for one media 
asset (e.g. in different formats, covering different aspects), etc. Based on the ramm.x, an 
MPEG-7 ontology demonstrates the first successful practical realization [18] with 
MPEG-7 schema version of 2001. The MPEG-7 ontology specified by Rhizomik [18] 
shows its advantage in comparison to those approaches like MPEG-7 Ontology [10] 
Core Ontology for Multimedia (COMM) [4, 5] and aceMedia Visual Descriptor 
Ontology (aceMedia VDO) [1] (cf. Table 1).  

Framework Supporting 
format Mapping Comments 

MPEG-7 Ontology [10] OWL-full - - 
COMM [4] OWL-DL - - 

aceMedia [1] RDFS-DS - - 
Rhizomik MPEG-7 Ontology 

[18] 
OWL-full XSD2OWL, 

XML2RDF 
Confidence value can be 

set for uncertainty 
reasoning 

Table 1 A comparison of MPEG-7 ontologies 

3 System design of a mobile context-aware multimedia service  

A service is designed and implemented to meet the following requirements. How can 
preferences of user communities, spatial and temporal context information contribute to 
the context-aware multimedia search? How can Semantic Web and multimedia metadata 
standards enhance multimedia search together?    



 

Figure 3: CA3M system architecture 

3.1 Conceptual approach of CA3M 

The CA3M (Context-Aware Mobile Multimedia) service enables multimedia search 
based on keywords specified by users and users’ context. CA3M uses the Web Service 
technologies in order to provide easy access to mobile applications on the client side. On 
the server side, a set of services provide functionality such as context acquirement, 
context reasoning, and context querying. On the client side, mobile user interfaces can 
process users’ requests and retrieve demanding multimedia results. For rapid prototyping 
we employ our previous research result, the Lightweight Application Server (LAS) [20] 
as the basic framework. LAS provides HTTP and SOAP connectors, which makes the 
implementation of client-server communication easier. In addition, the LAS components 
provide functionality such as the connector to a database. Ontologies using OWL, RDF 
and a media repository with metadata are maintained by a native XML database, e.g. 
eXist [8]. Moreover, the main benefit of LAS is that the services on it can be flexibly 
extended for specific applications by using the LAS Java APIs (cf. Figure 3). 

Thus, CA3M is designed and implemented as LAS services within the LAS framework. 
Figure 4 illustrates the information flow in CA3M. Besides Context reasoning and 
multimedia search functionality, rating and clustering are provided. As the first step, user 
communities are grouped into different clusters according to their own interests or 
preferences. Users’ rating to multimedia search results is carried out based on different 
user clusters and individual users. The rating mechanism by user communities can 
reduce context uncertainty via users’ feedback to certain multimedia search results.  



3.2 The MPEG-7 to RDF converter 

The binding of MPEG-7 and Semantic Web encoded in RDF is one of the basic 
components beside the CA3M service. The contribution of this research work is mainly 
in two aspects. One is the adapted converting service which enables MPEG-7 and 
MPEG-21 multimedia standards to be understandable in order to realize the Semantic 
Web. This is an extension of the existing research by the Rhizomik Initiative1. The 
converter consists of transformation from RDF to HTML, XML Schema to OWL, and 
XML to RDF. An ontology schema based on a mapping of MPEG-7 schema to RDF is 
additionally specified.   

The other contribution is that CA3M supports both XQuery (XML Query Language) and 
SPARQL (Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language). SPARQL is a tree-structured 
query language for RDF documents. The semantics of SPARQL is similar to SQL, while 
the query processing mechanisms of both are different [21, 22].   

 

Figure 4: CA3M information flow 



4 Implementation and evaluation 

MPEG-7 Schema is mapped to ontology before MPEG-7 documents are transformed 
into RDF.  Our converter is adapted and realized for the latest MPEG-7 Schema of 2004. 
For the context-aware query processing, two steps are carried out sequentially. Firstly, 
all queries related to context information are expressed and evaluated in XQuery. The to-
be-searched multimedia metadata at this phase is in MPEG-21 DIDL format. Second, 
SPARQL queries are prepared for executing on RDF documents, after the converter has 
processed the metadata documents.  

The MPEG-7 to RDF converter works within two packages, XSD2OWL and XML2RDF. 
XSD2OWL facilitates the transformation of MPEG-7 Schema into MPEG-7 Ontology, 
while XML2RDF transforms XML based MPEG-7 documents into RDF formats. A 
LAS service called MPEG7ToRDF Service has been implemented.         

A set of evaluation work is done on the CA3M service prototype. In our project Virtual 
Campfire [6], there are a great amount of multimedia files with metadata stored on 
streaming servers, FTP servers, HTTP servers, and several multimedia or XML 
databases in a distributed computing environment. Over 300 main multimedia metadata 
files are converted from MPEG-7 into RDF. Then SPARQL queries are executed to 
obtain context-aware multimedia search results across the 300 MPEG-7 documents and 
their related MPEG-7 documents which e.g. save information about location using 
MPEG-7 SemanticPlaceType. The first evaluation result shows that more efforts could 
be made to optimize the service execution, because around 30 seconds are needed to 
handle the SPARQL queries at the current development stage.   

5 Conclusions and outlook 

Context awareness, mobility and multimedia adaptation are discussed as three main 
factors to enable context-aware multimedia adaptation and search on mobile platforms. 
This work is based on two accomplished prototypes of multimedia information systems 
with metadata standards based multimedia adaptation and context modeling and 
reasoning in the previous work [13, 3]. To make good use of and to advance the existing 
tools, a conceptual approach is proposed to enhance multimedia adaptation and search 
combining comprehensive multimedia standards such as MPEG-7/21 and context 
modeling and context awareness. Both technologies intertwine and are able to support 
context reasoning in a better way. Furthermore, they make it possible and promising to 
shape and perform measurements in order to reduce context uncertainty.      



In our ongoing research, we will focus on mobility issues and context uncertain 
problems related to multimedia and context awareness. Within the UMIC (Ultra High-
speed Mobile Information and Communication) research cluster of the German 
Excellence Initiative, a lot of research work for mobile context-aware multimedia 
services is challenging. P2P data management with regard to MPEG-7/21 metadata 
standards will be addressed. Data uncertainty and context uncertainty problems need to 
be in-depth identified, analyzed and handled. Mobile (Web) services will be developed 
to bridge the mobile social software on the higher application layer and the mobile 
wireless network technologies on the lower network layer. The performance of these 
services should also be improved.    
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Abstract. This paper presents a standards-based architecture for a complex and 

generic distributed multimedia scenario, which combines content search and 

retrieval, DRM, and context-based content adaptation together. It is an 

innovative and totally generic approach trying to narrow the semantic-gap by 

integrating a flexible language for multimedia search based on MPEG Query 

Format (MPQF) standard with the application of video analysis algorithms for 

the automatic extraction of low-level features and with the use of contextual 

information.  

Keywords: Context-based adaptation, Digital Rights Management-Rights 

Expression Language, Features extraction, MPEG Query Format. 

1   Introduction 

A substantial amount of work has been done in the area of Universal Multimedia 

Access (UMA) and the most recent works focus on the maximisation of user 

experience. Nevertheless, these approaches are usually application-specific and it is 

easy to identify serious limitations in terms of interoperability and extensibility. The 

majority of the research activities reported in this area focus mainly on content 

adaptation [1], where the use of contextual information and metadata is essential to 

achieve efficient and useful adaptations that enrich the user experience. Furthermore, 

the rising tide of available content has created the need of new tools for guiding users 

to be able to search and find what is of their interest. In both (content adaptation and 

search) applications, similar problems need to be addressed:  

• The lack of context and metadata textual descriptors.  

• The semantic gap, i.e. the gap between the low-level features (LLFs) that can 

be automatically extracted from digital contents and the interpretation that a 

user would have of the same content.   

• The use of standards.  
The affordability of consumer electronic devices such as MP3 and recordable 

players, digital cameras, etc., allow users to become content producers as well as 
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consumers. This evolution creates new and interesting challenges: the 

abovementioned issues are tightly related to the industry exploitation of new search 

and retrieval solutions, able to address the specific requirements of the emerging 

social networks featuring tons of user generated content (UGC). The combination of 

techniques taking advantage of automatically extracted features, textual metadata and 

context information can represent the key for the success of such services, offering 

simple and seamless management of personal digital media repositories in the home 

network or on the big Internet, as well as Premium content catalogue browsing and 

search features.  

Furthermore, a multipurpose framework dealing with heterogeneous contents needs 

to take into account the enforcement of Digital Rights Management (DRM) 

technologies during content access and consumption. Such a feature represents a key 

issue for business models design,  ensuring a transparent and correct usage of the 

content throughout each stage of the value chain (from the content creator, through 

the service provider, and to the end user). 

Following the background information about the different lines of research 

activities integrated in the theme of the proposed work (Section 2), this paper will 

address all the identified challenges by presenting a standards-based architecture for a 

complex and generic distributed multimedia scenario, which combines search and 

retrieval, DRM and context-based content adaptation (Section 3). Finally, before the 

conclusions and the future work, an application scenario based on Social Networks is 

described in order to better evaluate our proposal (Section 4). 

2   Background  

2.1   Multimedia Search and Retrieval 

In this section we will first analyse the requirements of today’s multimedia search and 

retrieval services, and present the MPEG Query Format (MPQF) as the most suitable 

solution as it satisfies those requirements. Finally, we will also refer to different 

search and retrievals algorithms based on video processing techniques. 

 

Unified Querying Languages and Interfaces. The first thing to take into account 

when defining a search and retrieval service is that user information needs can be 

expressed in many different ways. On the one hand, when search preferences can be 

expressed in terms of precise conditions as those in a relational algebra expression, 

clearly determining which objects of collection to select, it is known as data retrieval 

(DR). In this case, a single erroneous object among a thousand retrieved objects 

means a total failure. In the context of multimedia search and retrieval, DR refers to 

queries expressed in terms of metadata and also in terms of low-level features. On the 

other hand, there are user information needs which cannot be easily formalized. 

Information retrieval (IR) aims to retrieve information which might be relevant to the 

user, given a query written from the user’s point of view. In the context of multimedia 

search and retrieval, IR refers to text keywords and query-by-example (QBE) for 



instance. 

Querying today’s digital contents can imply the combination of data retrieval-like 

conditions referred to a well-defined data model and also information retrieval-like 

conditions. 

Many modern multimedia databases (MMDBs) and various providers of 

multimedia search and retrieval services already offer advanced indexing and retrieval 

techniques for multimedia contents. However, their databases and service interfaces 

are proprietary, and therefore the solutions differ and do not interoperate.  

Our proposed search and retrieval service is based on MPEG Query Format 

(MPQF) standard in order to guarantee the interoperability needed to ease the access 

to repositories by users and applications, and to allow the deployment of distributed 

search and aggregation services. 

 

MPEG Query Format Overview. The MPEG Query Format (MPQF) is Part 12 of 

ISO/IEC 15938-12, “Information Technology - Multimedia Content Description 

Interface”, better known as MPEG-7. The standardization process in this area started 

in 2006, and MPQF became an ISO/IEC final standard after the 85
th
 MPEG meeting 

in July 2008. 

MPQF is an XML-based query language that defines the format of queries and 

replies to be interchanged between clients and servers in a distributed multimedia 

information search-and-retrieval context. The two main benefits of standardising such 

kind of a language are 1) interoperability between parties (e.g., content providers, 

aggregators and user agents) and 2) platform independence (developers can write their 

applications involving multimedia queries independently of the database used, which 

fosters software reusability and maintainability). The major advantage of having 

MPEG rather than industry forums leading this initiative is that MPEG specifies 

international, open standards targeting all possible application domains, which are not 

conditioned by partial interests or restrictions. 

 

Multimedia Search and Retrieval Techniques. Video data can be indexed based on 

its audiovisual content (such as colour, speech, motion, shape, and intensity), and 

semantic content in the form of text annotations. Because machine understanding of 

the video data is still an unsolved research problem, text annotations are often used to 

describe the content of video data according to the annotator’s understanding and the 

purpose of that video data. 

As far as indexing and retrieval techniques for the visual content are concerned, 

content-based solutions propose a set of methods based on low-level features such, for 

example, colours and textures. Several frameworks dealing with the automatic 

extraction of low level features have been proposed [3]; their main disadvantage, 

however, relies in the impossibility for such systems to process complex queries to 

express high level semantic concepts, like, for example “find a video of my sister on a 

beach at the sunset”. Some recent technologies allow the indexing of content based on 

high level concepts through specific algorithms, but the categorization is limited to 

few concepts due to the implicit constraints imposed by those algorithms. In 

TRECVID 2007, the search task consisted of finding shots in a test collection 

satisfying queries expressed by topics – a kind of complex high level features. 

Examples of such topics are: “waterfront with water and buildings” and “street protest 



or parade”. This TRECVID contest regarded 24 topics. The recall and precision 

values are still quite modest, as compared to other information retrieval scenarios. 

Some opportunities to improve those systems can be offered by the combination of 

signal and symbolic characterizations in order to diminish the semantic gap and 

support more general queries: this approach allows to take into account low level and 

high level concepts and to enable different query paradigms (search by similarity, 

search by analogy, etc.). 

2.2   Concepts and Models for Context and Metadata 

Even if the study of metadata and context has been carried out for many decades, 

nowadays there is still some confusion on defining and modelling context and 

metadata.  

For example, when dealing with Information Services, the dynamic behaviour of 

some metadata descriptors is sometimes interpreted as context, as in [4]. In other 

works usually focused on mobile applications, such as [5], context metadata is 

defined as “information that describes the context in which a certain content item was 

created”.  And finally, advanced works trying to integrate context and content like [6] 

decided that “the term context refers to whatever is common among a set of 

elements”.  

Context and metadata are clearly associated to knowledge; “meta-data” is 

information about data, but what is context doesn’t seem to be so clear. We agree with 

the probably most generic definition found in the literature provided by A. Dey [7]: 

"Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an 

entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the 

interaction between a user and an application, including the user and application 

themselves." 

Furthermore, while metadata is supported by really mature standardised schemas 

such as the one defined by MPEG-7, there is a clear need of defining a common 

schema of contextual information for generic multimedia scenarios. If not, it will be 

difficult to take the maximum advantage of it use because the advanced works in the 

area (such as the previously identified) won’t be able to be extended and interoperable 

with the incoming complex multimedia scenarios of the future. 

2.3   Context-Aware Content Adaptation 

Context-aware content adaptation has become an important line of research, however 

it has always lacked of standardised models to represent and manage contextual 

information. Three main initiatives should be identified: the CC/PP (Composite 

Capability/Preference Profile) created by the W3C which defines an RDF-based 

framework for describing device capabilities and user preferences, the UAProf (User 

Agent Profile) of the Mobile Alliance Forum which provides an open vocabulary for 

WAP (Wireless Access Protocol) clients to communicate their capabilities to servers, 

and the Usage Environment Description (UED) tool included in MPEG-21 Digital 

Item Adaptation (DIA) which consists of a complete set of context descriptors for a 



multimedia adaptation scenario. It includes user information, network and terminal 

capabilities as well as natural environment descriptors. 

The first two are limited to specific applications, and represent a small subset of 

contextual information only. Without doubt, the most complete initiative trying to 

identify and represent the context for generic multimedia applications has been 

carried out by the MPEG community by means of the 7
th
 part of its MPEG-21 

standard. It is called MPEG-21 DIA (Digital Item Adaptation) and includes all kind of 

descriptors to facilitate context-based content adaptation.  

2.4   Digital Rights Management (DRM) Initiatives 

A DRM system provides intellectual property protection so that only authorized users 

can access and use protected digital assets according to the rights expressions, which 

govern these assets. 

Nowadays, there are several commercial initiatives that specify a complete DRM 

system. Moreover, there are standard initiatives that specify the elements that form a 

part of a DRM system and the relationships between them. Among the standard 

initiatives, the most relevant is the MPEG-21 standard that defines a framework for 

dealing with different aspects of multimedia information management. This standard 

has normatively specified the different elements and formats needed to support the 

multimedia delivery chain. In the different parts of this standard, these elements are 

standardised by defining the syntax and semantics of their characteristics, such as the 

interfaces to these elements. 

In a DRM system rights expressions are defined to be the terms that govern the use 

of the digital assets. They are presented to the different actors of the digital value 

chain in the form of licenses expressed according to a Rights Expression Language 

(REL). RELs specify the syntax and semantics of a language that will be used to 

express the permissions and restrictions of use of a digital content. Licenses created 

according to a specific REL are associated to digital assets and can be interpreted and 

enforced by a DRM system. 

 

Adaptation Authorisation. Adaptation operations should only be performed if they 

do not violate any condition expressed in the licenses. MPEG-21 DIA specifies 

description formats for permissions and conditions for multimedia conversions that 

are useful to determine which changes (adaptations) are permitted on content in view 

and under what kind of conditions. 

3   Architecture Description 

The proposed search and retrieval architecture for a complex and generic distributed 

multimedia scenario is depicted in Fig. 1. The core of the architecture is a multimedia 

content search module based on MPQF, which is elaborated in Section 3.1. 

Furthermore, the content retrieval service is augmented with a context-based content 

adaptation service based on MPEG-21 DIA and a DRM service based on MPEG-21 

REL, which are discussed in detail in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed search and retrieval architecture for a complex and generic distributed 

multimedia scenario. 

 

The proposed architecture is flexible and extensible not only because standards 

have been used, but also because of its modular structure. It allows many different 

types of multimedia content providers ranging from a simple metadata repository to 

an advanced provider such as Multimedia Content Provider #1 in Fig. 1. Furthermore, 

the application of video analysis algorithms for the automatic extraction of low level 

features could also be integrated in order to address the lack of metadata textual 

descriptors. 

The users can transparently use the DRM engine and the adaptation engine to 

enrich the content retrieved from the content databases and the query engine. 

Furthermore these services can also be called by the user application, directly. Finally, 

the management of contextual information based on profiles (presented in Section 

3.2) enriches content adaptation services, as well as content search and retrieval, 

whenever necessary; and therefore, will also be addressed. . 

3.1   Multimedia Content Search and Retrieval Service 

MPEG Query Format-Required search functionalities amongst the modules in the 

proposed architecture vary depending on their roles. On the one hand, service 

providers (e.g. content aggregators) need collecting metadata descriptions from 

content providers, and this is usually performed through a harvesting mechanism. 

Metadata harvesting consists on collecting the metadata descriptions of digital items 

(usually in XML format) from a set of digital content providers and storing them in a 

central server. Metadata is lighter than content, and therefore, it is feasible to store the 

necessary amount of metadata with the service provider, so that real-time access to 

information about distributed digital content becomes possible without the burden of 

performing a parallel real-time querying on the underlying target content databases. 

The search functionalities required for harvesting are very simple, because 

“harvesters” usually request information on updated records using a datestamp range. 



On the other hand, content “retailers”, which include service providers and also 

some content providers (generally medium or large scale providers), should be able to 

deploy value-added services offering fine-grained access to digital items, and 

advanced search and retrieval capabilities. 

We have chosen the MPEG Query Format as the interface between parties in either 

of the two different situations described below. Although there exist mechanisms for 

metadata harvesting (e.g., Open Archives Initiative), MPQF can offer not only a 

similar functionality, but also a broad range of advanced multimedia search and 

retrieval capabilities. One of the key features of MPQF is that it is designed for 

expressing queries combining the expressive style of IR systems with the expressive 

style of XML DR systems (e.g., XQuery), embracing a broad range of ways of 

expressing user information needs. Regarding IR-like criteria, MPQF offers a broad 

range of possibilities that include, but are not limited to query-by-example-

description, query-by-keywords, query-by-example-media, query-by-feature-range, 

query-by-spatial-relationships, query-by-temporal-relationships and query-by-

relevance-feedback. Regarding DR-like criteria, MPQF offers its own XML query 

algebra for expressing conditions over the multimedia related XML metadata (e.g., 

Dublin Core, MPEG-7 or any other XML-based metadata format) while also offering 

the possibility to embed XQuery expressions (see Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. MPEG Query Format Outline 

 

A valid MPQF document (according to the MPQF XML schema) always includes 

the Mpeg-Query element as the root element. Below the root element, an MPQF 

document includes the Input element or the Output element, depending on the fact 

that if the document is a client query or a server reply (there is only one schema and 

one root element). The part of the language describing the contents of the Input 

element is usually named as the Input Query Format (IQF), which it mainly allows 

specifying the search condition tree (Fig. 3) and also the structure and desired 

contents of the server output. The part of the language describing the Output element 

is usually named as the Output Query Format (OQF), and it specifies what the valid 

outputs are from the server to the client. IQF and OQF are used to facilitate 

understanding only, but do not have representation in the schema. 

 



AND

<XQuery>
let $a := node()//n:CreationCoordinates

/n:Date/n:TimePoint/ 

return     ($a > 2007-05-01T00:00:00) AND
($a < 2007-05-30T23:59:59) 

</XQuery>

QueryByExampleQueryByFreeText

<FreeText>Barcelona</FreeText>

<mpeg7:MediaLocator>
<mpeg7:InlineMedia>R0lGODlhFwAOAKI 
8ALAAAAAAXAA4AAANCCLrM1j
JtcdMcd3mGEJ5jRpinSG5s26mw
tGMXiAyibA8wEGBKDQUjgeKcD
dM63VxiyQAADs=

</mpeg7:InlineMedia>
</mpeg7:MediaLocator>

QueryByXQuery

 
 

Fig. 3. Example Condition Tree 

 

Multimedia Content Search and Retrieval Algorithms. A search and retrieval 

service able to respond to generic queries expressed with MPQF needs to be 

integrated with effective search and retrieval algorithms. 

As stated above, technology that has proven to guarantee good performances in 

different use cases is the analysis of textual metadata (keywords, textual descriptions, 

plots, actors, user comments, etc.): there are several standards (like MPEG-7) 

describing information related to multimedia contents in a textual and interoperable 

format. In a real scenario, however, video content is not always accompanied by other 

corresponding information. There is the need, therefore, to provide innovative ways to 

allow users to search for content exploiting all the available information. A solution 

can be identified in the automatic analysis of visual information and MPEG-7 

represents a standard way to describe a set of low level features in an interoperable 

XML format. Nevertheless, one has to get over the abovementioned semantic gap. A 

way to address the problem and improve the overall performances, still maintaining 

the standard compatibility is to analyse MPEG-7 descriptors related to low level 

features jointly with textual metadata, whenever available. 

The technical work conducted in this activity can be described as a sequence of 

different operations:  

• Automatic extraction of low level features: for each video, a set of MPEG-7 

descriptors is extracted; the obtained low level features are then processed in 

order to extract temporal and spatial features related to the whole content. The 

latter are represented by the MPEG-7 descriptors themselves, providing 

information about visual aspects. Each frame is associated to an element of a 

codebook made clustering the MPEG-7 descriptors extracted from a training 

set of videos, using the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (GLA). A probability 

distribution related to the whole video is then computed. This distribution 

describes the visual aspects of the video. 

• Starting from the analysis of MPEG-7 descriptors it is also possible to obtain 

information about the temporal evolution of the videos, revealing, therefore, 

aspects of storytelling style. After having compressed the total amount of data 

through the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), we have chosen to develop 

new low level features that reflect the complexity of the temporal evolution of 



the principal components extracted by the data set: the spectral flatness and the 

fractal dimension. This is because the amount of change among frames can be 

inferred directly from the variation of the first few coefficients. 

• The visual and temporal features undergo a fusion process to compute the 

overall similarity among contents; 

• Analysis of textual information: Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) technique 

has been used, a vector space technique that exploit co-occurrences between 

terms. Using LSI it is possible to discover similarities between texts even if 

they share few or no words; 

• Construction of searchable indexes: The data extracted with textual and 
visual analysis are used jointly for creating tables of distances between 

contents in the repository. Such tables can be used in real time to provide 

answers to different kind of queries.  

For further information about these algorithms one can refer to [8]. 

Once the searchable indexes are constructed, we can consider that this Content 

Provider (CP) includes not only the Content database (Fig. 1), but also these 

processing techniques and the associated database with the similarity measures 

between contents. When contents lack of metadata, or even for a more accurate result 

based on a user’s Relevance Feedback (RFB), or combined with metadata, 

QueryByExample (QBE) is an interesting retrieval approach that needs to be 

addressed. 

We already stated, at the beginning of this section, that MPQF is capable of 

expressing different types of queries for IR systems, as for example, query-by-

example-media In Fig. 4 and Fig.5 we can see an example of the InputQuery and the 

OutputQuery, respectively, that could be used between the Service Provider (SP) and 

the CP previously identified. On the one hand, the request includes the sample of 

content that is used to express user’s interest and the description of the desired output 

(number of results, etc.). On the other hand, the response includes the list of the “most 

similar” items that have been retrieved. 

Moreover, we could consider these messages as the ones exchanged between the 

user and the SP in a more specific application scenario. 

 



 
 

Fig. 4. Example of an MPQF QueryByMedia Input Query 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Example of an MPQF QueryByMedia Output Query 

3.2   Context-based Content Adaptation Service 

In a complex multimedia scenario, many different adaptation operations may be 

performed on contents. As mentioned in Section 2, MPEG-21 DIA is a complete 

standard that specifies the syntax and semantics of tools that assist in the adaptation of 

multimedia content. It is used to satisfy transmission, storage and consumption 

constraints as well as Quality of Service management. The proposed context-based 

adaptation service for search and retrieval application is based on MPEG-21 DIA; a 



more detailed specification of a possible modular architecture of this service can be 

found in [9]. 

Due to the inherent complexity of the standards, their practicality in video search 

and retrieval domain is slim. In order to address this issue, a number of context 

profiles are defined. These profiles include User Profile, Network Profile, Terminal 

Profile, and Natural Environment Profile. They contain all the associated descriptors 

of MPEG-21 UED, and thus, cover a complete set of contextual information. A 

detailed description of them can be found in [9]. Furthermore, they could be extended 

to new types of context that could be identified by new sensors. 

The use of profiles eases the introduction of standards while providing more 

flexibility and scalability to any architecture. In our proposal, their use would 

definitely enrich the search and retrieval service while guaranteeing interoperability. 

Not only the user can identify the content he/she wants, but also will receive it in the 

most optimized way thanks to the Context-based Content Adaptation Service 

3.3   Digital Rights Management Service 

The DRM Management service will ensure that multimedia copyrighted content is 

used according to the terms stated by content creators or rights holders. This service 

will inform to the user the operations that he/she can perform with the videos found 

by the audiovisual search and retrieval service. It provides functionalities to obtain the 

licenses governing a digital resource, in this case a video, and provides information 

content usage information, according to licenses governing the selected video, to the 

user. Then, the user will select the operation he/she wants to perform, and if necessary 

will purchase the appropriate license. 

This service provides two operations: The first one obtains the licenses associated 

to the video selected by the user and the second one determines the user’s permissions 

and constraints of content usage. Next are described the two operations in detail: 

• getLicenses: It receives as parameters a video label and returns an XML file 

containing the set of MPEG-21 REL licenses governing the image. These 

licenses will specify the rights that the user can exercise and the conditions that 

he previously has to fulfil. Moreover, it also returns the rights that the use 

could exercise if he previously purchases the appropriate license.  

• verifiyRights: It receives as parameters the user’s licenses governing the 

video and an XML file containing information about the usage that the user 

has previously done with this concrete video, and determines if the user can 

exercise the requested operation. This operation implements a license 

verification algorithm, based on the MPEG-21 REL Authorization Model [x], 

which verifies if an entity was authorized to perform the requested operation 

over a video. 

 

Adaptation Authorization: In order to govern content adaptations for protected 

contents, licenses integrating MPEG-21 REL and MPEG-21 DIA should also be used. 

The main reason for integrating both standards is that, due to the increasing 

complexity of adaptations, we require more detailed descriptions about content 



adaptation in order to govern them. A detailed work on the adaptation authorisation 

can be found in [10].  

4 Social Networks application scenario 

Recently, online social networking sites are experimenting a dramatic growth in 

their use. Users of these sites form social networks and share contents (photos, videos, 

etc.) and personal contacts. In certain occasions users can wish to protect their 

personal information and the contents they share for privacy issues. Online social 

networking sites can be accessed from a broad diversity of devices (PDAs, mobile 

phones, PCs, laptops, etc.) and in different network conditions (fixed, mobile, local 

area, wide area, etc), then an efficient adaptation of the contents is required. Due to 

the huge amount and diversity of contents shared by users, online social networking 

sites also require efficient search and retrieval solutions. Furthermore, these solutions 

also can take advantage of automatically extracted features and textual metadata.  

In online social networking sites, users will benefit of the proposed solution, since 

service providers can collect metadata descriptions from content providers and 

content retailers should be able to deploy value-added services offering fine-grained 

access to digital items, and advanced search and retrieval capabilities. Moreover, 

access to these sites can be done from a broad range of consumer electronic devices, 

since the framework provides efficient and useful adaptations. Finally, users will be 

able to protect their personal information, contacts as well as the contents they 

provide to other users.   

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper has presented a standards-based generic approach for complex multimedia 

management.  

First of all, several weaknesses when dealing with context and metadata for 

multimedia management have been identified. The novelty of our proposed solutions 

comes from the fact that these problems are addressed in the most generic way, as the 

authors consider it is the best approach to exploit the maximum potential of both 

types of descriptors.  

On the one hand, a flexible and extensible way of representing context is used to 

enrich content adaptation, content search, and Digital Rights Management. On the 

other hand, the use of a flexible language for multimedia search and retrieval based on 

MPEG Query Format is the key point trying to narrow the semantic gap, as it gives all 

the required functionalities. Furthermore, the lack of metadata textual descriptors has 

been addressed by integrating video analysis algorithms for the automatic extraction 

of low-level features with this flexible language for multimedia search and retrieval. 

The use of standards, such as MPEG-21 DIA, MPEG-21 REL, MPEG-7 and 

MPQF, is also mandatory to guarantee interoperability with similar systems.  

We will continue working on the instantiation of the approach presented in this 

paper in an ongoing project, the XAC2 project (sequel of XAC, Xarxa IP Audiovisual 



de Catalunya, Audiovisual IP Network of Catalonia); XAC2 is a network for digital 

assets interchange among TV channels and content producers. It is worth mention that 

it is expected that from this work it will emerge the first known implementation of an 

MPEG Query Format processor. Currently, parts of the ongoing implementation are 

being contributed to the MPEG standardisation process in the form of Reference 

Software modules. 
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Nowadays almost any human activities create electronic documents. These documents 
are more or less complex. Not only that they are generated, but their content is needed 
sooner or later and the retrieval of relevant documents has become an important problem 
in the present.  The retrieval of multimedia documents is a problem because of the 
important size of the content’s collection and also because of the distributed aspect of the 
collection and the heterogeneity of the multimedia content. 

A fair amount of research has been conducted in the field of information retrieval. There 
are approaches that are focused on the management of multimedia documents in a 
distributed architecture (e.g., CAIM project1, CANDELA project2). In an Information 
Retrieval system, the most important phase is the indexation process. This process 
generates the metadata (data about data, data that describes the document, its content and 
also its context). These metadata are used in the retrieval process of documents that 
respond to a user query. 

Now there are many people who show interest in the metadata field, researchers and 
industrials as well. They work together for establishing standards for meta-data and for 
creating new ones and improving the existing ones. In the present there are many meta-
data standards defined for audio files, video files, text and image like Dublin Core, 
EXIF, STMPE, MPEG-7,etc. These standards are used for specifying certain information 
about the multimedia document. Some of the existing formats contain only a limited 
number of elements (e.g., Dublin Core) and others that are too exhaustive (e.g., Mpeg-7). 
Thus, the information systems must handle many standards and they become very 
complex. 

The thesis is accomplished under the ITEA2 project LINDO3 (Large scale distributed 
INDexation of multimedia Objects). This project is focused on managing the multimedia 
indexation process inside a distributed environment. An important issue of LINDO is the 
integration of different indexation engines in the system and their deployment in real 
time, while the system is running. 

                                                            
1 http://caim.uib.no/ 
2 http://www.hitech-projects.com/euprojects/candela 
3 http://www.lindo-itea.eu 



In this context, the core problem of my thesis concerns the development of a generic 
modelling of the multimedia metadata in a distributed architecture.  

Our main idea is that the format to be proposed should contain the existing metadata 
standards with limited changes in these standards.  The integration of the standards must 
be done with the elimination of redundancy. In the different existent formats there are 
elements with the same meaning but different names.  Our format will take into 
consideration the synonymy between the elements to be integrated. Some mapping rules 
must be proposed in order to resolve the synonymy and the equivalence between the 
standards. 

The format we will propose should have an extensible hierarchical structure (e.g., new 
elements can be added anywhere in the structure). The levels of the structure are not a 
priori fixed. Such a structure can integrate easily the notion of granularity of the 
metadata (i.e., we can have metadata related to the hole document, to its content, to a 
part of the document, and so on). 

A generic metadata format has several advantages. It solves the interoperability problem 
in the Information Retrieval Systems, where the indexing engines have as output 
different formats of metadata. If these outputs can be integrated in the generic format the 
system can use this format in the retrieval process and in the management of the 
multimedia documents. Another advantage is that once the mapping is done between the 
standards, it can be used to integrate these standards in the generic format and also the 
same mapping rules can be employed to obtain certain standard elements from the 
generic format.  

Our generic format will be used in the LINDO project in order to integrate any 
indexation engine in the system without changing the system itself, the output of the new 
indexation engine will be transformed in the generic format that the system can handle. 
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Abstract:  Nowadays  there  is  a  high  demand  of  computer 
controller multimedia home systems. A great variety of computer 
software  media  center  systems  is  available  on  the  market, 
software  which  transforms  an  ordinary  computer  into  a  home 
media  system.  This  means  it  adds  some  functionality  to  the 
normal  computer.  Our  goal  is  to  develop  such  a  user-friendly 
intuitive system,  dedicated for  home media centers.  In  contrast 
with  other  proprietary  approaches  (Windows  Media  Center, 
Apple TV), we are building an entire operating system specialized 
on  this.  It  is  based  on  the  Linux  kernel,  thus  providing  high 
portability  and  flexibility  at  a  very  low  cost.  The  system  is 
designed to work out of the box (plug it in and use it), needing 
zero configurations (no human configuration as much as possible) 
and no installation (Linux-live system, works from a CD, DVD or 
USB device). 

The user interface is not more complicated than a generic TV user 
interface.  In  this  aim,  the file  system is  hidden  from the user, 
being  replaced  with  an  intuitive  media  library,  the  driver 
configurations  is  done  automatically,  network  configuration  is 
also handled without user actions (as much as possible). 

Key-words: OS,  media  center,  Linux,  multimedia,  portable,  intuitive,  free, 
open-source

1. Introduction

The first Linux system was created within an academic environment. With a 
goal of obtaining a free alternative for commercial UNIX systems at that time, 
members of an enthusiast community gathered around Linus Torvalds in order 
to help improving and extending the kernel, kernel that he initially created just 
as a university project. Subsequently, plenty of software projects based on this 
kernel  have  been  founded,  thus  giving  birth  to  Linux  distributions.  Their 
importance grew more and more each year,  achieving nowadays  2% of the 
market.
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Although Linux distributions are free  (and some aren’t  subject  to copyright 
law), they require advanced operating systems knowledge and skills due to the 
simple reason of lack of graphical interface tools. The existing ones are quite 
difficult to be handled by those who don’t have a programming background. 
Just  imagine  an  unskilled user  trying  to  set  up  the  sound modules  for  the 
kernel.  The user doesn’t  know exactly what the sound card is; nevertheless 
would he know what a kernel module means. 

Even  advanced  user  interfaces  like  KDE and GNOME (which by the way 
occupy a lot of disk space) cannot be considered intuitive. If for us, it takes 
several minutes just to find the configuration tools, imagine a user which has 
just bought a computer and wants to watch some movies. This is exactly like 
the comparison between a TV and a computer. The user goes to the store, buys 
a TV, plugs it in and it works. On the other hand, if he buys a computer, he 
will plug it in, will have to wait … and wait … and most surely reboot it (what  
does  that  mean  ?)  and  maybe  than  it  will  display  something.  In  order  to 
actually watch some movies or listen to some music, downloading application 
is necessary. The result: the user sticks to the TV. [TW06, Ta04]. This means 
that serious improvement in computer user interfaces is needed.

When it comes to software for playing multimedia, the sky is the limit. Players 
like Winamp,  Windows Media Player,  MPlayer [MT08],  Amarok,  XMMS, 
GeeXboX, Domotixi, MMS are just a small list of examples. The problem: 
they lack an attractive user interface, they are not intuitive to use and usually 
don’t meet all of today’s  users’ most common needs. For sure, an ordinary 
hardware DVD player will be the best choice for a computer unskilled user.

Further  on,  we  will  present  some  related  work,  meaning  other  Linux 
approaches to multimedia [CM08].

GeeXboX is a free embedded Linux distribution which aims at turning the 
computer into a so called HTPC (Home Theater PC) or Media Center. Being a 
standalone LiveCD-based distribution, it's  a ready to boot operating system 
than  works  on  any  Pentium-class  x86  computer  or  PowerPC  Macintosh, 
implying no software requirement. It supports playback of nearly any kind of 
audio/video and image files and all known codecs and containers are shipped 
in, allowing playing them from various physical  supports, either being CD, 
DVD, HDD, LAN or Internet. 

Domotixi is a free Media Center application for Windows that gathers under 
the  same  interface  multimedia,  communication  functions  and  access  to 
information.  It  enables  the  user  to  watch  TV,  listen  to  CDs,  Mp3s,  watch 
movies and access information about it (actors, reviews etc), listen to radio, 
consult  the  weather  forecast,  and  communicate  with  MSN  contacts.  Its 
interface is adjusted so it can be used on a TV and controlled with the help of a 
remote controller. 

MMS (My Media System) is an application that manages, displays and plays 
media content such as videos, music, pictures, and more. MMS runs perfectly 
on anything from a Set-Top-Box connected to your TV-Set, to your specially 
tailored multimedia PC and HD display. As the name implies, it is a media 



system  with the user in control.  It  lets other applications such as MPlayer, 
VDR, or Xine take care of what they respectively do best, and integrates them 
into one system, that is easy to understand and operate.

The goal of this project was to create a simple, intuitive and easy to use Linux 
based media center. This has been achieved by designing a system which starts 
from a CD, DVD or USB stick (thus does not require any installation), tries to 
automatically configure the hardware devices (video, network, etc.), hides the 
file system from the user by means of a media library and provides an intuitive 
graphical user interface.

In order to test our goal achievement, we have provided the system to people 
that do not have any knowledge of computers, so that we could observe their 
reaction. We will also provide some public beta testing in the future in order to 
improve usability. Moreover, we will try to detect the most used configuration 
patterns, so that we can apply them to the new versions of the system.

2. Description

Multimedia oriented system

The aim of this project  was to create media center Linux distribution. Unlike 
other commercial products that exist on the market, which are basically only 
some software upon a normal general purpose operating system, this project’s 
sole purpose is being a media center. This means that no other software tools 
are installed (browsers, test editors, etc.). The user interface was specifically 
design for multimedia (no  Start  Menu or  Applications Menu,  no icons files 
managers, etc.).

Moreover the system’s size has been dramatically reduced, so that it can fit on 
a very small space. All the other available space on de the device (CD, DVD or 
USB stick) will be used for multimedia material (music, videos, pictures, etc.).

Several  notable  differences  from  a  general  purpose  system  are  worth 
mentioning. First of all, the system tries it’s best to auto configure the device 
drivers. This means it  will try applying several  known good configurations. 
The file system is hidden from the user. Usually file systems can be tricky and 
have no sense on a multimedia system. Organizing multimedia content into a 
media library is  a  much better  approach.  While  searching songs or  videos, 
users prefer searching through a library than through folders and files. For this, 
several intelligent multimedia scanners are used.

The user interface is unique. No Linux standard user interface (such as KDE, 
Gnome, Xfce, etc.) is used. The main idea of the design is three-clicks-away - 
if some action takes more than three clicks from the user, it must be redesigned.



Minimal Live Operating System

In order to use Linux, a minimal live1 system had to be setup. We have used 
the Linux From Scratch [Be08] (further referred as LFS) approach. This means 
compiling a minimal Linux system, which should be able to run any program 
without a problem. This is good, but not enough. The system compiled like 
this  does  not  make any configuration  automatically.  Several  tools  for  auto 
configuring had to be developed. Let’s discuss them a little.

Distribution

The aim of the project is to create a mobile drive (CD, DVD or USB stick) 
with a very small Linux system and a lot of space for multimedia material. 
Once plugged in, this mobile drive should be able to boot and transform the 
computer  into a  dedicated  media  center.  It  should be  able  to  combine  the 
multimedia material located on the drive with the multimedia material that if 
finds on the host computer. Thus, one actually obtains a portable media center.

The  software  for  this  distribution is  minimal:  the  kernel,  startup and auto 
configuration tools, graphical user interface (the media center), media library 
and a media assistant.

Kernel

One of the most important parts is the Linux kernel. After compilation, any 
operating  system  kernel  does  not  do  very  much.  It  needs  device  drivers 
(modules) in order to be able to communicate with hardware devices. This is 
somehow tricky in the case of Linux systems, as default kernel modules are 
mostly generic. Companies usually don’t write hardware code for Linux (e.g. 
Wi Fi card drivers) and/or release it under licenses different from GPL (e.g. 
NVIDIA Graphics Card driver). Our approach is to compile a non GPL kernel, 
a kernel which contains proprietary drivers.

The drivers that  we have tried to include are  NVIDIA graphics card drivers, 
ATI Graphic card drivers, Intel graphics card drivers and Intel Wi Fi network 
drivers.  These are still  undergoing  tests,  with some success  for  now. Even 
without  these  drivers,  the  system is  still  able  to  run  graphics  applications, 
using generic drivers. Performance is lower though.

Another important part of a media center is the sound subsystem. This usually 
works  with the  kernel generic  drivers,  but  with lower  performance.  Sadly, 
there is not much that we can do, as most of the soundcards  found on the 
systems are  on-board, which means software cards2. The main problem with 
software cards is that the 5.1 and/or 7.1 sound systems are specific for every 
card, so it is not working with generic drivers. 

Network is another key point for our media center. Even if the system is not a 
1 A live Linux system is a distribution which boots from a mobile device (CD, DVD, USB stick 
etc.) and runs without installing anything on the host computer. Examples of live distributions are: 
Knoppix, ROSLiMS, SuSE Live, Mandriva One, Ubuntu installation.
2 Software sound cards are completely software controlled, and without hardware specification, no 
drivers can be written.



general purpose one, network and Internet connections are important. People 
might want to share files or download multimedia content.  As simple as it 
might sound, configuration of network devices is a real problem. For now, we 
are focusing on wired connections (connection which the kernel automatically 
recognizes). Wi Fi connections are supported only for Intel Centrino systems, 
which are more or less easily recognized by the kernel.

Startup and auto configuration tools

These  are  key software  tools  for  our  media  center  distribution.  The  major 
problem of  Linux  systems  is  configuration.  As powerful  as  command line 
configuration tools are [GA06, So05],  as hard to use they get.  Most of the 
times it is rather difficult for experienced users to configure Linux systems. 
Imagine  how it  is  for  inexperienced  ones.  We are  getting  back  at  our  TV 
problem3 [TW06, Ta04].

We have designed special startup software which will do it’s best to configure 
the system. First of all we start with the hardware devices.  We try to detect 
which  hardware  devices  are  on  the  system  and  subsequently  load  the 
respective kernel modules. If no suitable module is found, the generic modules 
will be loaded as a fallback solution. The errors will be logged so that they can 
be presented to the user4.

Once  the  device  drivers  are  loaded,  the  next  step  is  to  start  the  graphical 
subsystem. This poses some problems, as the configuration of the graphical 
environment has to be done dynamically. Remember that our goal is to start 
the system on every configuration, meaning different kind of hardware. Our 
auto configuration tool will do it’s best to test the hardware and configure the 
environment.  Upon  success,  the  startup  tool  will  launch  the  media  center 
graphical user interface.

As a fallback solution in case of graphical system failure, the media center 
provides a text mode user interface. This is not as shiny as the graphical one, 
but still provides access to the multimedia content5.

With the modules and user interface loaded, the auto configuration tool can 
begin configuring other parameters which can be done while the user already 
uses the system. We are referring here to  network configuration,  multimedia 
content scanning and other non key configuration points.

Network configuration is somehow tricky. The simplest way is if the user has 
access  to  a  DHCP  network.  In  this  case,  the  system  will  be  provided 
automatically with the configuration needed. The only problem is in setting 
necessary routing parameters, if more than one connection exists (e.g. wired 
connection  together  with  a  Wi  Fi  one).  This  is  done  fairly  easy,  with  no 
difficulties. Our tool also tries to test the network connection for connectivity.

3 The comparison between a user buying a TV and a computer, the TV works out of the box, the 
computer doesn’t.
4 The user will be informed about problems by means of a media assistant.
5 Video multimedia content might not be available, depending on the graphics driver problem.



If no DHCP service exists, the configuration tool will try to set up some well-
known configuration.  This means setting up  classical IP,  DNS and routing 
schemes (e.g. the most used IP address for the gateway is 192.168.0.1 and for 
the stations 192.168.0.x The DNS is usually the same as the gateway). This is 
a brute force trial and error method, which in most cases works perfectly. If 
none of these works, the error will be logged and the user will be asked for 
input.

The  multimedia  content  of  the  host  computer  will  be  also  scanned.  It  is 
somehow awkward to ask the user to find all of his media files on the system. 
A special tool will scan all the hard drives of the computer and progressively 
add the found content to the library.  This is done completely transparent for 
the user, user which will only notice that more and more media files appear in 
the library.

Special heuristics is used to classify media content. This is needed as not all 
the  files  on  a  computer  a  real  media  files.  Imagine  for  instance  that  if 
Microsoft Windows is installed on the host computer, several wav files will be 
found on the hard drives. These files contain sounds used by the  Windows 
graphical  interface.  Obviously,  they must be filtered out. Moreover,  images 
that are used for creating the interfaces of several programs are also on the 
hard drive (e.g. messengers’ emoticons).

Various algorithms are still under testing, so no conclusions can be drawn yet 
regarding the efficiency of the algorithm.

Last but no least, an important function is the plug and play device detection. 
This tool detects automatically the insertion of portable devices and adds their 
contents to the media library. This is a main function for the user which simply 
wants to insert a camera card and watch his photos or a music player and listen 
to the music from it6.

Graphical User Interface

Standard  Linux  graphical  interfaces  (GUI)  are  not  suitable  for  the  media 
center. They are general purpose GUIs, which have much more functions than 
needed. Moreover, they occupy a lot of space and, sadly, are not very intuitive.

We have designed a completely new user interface, as stated before, guided by 
the three-clicks-away principle. The GUI should be as simple as possible, but 
as useful as possible. The user must be able to reach any function as fast and as 
intuitive as possible.

The  GUI focuses  on  three  main  functions:  playback  of  music,  videos  and 
display of photos. We will discuss about all of them.

Photos

When using a media center, a user wants to be able to view his photos. This 

6 Due to propietary formats and digital rights  protections, compatibility with Apple iPod  is not 
provided.



function  of  the  GUI  allows  the  user  to  browse  through  his  photos,  view 
slideshows, and organize them. Future work hopefully will also provide image 
modification tools.

Music

The main component of a media center is the music system. Mainly media 
centers  are  used  to  playback  music.  Functions  like  play  lists,  next  songs7, 
repeat,  and  shuffle  are  standard  for  any  player.  In  additions  to  these,  we 
provide  intelligent  play  lists,  based  on  user  ratings,  play  rates  and  other 
parameters. We are still testing several algorithms which will be described in 
the full paper.

Lyrics are another important component. The system will provide a way for 
the user to be able to retrieve8, view and edit the lyrics of a song.

Videos

Movies are an important part of each person’s life. Everyone wants to have 
fast access to his or her movies. Linux provides several powerful  command 
line programs  for  video  playback.  The  purpose  of  our  media  center  is  to 
provide a GUI for these programs. 

Media Assistant

Even if we did our best to automatically configure the system, some issues 
might still require user intervention. This a bit of a problem for users that have 
no computer knowledge. To overcome this, we have built a  media assistant9 

function. This will display a cute character which will retrieve the messages 
provided by the auto configuration tool and will try to ask the user  simple 
questions. This is doable, as mostly the questions that the user has to answer 
are  rather  simple.  For instance,  there  might  be a  problem on detecting the 
video card type (NVIDIA or ATI). A user will usually know what card he has 
(he has paid a lot of money on it). With this simple information provided by 
the user, the system will be able to easily configure the graphic card. Another 
good  example  is  the  network  configuration.  If  none  of  the  well-known 
solutions work, a simple question like Do you have a small paper with some 
pairs  of  four  numbers  separated  by  dots  given  to  you  by  you  Internet  
provider? Maybe a manual will help. will solve the problem of the addresses.

Media Library

The file system is a real challenger for users. It is somehow hard to imagine 
folders into folders, different types of files that contain the same thing10. This 
is way our system tries to hide the file system from the user. This is done by 
means of a media library.  A media scanner scans in background the whole 
7 The user is able to tell the system which songs to play next.
8 Several online databases will be used (e.g. http://www.leoslyrics.com/)
9 A similar approach was used by Microsoft in creating Office Assistant.
10 Images for instance can be in several formats like JPEG, PNG, DIB etc. Music can be MP3, 
OGG, MOD etc. and videos have even more formats like AVI, MP4, DIVX etc.



hard drive and creates a database with multimedia content. In  this way,  the 
user will see a nice organized media library. It will not matter in which format 
a  file  is,  the  important  information  being the  metadata  of  the  file  and  the 
content.

This approach poses several  challenges. First of all, files are located on the 
mobile media, on the host computer hard drives and on other portable devices. 
The necessity to move files around is a problem. Transferring files is still a 
problem that we are looking into. We  have tested several  solutions for this 
matter. The main issue was where to place the newly transferred file. For now, 
we use a special folder on each device where we place the files or a Windows 
Media Player similar solution11.

Another problem posed by the media library is unifying the multiple metadata 
information. For instance,  some music files contain some kind of  metadata 
(sometime doubled – ID3 v1 and ID3 v2), others other type. We have tried to 
make  the  database  as  comprehensive  as  possible.  Several  results  will  be 
presented in the full paper.

Another important feature of the media library is the transfer of files to mobile 
media players.  The user  will  be able to transfer  files and synchronize to a 
mobile media player with just a click.

3. Technical Details

We will  discuss  now a few words about the technical  details  of the media 
center Linux. 

Kernel

The kernel used for this system is 2.6. We have chosen this kernel due to its 
support for most of the generic multimedia devices. Most of the new hardware 
devices, like USB sticks, media players, sound cards, network cards and Intel 
WiFi cards, are directly supported by this kernel.

User Interface

The user interface is currently based on GTK+ 2 [Pe99], the same libraries as 
widely used GUIs12 are based on. The design of the interface though is not 
done  using  entirely  GTK Widgets  (buttons,  labels  etc.),  but  also  by using 
several  custom graphics.  The  chosen  platform  for  programming  is  C/C++ 
[Dr05]. 

All these libraries are stacked on top of the graphics Xorg server.

11 Windows Media Player creates a folder structure similar to the media library one (Album \ 
Artist \ Song File).
12 Gnome, Xfce



Multimedia Content

We have used several libraries in order to playback the media files. Music is 
mostly handled by FMOD Sound System, which delivers high performance. 
The only disadvantage is that its license is not free for commercial use. Still, it 
provides high performance as other free tools.

Videos are played back using MPlayer. This very flexible command line video 
player integrates itself very well in any GUI. It is perfect for our media center.

Media Library

The media library uses  a  database  backend.  For  this,  we have  chosen  two 
platforms,  MySQL  and  Sqlite.  We  have  tested  which  one  suits  better  the 
system and came to the conclusion that both have ups and downs. Eventually, 
we have chosen the first option.

MySQL

MySQL has  the  advantage  of  being  a fully  featured  transactional  database 
system. The complexity, flexibility and speed of MySQL make it perfect for 
our system. As it  works as a client-server  application, the system might be 
extended to work over a network. This is useful if more media center systems 
where to be interconnected in a distributed system [TS07], thus a good starting 
point for improvement.

The drawback of this system is that it occupies a considerable space (more 
than 50 MB).

Sqlite

This is a very simple SQL library, which is linked into a program. It will store 
the database into a file (the system is similar to FoxPro). The great advantage 
is the size and complexity. It does not need more than a few KB for the library.

The  drawback  of  this  solution  is  that  it  cannot  be  used  over  a  network. 
Moreover transactions and more complex queries are not supported. Still, it is 
a solution for our system’s library.

Administration Tools

Besides the GUI, the system provides a professional administration tool for 
debugging and service reasons. These tools include software for experienced 
users,  which  will  be  able  to  fix  a  system which  won’t  start  with  standard 
configuration.

Conclusions

The system that we have created is perfect  suited for a home media center. 
Moreover, due to the fact that it is Linux based, it is very flexible and portable. 



We have to underline that unlike other media center systems, which are in fact 
just  some programs  that  run  over  a  general  purpose  computer  system,  our 
solution is  a  stand alone system which is  intended to be used only for the 
purpose of multimedia.

Most  important,  our  system provides  almost  a  complete  auto configuration 
tool, meaning that the user does not have to know anything about computers. 
The system works exactly like TV, out-of-the-box. Moreover, it runs like a live 
system, requiring no installation. All that the user needs a CD, DVD or USB 
stick.

The user interface is designed by obeying the  three-clicks-away rule, which 
states that anything should be done in no more than three clicks.

The file system is hidden from the user by means of a media library.  This 
makes the usage of the system even simpler. 

Besides the importance for the users, the features of this media center can be 
further used in normal Linux distribution. Auto configuration tools are features 
that are not present in almost any Linux system. This makes them hard to use 
for users with no computer knowledge.
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1 Introduction 

Security of multimedia database systems becomes a critical problem, especially with the 
proliferation of multimedia data and applications. One of the most challenging issues is 
to provide a content-based multimedia database access control that efficiently handles 
different user’s access with possible fine-grained restrictions at a specific level of the 
multimedia data. However, the realization of such a model depends on other related 
research issues: (a) Efficient multimedia data analysis for supporting semantic visual 
concept representation; (b) Practical representation of the multimedia database; (c) 
Effective multimedia database indexing structure for content-based retrieval; (d) 
Development of a suitable access control.  

2 Related Works 

Several efforts have been reported in the literature to support a multi-level multimedia 
access control. Some of these works [CSZ04], [ZH08] aim to extend existing database 
access control models by providing new access modes beyond the conventional ones 
(i.e., read, write, execute); when others [EB03], [TH06] propose their own access control 
model. In both cases, we noticed that the same steps are followed: First, the entire video 
is segmented in multi-level access unit and stored in a hierarchy structure. Then, an 
indexing method is applied over the structure. Finally, a video access control model is 
presented to tell what kind of visual concepts should be detected and which access 
control rules should be applied on these visual concepts. 

However, these approaches face many problems such as:  (1) Space inefficiency; instead 
of adapting the user request on the multimedia data, multiple versions are stored in the 
multimedia database, where each is customized to meet user-based restrictions. (2) 
Complexity; the extraction and the segmentation techniques are done over the entire 
multimedia data regardless of the constraints in the user profile. The result is a multi-
level hierarchical structure, complex for re-assembling the data when requested. Thus,  



the time request for a video element becomes so expensive at the run-time due to the 
time processing of the authorization rules over this structure.  

3 Proposed approach 

In this work, we intend to present a new scheme that supports a multi-level security 
protection for multimedia data while considering temporal, spatial and contextual 
constraints based on restriction extracted from the user profile. The main idea of our 
work is to avoid an entire segmentation of the video and instead, to gradually treat it by 
means of a novel and efficient indexing method, as constraints are introduced. Then, 
these indexes are classified in an efficient hierarchy that maintains segments summaries 
as defined in MPEG-7. Thereby, when a new constraint is applied over a video, a data 
mining technique is executed to update the existing indexes by locating the segments 
containing salient objects. Only segments containing sensitive objects in the frames are 
stored independently in a blurred form. Then, they are indexed hierarchically so they can 
replace the corresponding originals one when reading the video. Finally, the access 
control is done by identifying segment summaries that should be applied to read the 
document. 
From this viewpoint, this scheme remedies to the space efficiency, respectively to the 
request-time efficiency problem, since only one version of the video is stored in the 
database and the access to the data is straightforward thanks to the summaries.  
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